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Porelike Morphologies in Amyloidogenic Proteins
Matthew J. Voelker
Dr. Brigita Urbanc
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) have been linked to a variety of human diseases. The roles
that IDPs play in physiological functions and disease pathology are frequently an enigma. Their
disordered nature and structural complexity presents significant experimental and computational
challenges, and makes IDPs diﬃcult to study and characterize eﬀectively. Soluble, low molecular
weight (LMW) oligomers of the IDPs amyloid  -protein (A ) and ↵-synuclein (↵S) have been
hypothesized to be the primary neurotoxic agents in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and Parkinson’s
Disease (PD) respectively, however their structure remains elusive. In this thesis, we take a varied
computational approach in studies of A  and ↵S oligomers in order to probe and elucidate their
structure.
A  oligomers have been observed to impair cognition in live rats and to negatively aﬀect memory
by hindering long-term potentiation in the hippocampus. Of the two predominant A  alloforms,
A 40 and A 42, the latter is more strongly associated with AD. Here, we structurally charac-
terize A 40 and A 42 monomers through pentamers via a multi-scale computational approach,
wherein conformations derived by discrete molecular dynamics combined with an implicit–solvent
intermediate–resolution protein model and amino acid-specific interactions (DMD4B-HYDRA) were
converted into all-atom conformations and subjected to explicit-solvent MD. Unlike the initial
DMD4B-HYDRA conformations, fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 trimers, tetramers, and pen-
tamers form water-permeable pores, whereby the tendency for pore formation sharply increases
with oligomer order and is the highest for A 42 pentamers. Our findings reveal an extraordinary
ability of A  oligomers to form pores in pure water prior to their insertion into a membrane.
PD is characterized in part by the cerebral accumulation of ↵-synuclein, a 140 amino acids–long
protein produced naturally in the body, into abnormal intracellular protein deposits in the brain.
xiv
Soluble ↵S oligomers in particular have been shown to be toxic to neuronal cell cultures in vitro.
We here characterize the structure of ↵S oligomers computationally using the DMD4B-HYDRA
approach. We vary the implicit-solvent parameter corresponding to the strength of electrostatic
interactions (ECH) to fine tune the solvent conditions in order to obtain an ↵S oligomer distribution
consistent with experimental data. The population of ↵S oligomers is characterized by a monoton-
ically decreasing propensity of monomers through septamers followed by an increase in octamers.
We observe that ↵S forms water-permeable pores in all assembly states, with a propensity for pore
formation that increases with oligomer order.
Previous studies have reported that both A  and ↵S oligomers form ion channels when embedded
into a cellular membrane, which causes an abnormal ion flux and eventually leads to cell death. These
observations form a leading theory for the mechanism behind the cytotoxicity associated with AD
and PD, known as the ion channel hypothesis. The observations of porelike morphologies in our
studies of LMW oligomers of A  and ↵S, which form in the absence of a membrane and increase in
propensity with oligomer order, provides important insights and further support to the ion channel
hypothesis of AD and PD.
Abstract
1Chapter 1: Introduction
Proteins are a fundamental aspect of all lifeforms and play a vital role in our everyday physio-
logical processes, health and well-being. The focus of this thesis is on a specific class of proteins
known as intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), that are by their nature disordered and diﬃcult
to characterize. Aberrant aggregation of IDPs has been linked to multiple human diseases, including
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and Parkinson’s Disease (PD), which are associated with IDPs amyloid
 -protein (A ) and ↵-synuclein (↵S), respectively. Low molecular weight (LMW) oligomeric assem-
blies of these proteins inparticular have been posited as the primary cytotoxic agents in AD and PD.
Characterizing LMW oligomers of A  and ↵S could thus provide crucial insights into the pathology
of these diseases and may allow for the development of therapeutic treatments for those suﬀering
from AD and PD. A primary hallmark of both AD and PD is the loss of neurons. One proposed
method of cellular toxicity induced by A  and ↵S is the ion channel hypothesis, which posits that
annular pores formed by assemblies of A  and ↵S can act as ion channels within the cellular mem-
brane, resulting in an influx of calcium ions into the cell which can result in cell death. In this
chapter, the fundamentals of protein structure, dynamics, and assembly are discussed, along with
background information on the relevance of A  and ↵S in the context of the AD and PD pathology.
Experimental techniques lack the resolution to adequately characterize the structure and forma-
tion of LMW oligomers, which motivates the need for computational approaches. However, there
are several challenges associated with modeling and simulating IDPs such as A  and ↵S. It takes
considerable time for unfolded and spatially separated peptides to assemble into oligomers, and even
more time for the resulting populations to reach a meta-stable state. Populations of A  and ↵S
assemblies are heterogeneous, and it is thus important to ensure that the phase space available to
these populations is adequately sampled. Explicit-solvent, fully-atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)
provides for atomic level resolution when simulating protein folding and dynamics. However, MD
requires numerical integration to simulate particle trajectories, which necessitates the use of signifi-
2cant computational resources. MD thus cannot reasonably attain the time scales needed to observe
oligomerization from unstructured and separated peptides. Discrete molecular dynamics (DMD),
a more eﬃcient version of MD, combined with an implicit-solvent and intermediate-resolution pep-
tide model1 (DMD4B-HYDRA) is able to overcome the computational obstacles associated with
simulating assembly of unfolded and spatially separated monomeric peptides into oligomers. This
approach allows for simulation times which are long enough for oligomer assembly to occur, and for
the resulting populations to become meta-stable. The intermediate-resolution peptide model entails
the use of four ’beads’ to represent each amino acid. This representation relatively accurately models
the protein backbone and accounts for the unique side-chain associated with each amino acid. Each
amino acid retains its chiral character, and is allowed to form two hydrogen bonds (except proline).
In order to take advantage of the strengths of MD and DMD, and to compensate for their respec-
tive weaknesses, these two approaches can be combined into a multi-scale approach. In this unique
and novel computational method, DMD4B-HYDRA is used to create oligomer populations from un-
folded and spatially separated peptides, which are then converted into fully-atomistic monomer and
oligomer representations and subjected to explicit-solvent MD. Both MD and DMD play important
and distinct roles in the field of protein physics, and these techniques, along with the multi-scale
approach which combines the two computational techniques, are discussed in detail In Chapter 2.
The studies in this thesis applied the above computational techniques to simulations of A  and
↵S in order to gain insight into the nature and characteristics of folding and oligomer assembly, with
the ultimate goal of providing valuable knowledge that contributes to the development of therapies
for AD and PD. In Chapter 3, the multi-scale computational approach described above was applied
in order to generate and structurally characterize a population of A  monomers through pentamers.
In Chapter 4, a DMD4B-HYDRA study of ↵S folding and oligomer formation is presented. The most
important result in both of these studies is the observation of porelike annular assemblies formed by
A  and ↵S assemblies, the propensity for which increased with assembly size. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the first studies to observe the formation of porelike annular oligomers of both
A  and ↵S starting from spatially separated, unstructured peptides.
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31.1 Protein Structure
Proteins are essential to all known forms of life. They play a vital role in a variety of biological
functions, from immune system function to cellular communication. Although they are ubiquitous
in life on earth, proteins in many ways remain an enigma. Proteins are encoded by DNA, and
are thus subject to inherent variation. Protein levels can vary significantly between individuals,
subgroups, and large populations as a whole2. Incorrect encoding of proteins occurs frequently and
is largely benign, but this can result in abnormal and potentially even pathogenic behavior. Even
correctly encoded proteins can be incredibly sensitive to environmental changes, which can disrupt
their normal function and result in cytotoxicity. Several human diseases have been associated with
the abnormal behavior of proteins, including Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and Parkinson’s Disease
(PD), among several others. Gaining insight into how proteins function, as well as how and why
they can become pathogenic, is essential to our understanding of life itself.
The encoding of proteins by DNA can be thought of as a set of instructions for creating a chain
of amino acids linked together by covalent bonds. 20 diﬀerent amino acids occur in nature, and all
proteins can be described by the sequence of amino acids that make up each protein, which is known
as the protein’s primary structure. Proteins can have a primary structure up to tens of thousand of
amino acids long, and with 20 diﬀerent amino acids, the number of possible variations in primary
structure that can occur is eﬀectively infinite.
1.1.1 Amino Acids
Figure 1.1: Amino acid structure.
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4Every amino acid is composed of an ↵-carbon (C↵), a carboxyl group (COOH, labeled C’), and
an amino group (NH2, labeled N), as displayed in Figure 1.1. At physiological pH, its is likely that
the carboxyl group will be deprotonated (COO ) and the amino group protonated (NH+3 ). Diﬀer-
entiation between amino acids occurs due to the presence of a unique side-chain (’R’ in Figure 1.1)
which is bonded to the central C↵ atom. The side-chain determines if an amino acid is hydrophobic
(non-polar) or hydrophilic (polar),and can carry a net charge. The side-chain thus determines how
amino acids interact with other amino acids, water, and other solvents. The Kyte-Doolittle (KD)
hydropathy scale3, which is derived from physical and chemical properties of amino acid side-chains,
represents one of the standard quantizations of the relative hydrophobicity of all 20 amino acids,
shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Kyte-Dootlite Hydropathy values and charge at neu-
tral pH.
AMINO ACIDS
Symbol Full Name Abrv. K+D Charge @ pH = 7
I Isoleucine Ile 4.5 0
V Valine Val 4.2 0
L Leucine Leu 3.8 0
F Phenylalanine Phe 2.8 0
C Cysteine Cys 2.5 0
M Methionine Met 1.9 0
A Alanine Ala 1.8 0
G Glycine Gly -0.4 0
T Threonine Thr -0.7 0
S Serine Ser -0.8 0
W Tryptophan Trp -0.9 0
Y Tyrosine Tyr -1.3 0
P Proline Pro -1.6 0
H Histidinea His -3.2 0/+1
Q Glutamine Gln -3.5 0
N Asparagine Asn -3.5 0
D Aspartic Acid Asp -3.5 -1
E Glutamic Acid Glu -3.5 -1
K Lysine Lys -3.9 +1
R Arginine Arg -4.5 +1
a Histidine is predominantly uncharged at neutral pH.
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51.1.2 Peptide Bonds and Backbone Geometry
Amino acids are linked together into a peptide chain by covalent bonds known as peptide bonds.
Peptide bonds form through a process known as condensation, visualized in Figure 1.2. A reaction
occurs between the carboxyl group of one amino acid and the amino group of the neighboring amino
acid, resulting in a covalent bond between the carboxyl carbon and amino nitrogen. As a byproduct
of this reaction, the OH from the carboxyl group and one of the amino group hydrogens separate
from their respective amino acids and come together to form a water molecule. This reaction occurs
between pairs of amino acids to form a polypeptide chain, and one or more polypeptide chains form
a protein. Amino acids that are part of a protein can be referred to as residues, and the continuous
connection of peptide bonds which forms a complete protein chain is known as the protein’s backbone.
Proteins have an explicit directionality due to the asymmetric nature of peptide bond formation, as
there will always be an amino group and a carboxyl group at opposite ends of a protein chain which
do not form peptide bonds. The typically protonated amino group at the beginning of a protein
chain is referred to as the N-terminus, and the typically deprotonated carboxyl group at the end of
the chain is referred to as the C-terminus.
Figure 1.2: Peptide bond formation.
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6Peptide bonds are fairly rigid structures, which imposes inherent constraints on the flexibility of
the protein backbone, and therefore the protein as a whole. The orientation of the backbone can
be described with three geometric planes, whose orientation can be defined by the dihedral angles,
 ,  , and ! (visualized in Figure 1.3). The amino acid structure and the rigidity of peptide bonds
inhibit the rotational freedom of backbone atoms, and therefore the dihedral angles for a given set of
neighboring backbone atoms do not occupy every region of the conformational phase space defined
by the dihedral angles   and  (referred to as Ramachandran plots) with equal propensity. The
dihedral angle ! specifically is limited to either 180  or 0 , with the former being the significantly
more typical orientation.
Figure 1.3: Backbone dihedral angles. Image by Dcr-
jsr, vectorised by Adam Redzikowski (Own work) [CC BY 3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons.
1.1.3 Secondary Structure
Ordered, folded structures along local regions of the primary structure are referred to as secondary
structure. The three most common types of secondary structure are  -strands, turns, and ↵-helices,
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7which can be thought of as diﬀerent orientations of the protein backbone and often involve intra-
peptide hydrogen bond formation.  -strands are characterized by several consecutive residues in
an extended conformation with an explicit orientation.  -strands often form in laterally hydrogen
bonded pairs in a parallel (same orientation) or anti-parallel (opposite orientation) manner, such as
in a  -hairpin conformation (Figure 1.4A). Larger groups of connected  -strands can form a  -sheet,
again in a parallel or anti-parallel orientation. ↵-helices are spiral conformations formed by a string
of amino acids, within which hydrogen bonds between amino and carboxyl groups (separated by
three to fours residues in the sequence) stabilize the helical structure (Figure 1.4B). Turn structures
are simply a change in direction of the protein chain on a local scale, and are often in a ’U-turn’
shape. A fourth descriptor of the secondary structure, random coil, exists to describe a lack of the
above mentioned well-defined secondary structures. The diﬀerent types of secondary structure arise
from interactions and bond formation between backbone atoms and do not explicitly involve residue
side-chains, although the presence of side-chains can aﬀect the secondary structure propensity of
individual amino acids in short peptides4–7. The side-chain of glycine, for example, is simply a
hydrogen atom, which makes glycine the most flexible amino acid in the context of higher order
protein structure formation. Proline’s unique side-chain forms a ring structure by bonding the C 
atom to its own amino group, giving proline a notably rigid structure and resulting in an inability
to form two backbone hydrogen bonds. Proline is known as a structure breaker, and consequently
it is often found in turn structures and at the beginning of ↵-helices, rather than in the middle.
1.1.4 Tertiary and Quaternary Structure
The highest order of protein structure that can be ascribed to a monomeric peptide is the three-
dimensional atomic coordinates of all the residues in a peptide, known as its tertiary structure. The
tertiary structure is composed of all the local secondary structure along the primary sequence as well
as any random coil-like regions which are not in any secondary structure orientation (Figure 1.5A).
Tertiary structure is stabilized by local secondary structures, backbone hydrogen bonds, and side-
chain-side-chain interactions. When two or more peptides assemble into an oligomer, through inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds or other interactions, the arrangement of peptides in the resulting oligomer
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8Figure 1.4: Common Secondary Structures. (A)  -hairpin confor-
mation in two diﬀerent representations; (B) ↵-helix conformation in two
diﬀerent representations. PDB (ID: 4R80) provided by the Protein Data
Bank8.
is described by its quaternary structure (Figure 1.5B). Quaternary structure can be thought of as
multiple tertiary structures that have become interconnected. In globular (sphere-like) proteins,
the tertiary and quaternary structure is often characterized by a core composed of the hydrophobic
residues in the sequence with hydrophilic residues residing on the surface around this hydrophobic
core. As will be discussed later in this Chapter, a functional monomeric protein can adopt a distinct
tertiary structure that is associated with its physiological function, referred to as the protein’s native
state. The native state of some proteins is an oligomeric form, and thus can be described by both
the tertiary structure of the individual peptides, and the quaternary structure of the oligomer.
1.2 Protein Folding: The Native State
The native, biologically functional, folded state of a protein is only one of an astronomically large
number of possible conformations that a protein can take on. Even relatively short proteins can
adopt complex structures that are sensitive to a number of environmental conditions. A protein
of suﬃcient length could spend more time exploring all of the conformations available to it, given
suﬃcient energy, than the current age of the universe9. Yet there are countless proteins in the
human body that manage to reliably fold into their native state, sometimes in a matter of micro-
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9Figure 1.5: Tertiary and Quaternary Structure. (A) Tertiary struc-
ture of an ↵-synuclein monomer with multiple  -strands (arrows); (B) Qua-




to milliseconds. These seemingly contradictory observations inherently lead to a scientific question
which remains relevant today; how do proteins fold into their native state so quickly and relatively
reliably when it is only one possible conformation among so many? Francis Crick addressed this
’central dogma’ in a 1957 lecture, stating that all of the information needed to discern how a protein
will fold is contained in its primary structure10;11. Although the actual physical process of encoding a
protein is certainly more complex, it can be thought of simply as a set of instructions for which amino
acids should go in which order. This is all of the ’information’ that is present in a given fragment of
DNA responsible for protein encoding, and therefore this is the only information that is passed on to
the protein. Francis Crick thus argued that the information contained in the primary structure must
therefore be suﬃcient for a protein to bypass the countless conformational possibilities available to
it and fold into its native state. Christian Anfinsen expanded on this idea in 1973 by proposing
three conditions which need to be met in order for a protein’s native structure to be determined
solely by its primary structure12. Importantly, Anfinsen also introduces conditions on the protein’s
environment. Dubbed ’Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis,’ it states that: the native state must
be unique in that no other conformation has a comparable free energy, the native state must be
stable enough to avoid being significantly perturbed by changes in the protein’s environment, and
the protein’s journey through the free energy landscape must not require complex conformational
changes to take place in order to reach the native state12.
1.2.1 Free Energy Landscapes
The predominant approach which arose to answer the scientific question of how a protein ’knows’
how to attain its native state, revolves around the thermodynamic concept of free energy landscapes,
which was formulated for proteins by Bryngelson and Wolynes13. By selecting certain physical pa-
rameters which can be measured or calculated for all the possible conformational states a protein can
adopt, one can create a multi-dimensional conformational phase space. Each combination of possible
values for the chosen parameters, or reaction coordinates, can be described by its thermodynamic
free energy, most commonly its Gibbs free energy. Each point in the conformational phase space is
given a depth which corresponds to its free energy, or its change in free energy relative to some initial
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of a free energy landscape. The
peptide starts at the top of the landscape in an unfolded confor-
mation. The pathway down the landscape corresponds to a lower-
ing of its free energy as it folds into its native state. Image by
Thomas Splettstoesser (www.scistyle.com) (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0




conformation, creating a landscape. Nature inherently favors states with the lowest free energy, as
these are the most energetically stable14. Bryngelson and Wolynes ascribed this idea to proteins
with the ’principle of minimal frustration,’ which states that the native structure of an amino acid
sequence is inherently very stable, otherwise that sequence would not have been naturally selected
to perform some biological function13. By this logic, a protein would be expected to traverse its
free energy landscape by folding in a manner that lowers its free energy, eventually folding into its
native state by reaching a reliably attainable and stable free energy minima. A visual representation
of this process is displayed in Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.7: Illustration of multiple folding pathways from un-
folded to native state. Image by Vincent Voelz [CC BY-SA 3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Com-
mons.
In practice, the pathway from unfolded to native state for many proteins is not as simple as
what has been historically theorized. Free energy landscapes are often very complex and can feature
multiple folding pathways15, an example of which is displayed in Figure 1.7. Experimental studies
have shown that some proteins will fold, unfold, and refold multiple times before reaching their native
state16;17. Recreating the precise in vivo environment in which proteins fold presents significant
and in some aspects currently insurmountable challenges, both experimentally and computationally.
Furthermore, an entire class of proteins known as intrinsically disordered proteins lack a well-defined
native fold altogether, and are characterized by significant structural disorder in large sections of the
primary structure. Studying this class of proteins requires special consideration in order to account
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for the inherent unpredictability of their structural dynamics.
1.2.2 Driving Forces Behind Protein Folding
The physical forces and interactions which drive the folding and dynamics of proteins have to be
modeled and accounted for when studying the behavior of proteins. The various environments
that proteins in nature inhabit can have a significant influence on protein folding. For example,
cellular environments can be very crowded, and an entire field of research is devoted to studying the
eﬀects of volume exclusion and the influence of macromolecular crowders and osmolytes on protein
folding18;19. However, the most ubiquitous environmental solvent that proteins exist within is water.
Modeling water is deceptively complex, and extensive eﬀort has been put forth over the last several
decades to accurately model the eﬀects of water on protein folding.
The hydrophobic nature of certain amino acids, and the presence of a significant amount of
hydrophobic (non-polar) residues in many proteins, results in hydrophobicity being a dominating
force of protein folding. Table 1.1 displays the hydrophobicity of all 20 naturally occurring amino
acids as formulated by the KD hydropathy scale. Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity can be modeled
as a physical force of repulsion or attraction, respectively, between residues and between residues and
water. Consequently, hydrophobic residues tend to cluster together in order to shield themselves
from water. Conversely, hydrophilic residues tend to exist on the surface of a peptide’s tertiary
structure or sometimes can be found fully exposed to the solvent, such as in the flexible and solvent
exposed N-terminus of A 42 oligomers20;21.
Electrostatic attraction and repulsion between side-chains influences protein structure through
coulomb forces and the formation of salt bridges. The strength of electrostatic forces is highly
influenced by the solvent, as high salt concentrations can screen electrostatic interactions and reduce
the eﬀective interaction range of coulomb forces between side-chains. Salt bridges formation is
initiated by attraction between amino acid side-chains which are oppositely charged. A salt bridge
is then created when a hydrogen bond forms between the carboxyl oxygen (which is not already
double-bonded) in the negatively charged residue and the amino nitrogen in the positively charged
residue. Salt bridges can help to stabilize tertiary and quaternary structure, even if the conformation
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is not entropically favorable, such that in most cases salt bridges are exposed to the solvent.
In addition to hydrophobicity and explicit electrostatic interactions, van der Waals (VDW) forces
contribute to protein-protein and protein-solvent interactions as well22. Although VDW forces are
weaker, they are still relevant at small inter-atomic distances. VDW forces account for interactions
that arise from induced dipoles, resulting in both attractive and repulsive forces. These forces
are modeled classically using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential23. The functional form of the LJ










Figure 1.8: The Lennard-Jones Potential. Image by Generalic,
Eni. "Lennard-Jones potential." Croatian-English Chemistry Dictionary
& Glossary. 29 Aug. 2017. KTF-Split. Accessed: 8 Sep. 2017. (glos-
sary.periodni.com)
The deepest point in the potential is -✏, as defined in eq. 1.1. Repulsive forces dominate to the
left of this deepest point, whereas attractive forces dominate on the right. For values of r <  ,
the potential quickly approaches +1 in order to prevent two particles from occupying the same
point in space simultaneously. For r >>  , the potential dissipates towards zero, as the range of
VDW forces is very small23. In course-grained approaches to protein simulations, such as the DMD
method which will be discussed in Chapter 2, the VDW potential is replaced by simple hard-sphere
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repulsion, wherein the potential is set to +1 for inter-particle distances which are smaller than the
sum of the interacting particles’ radii, and zero elsewhere.
1.3 Intrinsically Disordered Proteins and Human Diseases
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a distinct class of peptides characterized by a lack of
ordered secondary and tertiary structure along a part or all of their amino acid sequence. IDPs seem
to oppose the notion that the native conformation of a protein is structurally well defined and unique.
If the native state of a particular protein is one in which a significant portion of the primary structure
is in a random coil configuration, than it is diﬃcult to reconcile how any particular conformation
could occupy a unique, reliably attainable location in the free energy landscape, as suggested by
Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis12. And yet it has been established that significant disorder
can be found in vitro in proteins with known biological significance24–26. Furthermore, a study on the
IDP  K280 Tau found that the it adopts a relatively small number of conformations whose energy
does not vary drastically25;27. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to propose that proteins whose
observed conformations are intrinsically disordered can also serve a biologically functional role in
the body25;26;28. Studying IDPs in the context of their role as functional proteins is an important
component in our understanding of how proteins drive the biological processes that are essential to
life. However, there is another side to the nature of IDPs which is also of great importance and
relevance to humanity; their significant connection to the pathology of several human diseases.
1.3.1 Amyloid  -Protein and Alzheimer’s Disease
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder which is the leading cause of dementia in
the elderly29. Autopsies of AD brains revealed the presence of intra-neuronal neurofibrillary tangles
and extracellular amyloid plaques among neurons which had become unviable prior to death29;30.
A primary component of these amyloid plaques are fibrillar aggregates of two proteins which are
common in the brain, the 40 and 42 amino acids-long alloforms of amyloid  -protein (A )29;31;32,
which established their relationship to the pathology of AD. Adding evidence to the connection
between these A  peptides and AD was the discovery of inherited genetic mutations, some of which
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increase A  production while others aﬀect the ratio of A 42 to A 40 in the brain, with both scenarios
resulting in aggressive forms of AD that form on average much earlier in life than is observed in the
typical AD pathology29;33;34.
A 40 and A 42, along with several other alloforms of varying lengths, are all cleaved from amy-
loid precursor protein (APP) in the brain by two protein complexes,  -secretase and  -secretase35;36.
A 40 and A 42 are identical to each other with the exception of the C-terminus of the primary struc-
ture, at which A 42 has an additional two hydrophobic residues (I41-A42). In spite of this nominal
diﬀerence, A 42 is significantly more prone to aggregate than its shorter counterpart37;38. Genetic
mutations that shift the ratio of A 42:A 40 towards the former and result in aggressive AD patholo-
gies have implicated A 42 as the more neurotoxic alloform. Due to the discovery of A  fibrils in
AD brains, these large aggregates were believed to be a direct cause of neurotoxicity in the AD
pathology. This view has shifted, however, as evidence began to accumulate implicating soluble,
LMW oligomers of A  as the primary cytotoxic agent in AD39–45.
A 40 and A 42 MD46–67 and DMD21;51;68–74 studies of A 40 and A 42 have probed and elu-
cidated the nature and behavior of these two peptides. Urbanc et. al. were able to tune the
parameters of the DMD4B-HYDRA force field in order to match experimentally derived oligomer
distributions of WT A 40 and A 42, as well as their arctic mutants. Meral et. al. used DMD4B-
HYDRA to explore the folding and aggregation of N-terminally truncated A 40 and A 42, which
have been shown experimentally to seed A  aggregation and contribute to the toxicity associated
with these peptides75;76. Their results suggested that the A 403 40 and A 423 42 alloforms had
more flexible and solvent-exposed N-termini than full-length A 40 and A 42, which may explain
their increased propensity to oligomerize and the toxicity associated with these shortened A  vari-
ents73. Barz et. al. performed simulations which combined DMD4B-HYDRA and fully-atomistic
explicit-solvent MD, using the multi-scale computational approach described in Chapter 2, on A 40
and A 42 monomers and dimers in a precursor to the study in Chapter 3 of this thesis60. They
observed that, similar to DMD4B-HYDRA simulations, the N-terminal region of A 42 dimers was
more flexible and solvent-exposed than A 40 dimers, and that dimers of these two species were more
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Figure 1.9: Model of A 42 fibrillar structure. PDB (ID: 2MXU)
provided by Xiao et. al. and the Protein Data Bank8;64
distinct from each other than monomers of A 40 and A 4260. Xiao et. al. used solid-state NMR
data to construct a fully-atomistic model for the A 42 fibrillar structure, which displayed a triple
parallel  -sheet structure that can be seen in Figure 1.964. The relevance of LMW oligomers to
the pathology of AD motivates the need for their study and characterization. In Chapter 3 of this
thesis, the same multi-scale approach used by Barz et. al.60 was utilized in order to simulate A 40
and A 42 monomers and LMW oligomers up to and including pentamers.
1.3.2 ↵-Synuclein and Parkinson’s Disease
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a chronic degenerative disorder which aﬀects motor neurons in the brain,
resulting in severe impairments of the suﬀerer’s ability to control their limbs, as well as the character-
istic muscle spasms. Unlike AD, PD does not aﬀect memory or directly impair cognition, although it
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aﬀects a patient’s ability to speak. The PD pathology is characterized by intracellular protein aggre-
gates known as Lewy bodies, which are also associated with a separate neurodegenerative disorder
known as Lewy body dementia. The principle component of Lewy bodies is ↵-synuclein (↵S), a 140
amino-acids long IDP. Similar to the relationship between A  and AD pathology, familial genetic
mutations and enhanced expression of ↵S has linked this peptide to the pathogenesis of PD77–82.
Oligomeric species of ↵S, rather than the fibrillar aggregates which are found in Lewy bodies, have
been put forward as the primary neurotoxic agent behind the death of motor neurons in PD83–88.
The non-A  component (NAC) of the ↵S primary structure has been shown to both seed and form
the structural core of neuronal plaques associated with AD. As the NAC is derived from full-length
↵S, the name NACP (NAC-precursor) was given to ↵S prior to its current designation89;90. The
NAC has since been shown to also be essential to the formation of the ↵S fibrils found in Lewy
bodies and to the cellular toxicity associated with the PD pathology91–94.
Unlike A 40 and A 42, full-length ↵S has not been subjected to DMD simulations prior to the
study in Chapter 4, to the best of our knowledge. Dedmon et. al. used a combination of param-
agnetic relaxation enhancement NMR spectroscopy to apply distance constraints to ensemble MD
simulations, and their results suggest that interactions between the highly charged C-terminal region
of ↵S and the NAC contributed significantly to the native peptide structure95. There is experimental
evidence that suggests ↵S folds into an ↵-helical tetramer that resists aggregation96, and enhanced
sampling explicit-solvent MD simulations by Rossetti et. al. of monomeric N-terminal acetylated
↵S observed an amphipathic ↵-helical structure in the N-terminal region of the primary structure97.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, DMD4B-HYDRA was utilized to undertake, to our knowledge, the first
ever computational study of ↵S assembly starting from spatially divided, unfolded monomers.
1.3.3 The Ion Channel Hypothesis
The exact mechanism of oligomer-mediated toxicity in AD and PD remains to be clearly elucidated.
One of the leading hypotheses states that oligomers of A  and ↵S form annular pore structures
which get embedded into cellular membranes and critically disrupt neuronal homeostasis by acting
as ion channels for Ca2+ ions83;98–113. Indeed, calcium dysregulation has been posited to play a role
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in both the cellular degeneration that is central to the PD pathology114;115, and in the disruption
of signaling pathways in AD, potentially resulting in the memory and learning impairments that
characterize the disease116. Studies in vitro have shown that assemblies ↵S and A  can form ion
channels when inserted into a lipid bilayer, with the latter having also been shown to induce an
influx of calcium ions (Ca2+) into the cell, resulting in the loss of cell viability102;117;118. However,
the current resolution of experimental imaging techniques does not allow for the direct study of
the fine structure of annular pores or the precise dynamics of their formation. Theoretical models
of A  ion channels have been constructed and studied previously with MD59;109;119–121, and these
’ -barrel’ models were characterized by a significant amount of ordered structure and cylindrical
symmetry. However, explicit-solvent MD simulations alone are not able to simulate long enough
time-scales to observe the formation of porelike morphologies from initially unfolded and spatially
separated peptides. Computational approaches which allow for both the observation of porelike
assembly formation, and the subsequent pore structure, can provide important insights into the ion
channel hypotheses of AD and PD.
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Chapter 2: Computational Approaches to Simulating Proteins
In this Chapter, descriptions of classical molecular dynamics combined a fully-atomistic protein
representation in explicit solvent, and an eﬃcient variant of molecular dynamics called discrete
molecular dynamics combined with a coarse-grained protein model and implicit solvent, are pro-
vided. These computational approaches are utilized in the studies in this thesis in order to simulate
and characterize the IDPs A 40 and A 42 and ↵-synuclein. By their nature, IDPs occupy a com-
plex conformational landscape. In order to eﬀectively sample this landscape, our approach entails
generating an ensemble of conformations in order to gather significant statistics for analysis122
2.1 Fully Atomistic Molecular Dynamics with Explicit Solvent
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can model the folding and dynamics of peptides with atomic
level resolution. In MD, atomic interactions and collisions are governed by classical forces which are
used to create continuous potentials (force field). This allows for integration of Newton’s laws of
motion in order to advance particle trajectories. Fully-atomistic (or all-atom) MD representations
model every atom of each amino acid, including the unique side chains. Bonds between atoms and
physical dimensions are modeled as geometric constraints and interparticle potentials rather than
explicit structures. Explicit solvent models are often used in conjunction with MD in order to simu-
late an aqueous environment. Fully-atomistic MD allows for one of the most realistic representations
of peptides and their behavior in a solvent that we have today. However, this resolution comes at
a computational cost. Protein aggregation from unfolded and disassociated peptides may occur on
time scales that would require unreasonable real-world simulation times, especially for larger proteins
such as the ↵-synuclein or tau.
The MD study in this thesis (Chapter 3) utilized the GROMACS 4.9.5 package to generate and
run simulation trajectories, which entails several steps123–126. First, a force field is chosen, which
in our study was the OPLS-AA force field127–130, whose parameters are used to build a model of
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the protein using a conformation supplied by the Protein Data Bank (pdb)8. A simulation box
is constructed around the peptide which can vary in shape and boundary behavior. The various
ensembles in statistical mechanics can be applied to the simulation box depending on which physical
properties one wishes to keep constant. The NPT ensemble was selected for our study, utilizing
thermal coupling with velocity rescaling and a Berendsen barostat to maintain constant pressure and
temperature131. The chosen water model is then used to generate explicit water molecules around
the protein, along with enough Na+ and Cl  ions necessary to keep the simulation box electrically
neutral overall. Once the simulation box is created and the protein system solvated, the system is
equilibrated with the particle interactions turned oﬀ using a method of steepest descent until the
potential energy of the system converges. In this step, particles are given random velocities pulled
from a generated Maxwell distribution. Next, the peptide is constrained and the solvent is subjected
to MD in order for water molecules it settle around the peptide in the most favorable configuration.
Trajectories are then ready for production runs with all particle interactions implemented and the
protein conformation unconstrained.
2.1.1 Force Field and Explicit Water Model
Figure 2.1: Three-point water model. In the TIP3P water model,
rOH = .9572 and ↵HOH = 104.52 , and partial charges are applied to each
atom (q(O) = -.0834, q(H) = .417)127.
The choice of force field and water model can have a substantial eﬀect on protein folding and
dynamics, as evidenced by computational studies which compare results from simulations using
diﬀerent force fields and water models7;60;132–134. Force fields are collections of parameters and
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equations which govern the evolution over time of bond lengths, angles, and torsions, as well as
Lennard-Jones potentials and other interactions between atoms. These parameters can vary among
MD studies depending on the force field. We have chosen for the all-atom MD study in Chapter 3
of this thesis the OPLS-AA (Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations-All Atom)127–130 force
field, which was parameterized based on quantum chemical calculations and experimental solvent
data130. OPLS-AA was generated in conjunction with the TIP3P (Transferable Intermolecular
Potential 3P) water model127, a three-point model for water molecules, as seen in Figure 2.1. Each
atom is assigned a partial charge in order to create a polar water molecule. TIP3P is one of the
most frequently utilized water models in explicit solvent MD simulations. We pair the OPLS-AA
force field with the TIP3P water model for the fully atomistic study of A 40 and A 42 monomers
and oligomers in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
2.2 Discrete Molecular Dynamics
Discrete molecular dynamics (DMD) seeks to lessen the computational expenses associated with
MD simulations, allowing for millisecond time scales in simulations of large systems with relative
ease, whereas MD can only achieve such time scales by using immensely powerful and specialized
supercomputers135. Rather than defining a continues potential to govern particle interactions and
thus requiring numerical integration to advance particle trajectories, as in MD, the force-field in
DMD is made up of pairwise, spherically symmetric square well potentials136 with explicit short-
range interaction distances (Table 2.1). The size of these potential wells are defined by an explicit
interaction distance, and the depth corresponds to energies that can be positive or negative depending
on the specific interaction. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the edges of the cubic
simulation box.
DMD is an event-driven form of MD; particle positions and velocities are only tracked and
calculated when collisions occur. Both inelastic and collisions are modeled and the appropriate
corresponding conservation laws (kinetic energy, momentum, and angular momentum) are applied.
Between collisions, particles move at a constant velocity along a straight paths. The eﬃciency of
the DMD algorithm scales as Nln(N), where N is the number of atoms in the simulation136;137. The
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peak eﬃciency of the DMD algorithm is inversely proportional to the number of discontinuities in
the potential. An implicit solvent with amino acid-specific interactions is instituted along with a
four-bead amino acid model combined with DMD (DMD4B-HYDRA) in order to reduce the number
of particles that are simulated, which adds to the eﬃciency of the DMD algorithm.
Table 2.1: Square well potentials in DMD between two atoms, A
and B. The interatomic distance between atoms A and B is the variable
r.rABi represents a step in the potential with associated potential energy
uABi , rABmin is the hardcore collision distance, and rABmax is the maximal range
of interaction, which is defined by the user1.
Interatomic distance Interaction pair potential
rABi <r <rABi+1 uABi
r <rABmin u = 1
r <rABmax u = 0
2.2.1 The DMD4B-HYDRA Approach
The DMD4B-HYDRA approach has been successfully applied in several computational studies of
protein folding and aggregation. Studies of WT A 40 and A 42 proteins and their naturally oc-
curring variants21;51;68–74 were discussed in Chapter 1. DMD4B-HYDRA is not limited to the
simulation of amyloidogenic proteins, however, as it has also been applied in studies of the non-
amyloidogenic proteins stefin B138 and pig gastric mucin139. The DMD4B-HYDRA approach was
utilized in Chapter 4 of this thesis in a study on the folding and aggregation of ↵S, a 140 amino acids-
long intrinsically disordered amyloidogenic protein, in order to be able to observe and characterize
↵S oligomer assembly, which would not be feasible with explicit-solvent MD.
Four-bead model
The eﬃciency of the DMD approach can be further enhanced by combining DMD with an inter-
mediate resolution course-grained amino acid model, which depicts fewer atoms than an all-atom
simulation while still retaining the necessary information to represent a sequence’s behavior. In
this model, the backbone is modeled quite precisely, amino acids retain their chiral character, and
each amino acid, except proline, can form up to 2 backbone hydrogen bonds. In order to retain
an accurate portrayal of the geometric properties of the peptide’s backbone, the model requires at
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least three atoms, called ’beads’ in this model. These beads correspond to the atoms comprising
the amino group, N, the ↵-carbon group, C↵, and the carboxyl group, C. We apply a four-bead
model1 by using a fourth bead, C  , to represent the unique side-chain associated with each amino
acid (Figure 2.2). Glycine amino acids are represented by only three beads, as its side chain is only a
single hydrogen atom. The model incorporates permanent bonds between beads, wherein beads can
assume any distance within the minimum and maximum bond length. Constraints between beads
which never form permanent bonds in part define the backbone geometry.
Figure 2.2: (A) Four-bead amino acid model; (B) Backbone hy-
drogen bonding in the four-bead model
The four-bead representation does not contain any oxygen atoms, and thus implements hydro-
gen bonding between the amide group of the ith amino acid, Ni, and the carbonyl group of the
jth amino acid, Cj . The beads on either side of the Ni, and Cj atoms are subject to distance
constraints via auxiliary bonds, which are necessary to accurately model the directionality of hy-
drogen bonds. The potential energy associated with these auxiliary bond distances is presented in
Table 2.21. A hydrogen bond will only form if all six beads (Ni, Cj , and their neighbors) are at
distances and orientations which are energetically accessible to the system, i.e. if there is enough
kinetic energy to overcome the inherent potential energy barrier associated with hydrogen bond
formation. Thermal fluctuations can alter these distances, and if maintaining the hydrogen bond
becomes energetically unfavorable, it will break. The parameters which define the distance con-
straints in the four-bead model and hydrogen bond geometry have been reported previously1, and
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Table 2.2: Potential energy associated with hydrogen bonding
in the four-bead model. ✏HB is the potential energy associated with a
hydrogen bond1.
Potential Energy Auxiliary Bond Distance
✏HB dmin <d <do
✏HB/2 do <d <d1
0 d1 <d <dmax
1 else
are calculated from distributions of experimentally-derived measurements of ⇠ 7700 folded proteins
with known crystal structures8, or chosen following the standard knowledge of the geometry of the
peptide backbone140. Intra-molecular hydrogen bonds cannot form between amino acids that do not
have at least three amino acids between them. We account for only inter- and intra-peptide back-
bone hydrogen-bond interactions, which are advantageously not amino acid-specific, and attempt to
capture the backbone geometry with this simplified model.
Time and energy units in DMD
The necessary potential energy associated with hydrogen bond formation in DMD acts as our unit
of energy, defined as EHB = 1.0. We use this value to express the parameters of the implicit solvent
as a unit-less ratio, e.g., EHP /EHB and ECH/EHB for the eﬀective hydropathic and electrostatic
interaction strengths, respectively. The temperature of the system is also defined in conjunction
with the hydrogen bond energy as T ⇠ EHB/kb. DMD does not advance each simulation step by
a predefined increment of time, rather the time to the next occurring collision between i-j pairs is
calculated and used to advance the other molecules in the simulation. The total simulation time
and average time of each simulation step can be derived from the equipartition theorem, and at
a physiological temperature of 310K (T = 0.130 ⇥ EHB/kb), 10 ⇥ 106 time units ⇡ 3µs. The
physiological temperature of T = 0.130 was determined by Lam et. al. in their DMD study on the
arctic mutant of A  141, and has been adopted in several studies on A  oligomerization21;70;73;74;142.
Setting the temperature T = 0.130 in turn defines the actual value of the hydrogen bond energy,
EHB = 4.56kcal ⇥mol 1. These values are used in the study on ↵S in Chapter 4.
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Implicit solvent: Amino acid-specific hydropathy and electrostatic interactions
The solvent in our system is not explicit, rather an implicit solvent is implemented by the DMD4B-
HYDRA force field via hydropathy and electrostatic interactions between side-chains20;143. Hy-
drophobic residues prefer conformations that shield it from the solvent, a behavior mimicked by an
attractive force between two hydrophobic residues within a given interaction distance, which defines
the boundary of the corresponding potential well. Hydrophilic residues will similarly experience a
repulsive force. The strength of the hydrophobic interaction, EHP , together with the Kyte-Doolittle
hydropathy scale3 (Table 1.1), quantifies the hydrophobicity of each amino acid. ECH defines the
eﬀective electrostatic interaction between amino acids. EHP has been tuned previously to a value
of 0.3 by matching DMD4B-HYDRA-derived oligomer distributions to experimental data20;21;143.
This value for EHP is independent of the specific system under study, assuming that the experiments
which the simulation data is compared to were conducted in an aqueous solution. When choosing
an ECH value however, variation in the solvents which are used in experimental studies of diﬀerent
peptides, or even variation in studies of the same peptide, must be accounted for20;21;143. Eﬀective
hydropathic and electrostatic interactions may individually be positive or negative when applied to
specific amino acid interactions, and together can result in a potential well or a potential barrier in
the DMD4B-HYDRA force field depending upon the interacting amino acids.
2.3 Multi-Scale Computational Approach
Figure 2.3: Multi-scale computational approach. (A) Four-bead
representation of an A 40 dimer; (B) Fully atomistic representation of the
same A 40 dimer; (C) Solvated conformation which is ready for simulation
by MD. Image taken from reference60.
As described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, we took a multi-scale approach in simulations of A 40
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and A 42 monomers and oligomers. DMD4B-HYDRA was first used to simulate the aggregation
of unfolded and spatially separated peptides into oligomers. Oligomers present at the conclusion
of the DMD4B-HYDRA simulations were then converted into fully-atomistic representations using
protsView, an in-house software package that replaces the C  atom of the four-bead conformation
with a fully-atomistic side-chain template, followed by energy optimization via the Monte Carlo
method. The resulting conformations were then prepared and subjected to explicit-solvent MD.
This process can be visualized in Figure 2.3. Explicit-solvent MD cannot reasonably attain the
time scales and system size necessary to observe oligomerization from a large system of initially
unfolded and dissociated monomers, and DMD4B-HYDRA forfeits a fully-atomistic protein model
in order to attain such time scales. By combining these two computational methods, we hoped to
overcome some of the inherent shortcomings associated with both MD and DMD4B-HYDRA. This
approach allows for the observation of the dynamics involved in oligomer assembly, as well as the
folding of fully-atomistic monomers and oligomers in an explicit solvent. This methodology carries
the potential for novel insights into the nature of IDPs which may not be observed by studies which
use DMD4B-HYDRA or MD alone. The results of this approach are elucidated in Chapter 3 of this
thesis.
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Chapter 3: Fully-Atomistic A 40 and A 42 Oligomers in Water:
Observation of Porelike Oligomers
This study has been published in the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation (September
2017)67
3.1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurological disorder associated with dementia that is
becoming a growing public health issue. As the average lifespan of humans increases due to advances
in medicine and technology, it is increasingly pertinent to develop treatments for AD, which aﬀects
the growing elderly population. The hallmarks of AD are amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary tangles,
and excessive neuronal loss144. There is substantial evidence that supports the causative role of
soluble, low molecular weight (LMW) oligomers formed by amyloid  -protein (A ) in triggering
AD39–45. Two predominant A  alloforms, the 40 and 42 amino acids-long A 40 and A 42, are
normally produced in the brain from amyloid precursor protein by sequential proteolytic cleavages
by  - and  -secretases35;36. Despite a relatively small diﬀerence in the primary structure between
A 40 and A 42, whereby A 42 is characterized by an additional two hydrophobic amino acids at
the C-terminus (I41-A42), A 42 has an increased propensity to aggregate in vitro when compared
to A 4037;38. The hydrophobicity of these amino acids has a profound impact on the distinct role of
A 42 in AD, whereby increased absolute amounts of A 42 or increased A 42 to A 40 ratio result
in increased severity of the disease145. A 42 has also been shown to be the more toxic of the two
alloforms44, both in vitro146;147 and in vivo148;149.
Oligomers formed by A 40 and A 42 are diﬃcult to characterize experimentally. Soluble
oligomers of various orders coexist with monomers, resulting in a heterogeneous state with a rela-
tively short lifetime. Unlike fibrils, A 40 and A 42 oligomers lack any ordered structure and have
not yet been crystallized, so their three dimensional structure is not known. Bitan et al. examined
oligomer populations formed by these two peptides via photoinduced cross-linking of unmodified
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proteins (PICUP) combined with gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and showed that the two pep-
tides oligomerize through distinct pathways150. Distinct A 40 and A 42 oligomer populations have
been observed also by ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS)151. Williams et al. reported that
A 40 and A 42 oligomers can be cross-linked in the presence of copper and hydrogen peroxide
(CHICUP), which leads to oligomer size distributions consistent with previous findings152. These
experiments showed that A 40 oligomer abundance decreases with the oligomer order. In contrast,
A 42 forms a more complex population of oligomers; the propensity of oligomers decreases from
dimers to tetramers, similar to A 40, however there is an increased propensity for pentamers and
hexamers. Larger A 42 oligomers, such as decamers through dodecamers, were also reported in the
population of A 42 oligomers150;151.
Computational studies have elucidated several aspects of A  monomer folding and oligomer for-
mation153;154. Full-length A  peptides belong to the class of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs),
which lack a well-defined native fold. This represents a challenge to computational studies, which
need to examine relatively large populations of monomers and oligomers to adequately sample the
conformational space and reliably characterize their structure. Despite many advances in compu-
tational eﬃciency, explicit-solvent fully atomistic MD studies of A  oligomerization starting from
spatially separated and unstructured peptides are still not feasible. To increase sampling eﬃciency,
a multiscale MD approach has been proposed whereby an ensemble of conformations is first acquired
through more eﬃcient coarse-grain (CG) modeling, and then the resulting conformations are studied
by fully-atomistic MD in explicit solvent60;155. One such CG approach combines discrete molecular
dynamics (DMD), an eﬃcient event-driven version of MD, and a four-bead peptide model, in which
each amino acid is represented by up to four beads, with an implicit solvent force field to account
for eﬀective hydropathic and electrostatic interactions (DMD4B-HYDRA)20. The DMD4B-HYDRA
approach captured distinct A 40 and A 42 oligomer size distributions20;21, which match well the
experimentally observed distributions150;151. Importantly, this approach predicted distinct struc-
tural characteristics of A 40 and A 42 monomers and oligomers20;21;141 and elucidated the eﬀect
of amino acid modifications associated with naturally occurring A  variants21;73;74;156. DMD4B-
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HYDRA simulations predicted that the N-terminal region D1-D7 is more solvent exposed and flexible
in A 42 oligomers than in A 40 oligomers20;21. Eﬀective peptide inhibitors of A 42 toxicity dras-
tically reduced this N-terminal flexibility and solvent exposure, whereas ineﬀective inhibitors did
not70. The solvent accessibility and flexibility of the N-terminal region has thus been implicated in
increased toxicity of A 42 relative to A 40 oligomers.
It is important to test the validity of the DMD4B-HYDRA approach, as the approximations in the
amino acid representation and in the force field may impact the observed structural properties of A 
conformations. In a previous study, large ensembles of A 40 and A 42 monomers and dimers derived
by DMD4B-HYDRA simulations have been examined by MD in explicit water60. Albeit somewhat
larger and less compact, the resulting fully-atomistic A 40 and A 42 conformations resembled the
DMD4B-HYDRA conformations60. Dimer formation was shown to enhance structural diﬀerences
between the two alloforms, consistent with DMD4B-HYDRA predictions60. Fully atomistic A 42
dimers were shown to have higher solvent exposure than A 40 dimers, as well as increased flexibility
at the N-terminal region D1-R5. Here, we expanded the explicit-solvent MD study of monomers
and dimers reported by Barz and Urbanc60 to trimers, tetramers, and pentamers of A 40 and A 42
and structurally characterized and compared these conformations. By examining how conformations
change with oligomer order and elucidating alloform-specific diﬀerences in oligomer structure, we
furthered our understanding of inherent diﬀerences between A 40 and A 42 and gained insight into
the structure-toxicity relationship relevant to AD pathology.
3.2 Results
In the previous study, Barz and Urbanc selected A 40 and A 42 monomers and dimers obtained by
DMD4B-HYDRA simulations, converted them into fully atomistic representation, and used them as
initial conformations for MD simulations in explicit water using OPLS-AA force field and two water
models, TIP3P and SPCE60. Here, we extended this study to include A 40 and A 42 trimers,
tetramers, and pentamers obtained by DMD4B-HYDRA simulations, converted them into fully-
atomistic conformations as described previously60 (additional information is provided in Methods),
and used them as initial conformations for MD simulations with OPLS-AA force field and TIP3P
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water model. We then structurally analyzed all resulting MD trajectories to make a comprehensive
comparison of fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 monomer through pentamer conformations (Table 3.1).
The sequence of A 42 is
DAEFRHDSGY10 EVHHQKLVFF20 AEDVGSNKGA30 IIGLMVGGVV40 IA42,
where the first 40 amino acids correspond to the A 40 sequence and the C-terminal dipeptide,
I41A42, is present only in A 42. In the following, we refer to several regions along the sequence: the
N-terminal region (D1-D7, ’NTR’), central hydrophobic cluster (L17-A21, ’CHC’), central folding
region (A21-A30, ’CFR’), midhydrophobic region (I31-V36, ’MHR’), and the C-terminal region
(V39-V40 or V39-A42 for A 40 or A 42, respectively, ’CTR’). Note that with the exception of the
CTR, all other peptide regions are identical for both alloforms.
Table 3.1: Number of MD trajectories for A 40 and A 42
monomers through pentamers used for analysis. Specific time frames
used for analysis are discussed in the Methods section.
Species Monomersa Dimersa Trimersb Tetramersb Pentamersb
A 40 45 40 22 16 5
A 42 39 39 22 12 4
a Simulation time was 50 ns; b simulation time was 200 ns.
3.2.1 Convergence of A  Monomer and Oligomer Trajectories
In examining oligomer assemblies formed by an IDP such as A , it is important to establish that all
conformations under study converge. We thus monitored the root mean square distance (RMSD) of
each trajectory as a function of simulation time. Figure S1 shows monomer and dimer trajectories,
which converged within 20 ns, as reported previously60. Time frames between 20 ns and 50 ns of each
A 40 and A 42 monomer and dimer trajectory were used for structural analysis. Trimer, tetramer,
and pentamer trajectories exhibited somewhat slower convergence due to increased system size. As
shown in Figure S1, trimer, tetramer, and pentamer trajectories converged within 100 ns, although
one of the A 40 pentamer trajectories showed a slight yet steady increase in the RMSD value. Time
frames between 100 ns and 200 ns of each A 40 and A 42 trimer, tetramer, and pentamer trajectory
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were used for structural analysis.
3.2.2 Multiscale Approach Eﬃciently Samples A  Conformational Space
One of the challenges of studying oligomer formation by MD alone is a relatively long simulation
time required for two or more full-length A  peptides to start interacting and forming a stable
assembly. This challenge can be bypassed by either using advanced sampling techniques, such as
replica exchange, or applying a multiscale computational approach, such as the one utilized in the
present study60;154;155. Here, we asked how eﬃcient is this multiscale approach in sampling the
conformational space.
We selected two reaction coordinates: (a) the distance between the C↵ atom of the N-terminal
D1 and the center of mass of a monomer or oligomer conformation, NT-CM distance, and (b) the
sum of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) values over all hydrophobic residues in A  (A, M, F,
L, V, and I), hydrophobic SASA. Both the NT-CM distance and hydrophobic SASA distributions
were previously shown to discriminate between fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 dimer conforma-
tions60. Figure 3.1 shows entire trajectories projected onto the conformational space of these two
reaction coordinates, where diﬀerent colors correspond to diﬀerent trajectories. These plots show
that diﬀerent trajectories overlapped, which is indicative of a well sampled conformational space.
Individual trajectories sampled only a limited region of the conformational space that is available
to the peptide. The projections of combined, partially overlapped trajectories resulted in a com-
prehensive and well sampled region in the conformational space, showcasing the eﬀectiveness of this
multiscale approach.
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Figure 3.1: Sampling eﬃciency of A 40 and A 42 conformations.
Characterization of fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 monomer and oligomer
conformations projected onto two reaction coordinates, the NT-CM dis-
tance and hydrophobic SASA. Each point in these plots is a projection of
a fully atomistic peptide conformation onto the two reaction coordinates.
Diﬀerent colors correspond to diﬀerent MD trajectories. Black enclosed
colored circles correspond to the initial conformations derived by DMD4B-
HYDRA. The color of these circles matches the color of the corresponding
MD trajectory.
To compare the initial DMD4B-HYDRA conformations with those derived by all-atom MD, Fig-
ure 3.1 displays the projections of the initial DMD4B-HYDRA conformations on the two reaction
coordinates as colored disks enclosed by black circles. Closer inspection revealed that conforma-
tions derived from DMD4B-HYDRA often did not overlap with fully atomistic conformations of the
corresponding MD trajectory. However, the ensemble of initial conformations derived by DMD4B-
HYDRA mostly overlapped with the ensemble of MD conformations. Relative to the conformational
space covered by fully-atomistic MD trajectories, DMD4B-HYDRA conformations were shifted to-
ward lower hydrophobic SASA values, indicating a more eﬃcient shielding of hydrophobic residues
from the solvent. We also noted less variability in the NT-CM distance for A 40 conformations
derived by DMD4B-HYDRA, although the average values were comparable to the average NT-CM
distance values observed in the corresponding MD trajectories. Interestingly, the variability in the
NT-CM distance for A 42 conformations derived by DMD4B-HYDRA was more similar to the vari-
ability observed in the corresponding MD trajectories. Overall, the DMD4B-HYDRA conformations
appeared more spread out for A 42 than for A 40 and thus more representative of the overall fully-
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atomistic MD structures. Figure 3.2 shows the free energy landscapes of A 40 and A 42 monomer
and oligomer conformations derived from histograms in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.2: Free energy landscapes of A 40 and A 42 conforma-
tions. PMF plots of fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 monomer through
pentamer conformations projected onto two reaction coordinates, the NT-
CM distance and hydrophobic SASA. Reaction coordinates were calculated
for each individual peptide from each conformation. The color scale on the
right is given in units of kBT.
3.2.3 Trimers Display Largest Alloform-Specific NT-CM Distance and
Hydrophobic SASA Diﬀerences
To gain more quantitative insight, we calculated one-dimensional (1D) distributions of each of the
two reaction coordinates for A 40 and A 42 monomer and oligomer conformations (Figures 3.3
and 3.4, Table S1). Figure 3.3 (left panel) shows that for monomers, dimers, and trimers, the NT-
CM distances in A 42 were overall shifted to higher values than in A 40, whereby the diﬀerence
in the average NT-CM distance between A 42 and A 40 increased with oligomer order, i.e. this
diﬀerence was the largest for trimers (Table S1). A 40 tetramers, and even more so A 40 pentamers,
showed wider NT-CM distance distributions with larger average values than the corresponding A 42
conformations, which is in opposition to DMD4B-HYDRA predictions20;21.
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Figure 3.3: Distributions of NT-CM distance and hydrophobic
SASA: A 40 versus A 42. Mann-Whitney U tests comparing A 40
and A 42 distributions for monomers and oligomers (for both reaction co-
ordinates) resulted in p < 10 3 for all.
Distributions of hydrophobic SASA values are displayed in Figure 3.3 (right panel). Notably,
A 42 hydrophobic SASA distributions were shifted to larger values relative to the respective A 40
distributions for monomer through pentamers (Figure 3.3, right panel). As with the NT-CM distance
distributions, the largest diﬀerence in average hydrophobic SASA values between A 40 and A 42
was observed for trimers (Table S1). These results demonstrate that of all oligomer sizes, A 40 and
A 42 trimers were the most distinct from each other.
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Figure 3.4: Distributions of NT-CM distance and hydrophobic
SASA: monomers through pentamers. Mann-Whitney U tests re-
vealed that all distributions for each alloform were distinct from each other
(for both reaction coordinates) with p < 10 3 for all.
Figure 3.4 shows how the NT-CM distance and hydrophobic SASA distributions changed with
oligomer order. The NT-CM distance distribution clearly shifted to larger values and broadened
with increased oligomer order for both A 40 and A 42 (Figure 3.4, left panels). This is in an overall
agreement with DMD4B-HYDRA predictions20;21. Hydrophobic SASA distributions of A 40 and
A 42 conformations (Figure 3.4, right panels) were shifted to lower values with increased oligomer
order, with the exception of A 40 pentamers, which were characterized by somewhat larger hy-
drophobic SASA values than A 40 tetramers. Oligomer formation is dominated by a hydrophobic
collapse, during which unfavorably solvent exposed hydrophobic residues become shielded from the
solvent; this increased hydrophobic SASA in A 40 pentamers relative to A 40 tetramers may explain
why in vitro A 40 pentamers are less stable (and thus less abundant) than A 40 tetramers150;152.
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3.2.4 A 40 and A 42 Conformations Are Dominated by Statistical Coil
and Turn Content
We examined the secondary structure of A 40 and A 42 monomer and oligomer conformations
using STRIDE157 as implemented in VMD (see Methods). We first calculated the average turn,
 -strand, bridge, helix, and coil content per peptide in each assembly state (Tables 3.2). The results
demonstrate that the secondary structure was dominated by statistical coil (43   49%) and turn
(40   45%), with relatively smaller contributions from  -strand (4   8%), bridge (3   5%), and
↵-helical (< 1.5%) content. All statistically significant changes in the average secondary structure
of oligomers relative to monomers are marked in Table 3.2 by asterisks. The turn content decreased
in A 40 and A 42 oligomers relative to monomers, but this decrease was only significant in A 40
trimers and pentamers and A 42 dimers and tetramers, respectively. The  -strand content in A 42
conformations was consistently higher than in the respective A 40 conformations but diﬀerences
were not statistically significant. Of all assembly states, A 40 and A 42 trimers had the highest
average  -strand content.
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Table 3.2: STRIDE-derived average secondary structure propen-
sities of A 40 and A 42 conformations. Values are averaged over the
entire conformation and error value correspond to SEM values.
A 40
N Turn [%]  -strand [%] Bridge [%] Helix [%] Coil [%]
1 45.08 ± 1.28 4.24 ± 0.80 4.08 ± 0.38 0.67 ± 0.14 45.90 ± 1.10
2 42.81 ± 1.10 4.67 ± 0.73 3.79 ± 0.32 1.00 ± 0.24 47.71 ± 1.07
3 41.01 ± 1.02* 5.88 ± 0.94 4.02 ± 0.30 1.25 ± 0.24* 47.82 ± 1.45
4 42.63 ± 1.22 5.05 ± 0.66 4.12 ± 0.30 0.93 ± 0.23 47.26 ± 0.83
5 40.71 ± 0.97* 5.62 ± 1.18 4.61 ± 0.91 1.07 ± 0.40 47.98 ± 1.05
A 42
N Turn [%]  -strand [%] Bridge [%] Helix [%] Coil [%]
1 44.27 ± 1.14 5.90 ± 0.97 3.54 ± 0.36 1.36 ± 0.28 44.92 ± 1.12
2 41.08 ± 1.19* 5.36 ± 0.52 4.06 ± 0.31 0.92 ± 0.17 48.57 ± 0.70*
3 43.42 ± 1.28 7.65 ± 1.05 4.07 ± 0.31 1.12 ± 0.28 43.69 ± 0.91
4 41.02 ± 1.12* 6.17 ± 1.19 4.21 ± 0.25 1.11 ± 0.29 47.48 ± 0.89*
5 43.05 ± 2.10 7.39 ± 1.02 3.88 ± 0.38 1.00 ± 0.22 44.68 ± 1.62
* Values are significantly diﬀerent than monomers of the same alloform
3.2.5 Distinct Region-Specific Secondary Structure of A 40 and A 42
Conformations
A detailed description of the secondary structure propensities across specific peptide regions and
the corresponding comparison between A 40 and A 42 conformations is provided in Appendix A
(see Detailed Region-Specific Diﬀerences in Secondary Structure Between A 40 and A 42 Confor-
mations).
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Figure 3.5: Average turn and  -strand (backbone in an extended
conformation) propensities per amino acid. Secondary structure was
obtained via the STRIDE program in VMD. The error bars are SEM values.
Figure 3.5 displays turn and  -strand propensities for each amino acid in the sequence. In
A 40 monomers, the highest turn propensities were found at G9, Q15, and in the D23-N27 region.
The highest turn propensities in A 42 monomers were also noted in the D23-N27 region. This
observation for A 42 monomers, along with a lower but still significant turn propensity in the G33-
G37 region, is in agreement with results of a combined MD/NMR study which reported a prominent
turn structure in these regions158. High turn propensity in A 42 monomers at S26-N27 is also in
agreement with NMR data from the study by Ball at al., although the turn propensity observed
in our study is three fold higher than the reported experimental value159. High turn propensities
in the D23-N27 and G33-G37 regions were present in A 42 oligomers as well. The most distinct
turn propensities between A 40 and A 42 conformations were observed in the MHR and CTR,
wherein A 42 conformations had significantly larger turn propensities than A 40 conformations
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with the exception of tetramers, which showed comparable turn propensities for both alloforms in
these regions.
A 40 and A 42 monomers exhibited the most distinct  -strand propensities of all assembly
states. In comparing  -strand content at the C-terminal region, we observed that A 42 monomers
contained significantly more  -strand structure than A 40 monomers within two regions, spanning
residues I32-M35 and G38-V40. This is in agreement with previous studies of A 40 and A 42
monomers, both computational and experimental158–160. The largest diﬀerence in  -strand propen-
sities between A 40 and A 42 oligomers was noted at the CTR, where A 42 oligomers displayed
significantly higher  -strand content than A 40 oligomers. DMD4B-HYDRA-derived A 40 (but not
A 42) oligomer conformations displayed high  -strand propensities in the A2-F4 region21, whereas
fully atomistic A 40 oligomers displayed increased  -strand propensities in this region only for
monomers and trimers.
Coil propensities per amino acid are shown in Figure 3.6 (left panels). In all conformations,
regardless of the assembly state and alloform, the coil propensity was at a maximum value of
1.0 at residues H6, H13, H14, K16, and K28. Across all assembly states, A 40 conformations
displayed significantly larger coil propensities than A 42 conformations in the G37-V40 region,
which is consistent with the more structured CTR in A 42 relative to A 40 conformations. Bridge
propensities per amino acid are displayed in Figure 3.6 (right panels). Overall, bridge propensities
were low and did not exceed ⇠0.1. Regions with relatively high bridge propensities roughly coincided
with hydrophobic regions.
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Figure 3.6: Average statistical coil and bridge propensities per
amino acid. Secondary structure was obtained via the STRIDE program
in VMD. The error bars are SEM values.
3.2.6 Tertiary and Quaternary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Conforma-
tions
To glance into the tertiary and quaternary structure of A 40 and A 42 conformations, we calculated
intra- and intermolecular contact maps as defined in Methods for each alloform and each assembly
state. Figure 3.7 shows the contacts between pairs of C↵ atoms, whereby the lower left triangle
and upper right triangle of each contact map correspond to intra- and intermolecular contacts,
respectively. The strongest tertiary contacts occurred close to the diagonal and are referred to as
diagonal contacts to distinguish them from the more distant, oﬀ-diagonal contacts. Note that strong
diagonal tertiary contacts contribute to the local stability of turns and loops, whereas strong oﬀ-
diagonal contacts bring distant peptide regions into proximity. Contacts between pairs of C  atoms
can be found in Appendix A (Figure S2).
The predominant oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts are enclosed in three black frames in Figure 3.7.
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Region 1 comprises oﬀ-diagonal CHC-CFR, CHC-MHR, and CHC-CTR tertiary contacts (Fig-
ure 3.7, black trapezoid-like frames). Region 2 contains oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts of the MHR
with the CTR (Figure 3.7, black triangle-like frames). Region 3 corresponds to tertiary contacts of
the NTR with the Q15-V40 region (Figure 3.7, black rectangular frames). To facilitate a compre-
hensive description of quaternary contacts, we defined three additional regions that were involved
the most in quaternary contact formation (Figure 3.7, white frames). Region 4 encloses quaternary
CHC-CHC, CHC-MHR, and CHC-CTR contacts (Figure 3.7, white trapezoid-like frames). Region 5
comprises quaternary MHR-MHR, MHR-CTR, and CTR-CTR contacts (Figure 3.7, white triangle-
like frames). Region 6 covers quaternary contacts between the NTR and the Q15-V40 region and
is thus analogous to Region 3 as defined for tertiary contact maps (Figure 3.7, white rectangular
frames). A comprehensive description of contact maps per region is provided in Appendix A (see
Detailed Description of Quaternary Structure of A 40 and A 42).
Distinct Tertiary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Monomers
A 42 monomers had a larger number of strong diagonal tertiary contacts within the CFR than
A 40 monomers, implying a more stable turn or loop structure within the CFR of A 42 monomers.
(Figure 3.7). When examining these same diagonal contacts in the C –C  contact maps, we observed
that they were notably weaker (Figure S2). This region is of interest because it was hypothesized
to nucleate A  folding161;162, and to adopt a prominent loop in A 40 and A 42 fibrils64;163;164.
Previous computational studies of A (21-30) suggested that the turn or loop in this region might be
stabilized by a hydrophobic contact between V24 and the butyl group of K28162;165. However, the
above results indicate that the tertiary contact V24-K28 was dominated by the proximity between
the respective C↵ rather than C  groups, suggesting that hydrophobicity was not the prevailing
mechanism behind this contact. Of the oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts found in monomers, those in
Region 1 were the strongest for both C↵–C↵ (Figure 3.7, black trapezoid-like frames) and C –C 
(Figure S2, black trapezoid-like frames) contact maps. Here, the contacts between the CHC and
MHR were particularly prominent. Thus, the hydrophobic tertiary contacts between the CHC and
MHR, which flank the CFR, most likely stabilize a turn/loop in the CFR.
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We also observed strong tertiary contacts in Region 2 between I32-V36 and V39-I41 in both C↵–
C↵ and C –C  contact maps, which were stronger in A 42 than in A 40 monomers (Figures 3.7
and S2, black triangle-like frames). This diﬀerence in the tertiary structure between A 40 and A 42
monomers at the C-terminus is consistent with DMD4B-HYDRA predictions20 and with findings of
other experimental and computational studies158–160;166.
Both C↵–C↵ and C –C  tertiary contact maps for A 40 and A 42 monomers exhibited distinct
contacts in Region 3 (Figures 3.7 and S2, black rectangular frames), whereby the contacts involving
the NTR were significantly stronger in A 40 than in A 42 monomers (for a concise description, see
the Tertiary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Monomers section of Appendix A). A strong involvement
of the N-terminus of A 40 (but not A 42) monomers in tertiary contact formation was predicted
by the DMD4B-HYDRA approach20;21. Increased intramolecular contacts between the NTR and
CHC regions in A 40 monomers relative to A 42 monomers were also observed in implicit-solvent
fully-atomistic replica-exchange MD simulations by Yang and Teplow160.
Figure 3.7: C↵–C↵ contact maps. Intramolecular contacts are below
the black diagonal line, intermolecular contacts are above. The color scale
on the right shows the contact propensity as defined in Methods. SEM
values for all contact propensities were < 0.05 (data not shown).
Involvement of the N-Terminal Region in Tertiary Structure of Oligomers
With an exception of the NTR, oligomers mostly exhibited tertiary structure similar to monomers of
their respective alloform (Figure 3.7 and S2). The involvement of the NTR in formation of tertiary
contacts in dimers, trimers, and tetramers was also alloform-specific. The NTR of A 40 dimers,
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trimers, and tetramers was significantly more involved in formation of tertiary C↵–C↵ and C –C 
contacts than the NTR of the corresponding A 42 oligomers (Figures 3.7 and S2, black rectangular
frames), consistent with predictions of the DMD4B-HYDRA approach20;21. In A 40 pentamers,
there were fewer tertiary contacts between the NTR and remaining peptide regions than in smaller
A 40 oligomers. Interestingly, in A 40 and A 42 pentamers, the NTR formed a comparable number
and strength of C↵–C↵ and C –C  tertiary contacts with other regions. This result departs from
DMD4B-HYDRA predictions, where A 42 pentamers and hexamers displayed significantly fewer
contacts between the NTR and other peptide regions than both smaller A 42 oligomers and A 40
pentamers20.
Tertiary Structure of A 40 Versus A 42 Pentamers
Pentamers showed the most distinct tertiary structure between the two alloforms. Relative to A 42
monomers and smaller oligomers, A 42 pentamers were characterized by an increased number of
strong diagonal C↵–C↵ contacts within the CFR and CTR (Figure 3.7). The corresponding C –
C  contacts were significantly weaker (Figure S2). No such increase in C↵–C↵ diagonal tertiary
contacts was noted for A 40 pentamers relative to smaller A 40 oligomers. These results imply
that the tertiary A 42 (but not A 40) pentamer structure may be in part stabilized by strong
diagonal contacts within the CFR and CTR. In A 40 pentamers, strong oﬀ-diagonal C↵–C↵ and
C –C  tertiary contacts were observed in Region 1 (Figures 3.7 and S2, black trapezoid-like frames)
between hydrophobic residues flanking the CFR, with several C –C  tertiary contacts noted as being
stronger than the corresponding C↵–C↵ tertiary contacts. Of all A 40 and A 42 oligomers, A 42
pentamers had the strongest C↵–C↵ tertiary contacts in Region 1 (Figure 7, black trapezoid-like
frames), concomitant with strong C –C  tertiary contacts (Figure S2, black trapezoid-like frames).
These contacts enclosed the CFR, which is the region that was hypothesized to nucleate A  folding,
and represents an essential “loop” feature of the A  fibrillar structure163;167. These results imply
that in A 40 pentamers, and even more so in A 42 pentamers, the loop within the CFR is stabilized
by hydrophobic contacts between the flanking CHC and MHR.
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Distinct Quaternary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Oligomers
Quaternary contacts in Region 4 (Figures 3.7 and S2, trapezoid-like white frames) highlighted the
involvement of the CHC in oligomer formation. These quaternary contacts overall increased in either
strength or number (or both) with oligomer order in both A 40 and A 42 oligomers. In A 40
and A 42 pentamers, quaternary contacts between pairs of CHCs were stronger than in smaller
oligomers. Within Region 4 and between Regions 4 and 5, we observed a complex of anti-parallel
C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts in A 40 tetramers that were even more pronounced in A 40 pentamers
(Figure 3.7, trapezoid-like white frames). Notably, this complex of anti-parallel quaternary contacts
was absent from A 42 tetramers and pentamers. These results suggest that A 40 oligomers might
be more prone to form an anti-parallel structure than A 42 oligomers.
The strength of C↵–C↵ and C –C  quaternary contacts in Region 5, which encloses contacts
between MHRs, between CTRs, and between the MHR and CTR, increased with oligomer order in
both A 40 and A 42 oligomers (Figures 3.7 and S2, white triangle-like frames). Thus, in addition
to the CHC, the MHR and CTR were also involved in oligomer formation. In A 42 pentamers,
the strongest C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts were partially shifted out of Region 5 toward the CFR.
Overall, the C↵–C↵ and C –C  quaternary contacts in Region 5 were stronger in A 40 than in
A 42 pentamers, in contrast to DMD4B-HYDRA predictions, which revealed significantly more
quaternary contacts between CTR regions in A 42 than in A 40 oligomers20;69. A 40 tetramers
and pentamers were also characterized by diagonal quaternary contacts between MHRs and CTRs.
Of all A 40 and A 42 oligomers, the diagonal quaternary contacts within and adjacent to Region 5
spanned the widest region in A 42 pentamers (Figures 3.7 and S2, white triangle-like frames).
The involvement of the NTR in the quaternary structure was specific to oligomer order (Region
6 in Figures 3.7 and S2, white rectangular frames). In A 40 dimers and trimers, the NTR was more
involved in C↵–C↵ and C –C  quaternary contact formation than in A 42 dimers and trimers,
in agreement with DMD4B-HYDRA predictions20;21. In contrast, A 40 tetramers exhibited fewer
quaternary contacts in Region 6 than A 42 tetramers. Interestingly, both A 40 and A 42 pentamers
were characterized by strong yet distinct quaternary contacts in this region. Whereas NTR-CHC
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and NTR-MHR contacts dominated the quaternary structure of A 40 pentamers in Region 6, in
A 42 pentamers the strongest C↵–C↵ and C –C  quaternary contacts in Region 6 were centered
around D1-D23.
Peculiar Role of D1 in Tertiary and Quaternary Structure
In monomers, D1 formed tertiary contacts with E22, D23, and the C-terminal amino acid V40 (A 40)
or A42 (A 42). These contacts were facilitated by eﬀective electrostatic interactions between the
positively charged amino group of D1 and the negatively charged side chain groups of E22 and
D23 or the negatively charged carboxyl group of V40 (A 40) or A42 (A 42). These contacts were
somewhat stronger in A 40 than in A 42 monomers (Figure 3.7 and S2, black rectangular frames).
A 40 dimers were still characterized by tertiary contacts D1-E22 and D1-V40, however the contact
D1-D23 was significantly weaker (Figure 3.7 and S2, black rectangular frames). In A 40 trimers and
tetramers, the tertiary D1-E22 contact was still present, whereas the tertiary D1-V40 contact was
much weaker. In A 40 pentamers, D1 did not form strong tertiary contacts. In A 42 dimers and
larger oligomers, tertiary contacts D1-E22, D1-D23, and D1-A42 were diminished relative to A 42
monomers.
Quaternary contacts involving D1 in dimers were not significant. Three quaternary contacts,
D1-D1, D1-E3, and D1-E11 were noted in A 40 trimers and only one strong quaternary contact,
D1-A42, was present in A 42 trimers. Tetramers displayed two quaternary contacts in each alloform,
D1-D1 and D1-V40 in A 40 and D1-E22 and D1-K28 in A 42. A 40 pentamers were characterized
by a strong quaternary contact, D1-E22. Interestingly, in A 42 pentamers, D1 formed one of the
strongest quaternary contacts with D23, and to a lesser extent also with E22. Moreover, each A 42
pentamer trajectory was characterized by this strong quaternary contact.
We further explored the origin of this D1-D23 quaternary contact in A 42 pentamers. Aspartic
acid is unique among amino acids because it can form a hydrogen bond between its side chain and
its backbone amino group, leading to an increased propensity to adopt turn-like conformations168.
Because each aspartic acid can simultaneously act as a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor in an
intraresidue hydrogen bond formation, two aspartic acids could potentially form two interresidue
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hydrogen bonds by pairing up their backbone amino groups with their C  oxygens. We extracted
all distances between: (i) the two C  oxygens of D1 and the amino group of D23 and (ii) the amino
group of D1 and the two C  oxygens of D23, and plotted the two respective histograms (Figure 3.8,
panels A and B). Comparison of the two histograms clearly shows distinct features at small distances.
The histogram of distances (i) displayed a clear peak at 5  10 Å (Figure 3.8A). However, only the
histogram of distances (ii) revealed a high propensity for distances < 5 Å with a peak at ⇠ 2.5 Å,
consistent with hydrogen bonding (Figure 3.8B). The existence of a hydrogen bond between the
amino group of D1 and the side chain of D23 was confirmed through hydrogen bond analysis within
VMD169. This asymmetry in hydrogen bond formation is a consequence of the positively charged
backbone amino group of D1 (but not D23). The peak in the distance histogram (i) at 5   10 Å
was simply a consequence of the proximity between D1 and D23. Inspection of the arrangement
of water molecules around the quaternary contact D1-D23 in A 42 pentamers revealed that water
molecules were often absent from the D1-D23 contact region (Figure 3.8C), although water bridges
between the functional backbone groups of D1 and D23 were sometimes noted (data not shown).
The above results demonstrate that the positively charged N-terminus (D1) played a significant role
in the quaternary structure of A 42 pentamers.
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Figure 3.8: Elucidation of the quaternary D1-D23 contact in A 42
pentamers. Normalized histograms of the distance between (A) the C 
carboxyl oxygens of D1 and the backbone amino group of D23 and (B)
the backbone amino group of D1 and the C  carboxyl oxygens of D23,
derived from all A 42 pentamer trajectories (time frames 100   200 ns).
The black line placed at 5.25 Å is a visual guide. The error bars for (A)
and (B) are SEM values. (C) Snapshot of the quaternary contact between
the backbone N atom of D1 (blue sphere with a black arrow) and the C 
carboxyl oxygen of D23 (red sphere with a black arrow) from an A 42
pentamer trajectory. Water molecules surrounding the two residues, D1
and D23, are also depicted.
3.2.7 Amino Acid Arrangement within Oligomers
We contrasted the arrangement of individual amino acids in the two alloforms by calculating the
average distance of each residue from the center of mass (CM) for A 40 and A 42 monomers
through pentamers (Figure S3, left panel). A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers were characterized
by larger distances from the CM in the N-terminal A2-R5 region than the corresponding A 40
conformations. Diﬀerences between the two alloforms in the NTR were the largest for trimers, with
A 42 trimers being farther from the CM than A 40 trimers, in agreement with DMD4B-HYDRA
predictions20;21;170. The largest diﬀerence between A 40 and A 42 conformations was observed at
the CTR, where A 42 was associated with significantly smaller distances from the CM than A 40.
A more detailed comparison is provided in Appendix A (see Detailed Distance from the Center of




Figure 3.9: Distance from the CM and SASA per amino acid:
assembly state eﬀect. The error bars are SEM values.
We also plotted the distance from the CM per residue for each alloform individually to elucidate
how the amino acid arrangement with respect to the CM changed with oligomer order (Figure 3.9,
left panels). Overall, distances increased with oligomer order. In all A 40 conformations (except for
trimers) and in A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers, D1 was on average the most distant from the
CM. In A 40 trimers, A 42 tetramers, and A 42 pentamers, S8 assumed the largest distance from
the CM. Overall, the NTR was the farthest region from the CM for all oligomers, and the distance
from the CM of the NTR with respect to other regions increased with oligomer order.
3.2.8 Alloform- and Assembly State-Specific Solvent Exposure
Solvent accessibility of diﬀerent peptide regions represents an important aspect of oligomer structure,
as the most solvent exposed amino acids would have an increased propensity to interact with cellular
targets. We thus calculated the SASA per amino acid for each A 40 and A 42 assembly state
(Figure S3, right panel). A larger number of hydrophobic amino acids were exposed to the solvent
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in A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers than in A 40 monomers, dimers, and trimers (6 versus 4,
5 versus 2, and 5 versus 1). V40 was consistently more solvent accessible in A 40 than in A 42
conformations. This result was not unexpected because the sequences of A 40 and A 42 diﬀer at
the CTR and the negative charge of the C-terminus should expose the CTR to the solvent in an
alloform-specific way. Interestingly, A2 was more accessible to the solvent in A 42 than in A 40
conformations, regardless of the assembly state. F4 was more solvent accessible in A 42 monomers,
dimers, and trimers than in respective A 40 conformations. Similarly, R5 showed higher solvent
exposure in A 42 than in A 40 monomers, dimers, tetramers, and pentamers. These results are
consistent with the reported increased SASA at the NTR in A 42 relative to A 40 oligomers20;170.
We also asked to what extent the SASA per residue would be aﬀected by the assembly state
for each individual alloform. Figure 3.9 shows the SASA per amino acid for monomers through
pentamers of A 40 (upper right panel) and A 42 (lower right panel). Consistent with an observation
of the hydrophobic SASA distributions (Figure 3.4, right panels), which were shifted to lower values
with increasing oligomer order (with an exception of A 40 pentamers), the SASA per amino acid
overall decreased with oligomer order for both A 40 and A 42. The decrease in SASA values was
particularly large between monomers and dimers, whereby the largest decrease in SASA values was
observed within regions H14-E22 and K28-V40 in A 40 and L17-F20 and G29-A42 in A 42, thus
mostly coinciding with hydrophobic regions. Because the first 10 amino acids in the sequence were at
the largest distance from the CM in both A 40 and A 42 oligomers, we closely examined the SASA
per amino acid in this region as described in Appendix A (see Detailed Alloform- and Assembly
State-Specific Solvent Exposure Analysis). An overall decrease of SASA values in the NTR upon
oligomer formation indicated that the NTR was involved in contact formation, in agreement with
an increased frequency of the corresponding quaternary contacts in the NTR for A 40 and A 42
tetramers and pentamers (Figure 3.7).
3.2.9 Salt Bridge Formation
At neutral pH, the sequence of A 40 (and A 42) contains three positively charged (R5, K16, and
K28) and six negatively charged (D1, E3, D7, E11, E22, and D23) amino acids. Salt bridges that can
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form between two oppositely charged amino acids can sometimes contribute to the structural stability
of proteins or protein complexes. We thus calculated salt bridge propensities for all positively
(Figure S4, left panel) and negatively (Figure S4, right panel) charged amino acids in the A 
sequence.
Figure 3.10: Histograms of salt-bridge propensities: assembly
state eﬀect. Sums of intra and interpeptide propensities, for the three
positive (right panel) and six negative (left panel) amino acids are shown.
The error bars are SEM values.
Negatively Charged Amino Acids
Among the six negatively charged amino acids, D1 was the most involved in salt bridge formation
in both A 40 and A 42 conformations, followed by D23 and E3. The remaining negatively charged
amino acids D7, E11, and E22 showed the lowest salt bridge propensities (Figure S4, left panel).
A 40 and A 42 monomers showed comparable D1 salt bridge propensities whereas A 42 oligomers
showed significantly larger D1 salt bridge propensities than A 40 oligomers. A 40 tetramers and
pentamers displayed higher D23 salt bridge propensities than the corresponding A 42 conforma-
tions. In addition, A 40 tetramers had a significantly higher E3 salt bridge propensity than A 42
tetramers. D1 salt bridge propensities were comparable among A 40 monomers through tetramers,
however, A 40 pentamers displayed a significantly lower D1 salt bridge propensity (Figure 3.10,
left panel). A similar trend in D1 salt bridge propensities was noted in A 42 conformations, where
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A 42 pentamers had a significantly lower D1 salt bridge propensity than smaller A 42 oligomers
(Figure 3.10, left panel). D23 salt bridge propensities were comparable in all A 40 conformations.
A 42 dimers, tetramers, and pentamers had lower D23 salt bridge propensities than A 42 monomers
(Figure 3.10, left panel). Dimers and pentamers of both A 40 and A 42 showed decreased E3 salt
bridge propensities relative to monomers, and the same trend was observed in A 42 tetramers (Fig-
ure 3.10, left panel). In A 40, D7, E11, and E22 salt bridge propensities did not strongly depend on
the assembly state, whereas in A 42, these propensities decreased in oligomers relative to monomers
(Figure 3.10, left panel).
Positively Charged Amino Acids
Of the positively charged amino acids, R5 was the most involved in salt bridge formation across all
assembly states in both A 40 and A 42, though A 40 pentamers were characterized by comparable
R5 and K28 salt bridge propensities (Figure S4, right panel). A 40 dimers and tetramers showed
higher K28 salt bridge propensities than A 42 dimers and tetramers. A 42 dimers and pentamers
were characterized by higher R5 salt bridge propensities than the corresponding A 40 conformations
(Figure S4, right panel). There were no significant alloform-specific diﬀerences in K16 salt bridge
propensities. Pentamers exhibited lower R5 salt bridge propensities than monomers (Figure 3.10,
right panel). K16 salt bridge propensities were comparable for all A 40 conformations except for
tetramers, which exhibited a decreased propensity. In all conformations K28 showed higher salt
bridge propensities than K16, but the diﬀerence was statistically significant only in A 40 monomers,
trimers, tetramers, and pentamers. A 42 oligomers had lower K16 and K28 salt bridge propensities
than A 42 monomers (Figure 3.10, right panel).
Do Salt Bridges Contribute To A  Oligomer Formation?
Tables S2-S6, which contain more detailed information about intra and interpeptide salt bridge
propensities for specific pairs of amino acids, revealed further diﬀerences between the two alloforms
and illuminated the dominance of intrapeptide over interpeptide salt bridge occurrences. Salt bridge
propensities that showed statistically significant diﬀerences between the two alloforms are shown
in red font in Tables S2-S6. Overall, the highest propensities were associated with intrapeptide
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D1-R5 and E3-R5 salt bridges. D1-R5 had a significantly higher propensity to form intrapeptide
salt bridges in A 42 than in A 40 oligomers, and occurred in 52% of A 42 tetramer conformations
(Table S5). The intrapeptide E3-R5 salt bridge occurred in over 20% of all conformations. The
D23-K28 intrapeptide salt bridge was more likely to occur in A 40 tetramers and pentamers than in
the corresponding A 42 conformations. The highest interpeptide salt bridge propensity of 6% was
observed between R5-E11 for A 40 dimers and R5-E22 for A 42 dimers. The remaining interpeptide
salt bridge propensities occurred in < 6% of all conformations and could thus not have contributed
considerably to oligomer structure.
3.2.10 Morphology of Fully Atomistic A  Conformations
In order to extract representative A 40 and A 42 oligomer conformations, we recalculated the
free energy landscapes shown in Figure 3.2 by assigning a single, average value to each oligomer
conformation in the reaction coordinate space. While the free energy landscapes for monomers were
not aﬀected, the resulting free energy landscapes for oligomers shown in Figure 3.11 populated a
smaller region of phase space than the original landscapes (Figure 3.2), but allowed us to identify
oligomer conformations with the lowest free energy. All free energy landscapes were characterized
by broad minima, within which the free energy variations were small compared to thermal energy
(kBT ). For each assembly state of each alloform, we selected 250–1300 (⇠3.5%) representative
conformations with the lowest free energy. Figure 3.11 displays several representative A 40 and
A 42 monomers and oligomer conformations associated with the free energy minima.
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Figure 3.11: Free energy landscapes with representative confor-
mations of A 40 and A 42 conformations. PMF landscapes of fully
atomistic A 40 and A 42 monomer through pentamer conformations, pro-
jected onto two reaction coordinates, the NT-CM distance and hydrophobic
SASA, are shown. Reaction coordinates were averaged over all peptides in
each oligomer. The color scale on the right is given in units of kBT.
Representative monomer, dimer, and trimer conformations of both alloforms exhibited overall
globular morphologies, which resembled the DMD4B-HYDRA conformations but were larger, less
compact, and had a more solvent-exposed CTR. In A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers, the
NTR was more exposed to the solvent than the CTR, which made A 42 conformations visibly
distinct from A 40 conformations. In comparison to the DMD4B-HYDRA conformations, fully
atomistic A 40 and A 42 tetramers displayed more elongated morphologies. Initially, only 4 of
16 A 40 and 1 of 12 A 42 tetramer conformations derived from DMD4B-HYDRA simulations had
an elongated morphology. In 9 of 16 all-atom MD trajectories, A 40 tetramers adopted a distinct
elongated morphology which, once formed, did not change with simulation time. A close inspection
of each trajectory revealed that the A 40 tetramer morphology was stabilized either within the first
50 ns (in 9 of 16 trajectories), or at a significantly longer time between 100 and 150 ns (in 7 of
16 trajectories). Relative to A 40 tetramer conformations, A 42 tetramer conformations mostly
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retained their globular morphologies; elongated A 42 tetramer conformations were observed in only
3 of 12 trajectories. An inspection of A 42 tetramer trajectories revealed that the morphology was
always stabilized by ⇠100 ns. A 42 tetramers were more prone to exhibit elongated conformations
than A 42 trimers, although this diﬀerence was notably smaller than the corresponding diﬀerence
between A 40 trimers and A 40 tetramers. A similar tendency to elongate was also observed for
A 40 pentamers, which were predominantly elongated (in 4 out of 5 trajectories) and displayed
distinct anti-parallel  -strands, whereas A 42 pentamers displayed a mix of globular, elongated,
and disk-shaped morphologies.
3.2.11 Observation of porelike Oligomer Conformations
A prominent hypothesis about the mechanism of A  oligomer-induced toxicity states that A 
oligomers form pores in a cellular membrane that act as ion channels, causing an abnormal flux
of ions into the cell105;106;110. Initial A 40 and A 42 conformations derived from DMD4B-HYDRA
simulations did not display pore–like morphologies. We here examined all fully atomistic A 40 and
A 42 trajectories to assess the ability of oligomers to form annular porelike structures. A 40 and
A 42 monomers and dimers did not show any porelike morphologies. In contrast, numerous A 40
and A 42 trimer, tetramer, and pentamer conformations were characterized by at least one pore
with a diameter >1 Å. Most of these conformations with small pores formed intermittently and were
not particularly long lived. For most of them, the pore diameter did not exceed 2 Å, which would
be too small to allow water molecules or Ca2+ ions (with a diameter of ⇠2.3 Å) to pass through.
Of the 22 A 40 and 22 A 42 trimer conformations, 2 and 3 conformations, respectively, revealed
pores with diameters ranging from 3–5 Å. Among the 16 A 40 and 12 A 42 tetramer conformations,
4 and 3, respectively, contained pores with diameters ranging from 3–5 Å (in A 40 tetramers) or
3–6 Å (in A 42 tetramers). Of 5 A 40 pentamer trajectories, 3 showed pore–like morphologies
with a pore diameter of 3–6 Å. porelike morphologies observed in A 40 pentamers, as well as those
seen in trimers and tetramers of both alloforms, contained pores with depths of 5–10 Å. All 4 A 42
pentamer trajectories displayed conformations with pores, with pore diameters ranging from 3–7 Å
and depths of 6–12 Å, which exceeded the depth of pores formed by other oligomers.
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Figure 3.12: A 42 pentamer with a porelike morphology. (A)
Snapshots of a pore formation within an A 42 pentamer trajectory at 5 ns,
20 ns, and 200 ns. (B) The A 42 pentamer conformation with the pore
immersed in water (water oxygen and hydrogens are shown as red and white
spheres) as observed at 200 ns. A magnified pore structure is shown on the
left. The N-terminal and C-terminal amino acids D1 and A42 are shown as
red and blue spheres, respectively. The negatively and positively charged
amino acids are displayed as green and purple spheres, respectively.
Figure 3.12A shows a progression of pore formation in one of the A 42 pentamer trajectories,
and Figure 3.12B shows the same pentamer in the presence of water molecules to demonstrate
that the pore was large enough to allow water to flow through (see insert on the left). A closer
inspection of this A 42 pentamer trajectory revealed that the pore formed within the first 25 ns
and remained stable throughout the the remainder of the 200 ns-long trajectory. As observed in
Figure 3.12A, where the N-terminal amino acid D1 is shown as a red sphere, the N-terminus on the
left approached another N-terminus on the right, closing the structure into a pore. In addition to
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D1, three other negatively charged residues (E3, E22, and D23) were found to reside on the inner
surface of the pore. We also identified the positively charged amino acids R5 and K16 in the inner
lining of the pore. Apart from R5, K16, and the positively charged backbone amino group of D1, no
other positively charged amino acid was observed on the inner pore surface, rendering the inner pore
overall negatively charged. If this pentamer with a pore were to be embedded into a membrane, the
presence of a negatively charged pore lining could facilitate an abnormal flux of positively charged
ions, such as calcium ions. The abnormal influx of calcium ions was proposed to disrupt the calcium
homeostasis within neurons in the context of the ion channel hypothesis of A  oligomer-induced
toxicity105.
Porelike A  oligomers with low  -strand and ↵-helical content observed here are distinct from
previously reported ad hoc  -barrel models of A  ion channels, i.e.  -strand-rich theoretical con-
structs made of A  peptides, which have been simulated by MD59;109;119. In these models, H13 and
H14 are positioned in the lining of the ion channel and are hypothesized to play a key role in the
inhibition of calcium ion flux via zinc ions171–173. We examined the composition of the pore lining in
all A  oligomers that contained pores and found H6 and H14, but not H13, in the lining of a single
porelike A 42 pentamer conformation, indicating that histidines did not significantly contribute to
the pore lining. It is important to note, however, that in our study porelike A  oligomers formed in
water, which diﬀers from the hydrophobic environment inside a membrane. A  oligomer structure is
thus expected to change upon insertion into a membrane. Our observation of A  oligomers forming
pores in water prior to their interaction with the membrane provides important structural insights
into the pathway leading to A  oligomer toxicity.
3.3 Discussion
Here, fully atomistic conformations of A 40 and A 42 monomers through pentamers are examined
by MD in explicit water using a multiscale approach, whereby the initial conformations are derived
from implicit-solvent DMD4B-HYDRA simulations21. As shown in the previous MD study on A 40
and A 42 monomers and dimers60 and in the present work, this multiscale approach overcomes two
types of challenges: (i) long simulation times that would be otherwise required to simulate oligomer
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formation by explicit solvent MD alone and (ii) increased sampling of the phase space required to
study assemblies formed by IDPs such as A . The eﬀective sampling of the phase space is achieved
by acquiring multiple trajectories from distinct initial conformations. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first comprehensive fully atomistic explicit-solvent study of A 40 and A 42 monomers
and LMW oligomers up to and including pentamers.
Exploration of the free energy landscapes of fully atomistic A 40 and A 42 conformations re-
vealed alloform-specific diﬀerences in the distributions of the two reaction coordinates, the NT-CM
distance and hydrophobic SASA. A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers showed significantly larger
NT-CM distances and hydrophobic SASA values than the corresponding A 40 conformations. These
alloform-specific diﬀerences increased with oligomer order, such that A 40 and A 42 trimers were
the most distinct. This trend did not continue beyond trimers, although A 40 and A 42 distri-
butions of NT-CM distance and hydrophobic SASA values were also alloform-specific for tetramers
and pentamers. The secondary structure analysis revealed that A 40 and A 42 conformations
were dominated by statistical coil and turn, whereas  -strand, bridge, and ↵-helical content was
significantly lower.
We observed tertiary structure diﬀerences between A 40 and A 42 monomers that mostly af-
fected the CTR in a manner consistent with previous studies20;141;158–160;166;174;175. Our results
also show that the NTR was significantly more involved in formation of tertiary contacts in A 40
monomers, dimers, trimers, and tetramers than in the corresponding A 42 conformations, consis-
tent with DMD4B-HYDRA predictions20. As expected, hydrophobic regions were the most strongly
involved in quaternary contact formation, whereby the contribution of the MHR and CTR increased
with oligomer. Of all oligomers, A 40 and A 42 pentamers were characterized by the most dis-
tinct tertiary and quaternary structures. In A 42 pentamers, the strongest quaternary contact was
formed between the positively charged backbone amino group of D1 and the negatively charged
side chain of D23, highlighting the importance of the positively charged N-terminus in the A 42
pentamer structure.
Our analysis of the distance from the CM of individual amino acids and solvent accessibility along
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the sequence demonstrated that just like in monomers, the CTR remained significantly more exposed
to the solvent in A 40 than in A 42 oligomers. The amino acids in the NTR were overall at the
largest distance from the CM and the increase of the distance from the CM in the NTR with oligomer
order was larger than the corresponding increase in other regions. As expected, the decrease in SASA
values upon oligomer formation was the largest in the three hydrophobic regions (CHC, MHR, and
CTR), showing that hydrophobic collapse was driving oligomer formation. The NTR was the most
involved in salt bridge formation. In oligomers, the salt bridges with the highest propensity were
intramolecular E3-R5 and D1-R5, whereas intermolecular salt bridges did not contribute significantly
to oligomer structure. A 42 oligomers overall displayed a higher propensity to form salt bridges
involving the NTR higher than that involving A 40 oligomers.
Finally, we examined the morphology of representative A 40 and A 42 conformations. As noted
already by Barz and Urbanc for monomers and dimers60, fully atomistic conformations were some-
what larger compared to the initial DMD4B-HYDRA conformations, reflecting the simplified side
chain in the latter. A 40 and A 42 monomers, dimers, and trimers adopted predominantly globular
morphologies, in which the N-termini were exposed to the solvent more than the other peptide re-
gions. A 40 tetramers showed a distinct tendency to elongate, more so than A 42 tetramers. This
tendency to elongate was even stronger in A 40 pentamers, which is in agreement with DMD4B-
HYDRA predictions of dumbbell-shaped A 40 pentamers and hexamers21. However, the tendency
to form elongated morphologies was stronger in fully atomistic than in the corresponding DMD4B-
HYDRA conformations. Fully atomistic A 42 pentamers showed the most diverse set of morpholo-
gies, including globular, elongated (prolate spheroid-like), and disk-shaped (oblate spheroid-like).
The most striking result with direct implications to AD pathology was the observation of porelike
morphologies in A 40 and A 42 trimers, tetramers, and pentamers in pure water. We focused on
porelike conformations with a pore diameter larger than 3 Å, which is large enough to allow water to
pass through. All observed pores were at least 5 Å in length. Importantly, the occurrence frequency
of such porelike oligomer conformations increased with oligomer order and was somewhat higher for
A 42 than for A 40 oligomers. porelike conformations with the deepest pores (6–12 Å in length)
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were observed in A 42 pentamer trajectories. According to our structural analysis (Figure 3.9, left
panels), A 42 pentamer conformations were 40–50 Å in diameter, thus approximately matching
the thickness of a cellular membrane. We examined one of these pores and noted that its inner
surface was overall negatively charged. Thus, if such a porelike pentamer were embedded into a
cellular membrane, the negatively charged inner pore lining would promote the flow of positive ions
such as calcium through the pore, and thus act as an ion channel. This scenario is consistent with
several in vitro studies, which reported that in a lipid bilayer A  forms calcium ion channels that
cause an abnormal calcium flux into the cell, leading to cell death117;118. Importantly, our results
demonstrate that A  trimers, tetramers, and pentamers can adopt porelike conformations prior to
their insertion into a membrane.
No MD study to date has reported a porelike morphology of A  oligomers formed in pure water.
Strödel et al. conducted MD simulations of A 42 monomers through tetramers, hexamers, and
octamers in a membrane, whereby oligomers were constructed from either monomeric or dimeric
units and were high in  -sheet content176. Two MD studies, Jang et al. and Connelly et al.,
assembled U-shaped A 42 monomers into  -barrel structures containing 12-20 A 42 peptides, and
tested their stability within a membrane by MD120;121. MD studies of A  pores within a membrane
and A  oligomer insertion into a membrane63 typically use oligomers with high  -strand or  -
sheet content, whereas the porelike A 40 and A 42 oligomers observed here are dominated by
statistical coil and turn with relatively low  -strand and ↵-helical content. Typically, theoretical
models of ion channels or pores are characterized by a significant amount of ordered structure and
possess cylindrical symmetry. It is important to note, however, that although A  ion channel
models were often constructed to be in agreement with AFM data121;177, they were not formed from
initially unstructured and separated peptides. This is understandable because explicit-solvent MD of
protein assembly in a membrane environment is computationally demanding. Insertion of multiple
antimicrobial peptides into a membrane and their subsequent formation of ion channels (pores) was
examined using MD by Marrink and collaborators178–180. They found that the pore structure was
notably more disordered than the structure predicted by  -barrel models and was consistent with
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experimental data. On the basis of the results of these studies combined with our findings, we
anticipate a similarly disordered ion channel structure to be formed by A  in a membrane.
One of the key questions in AD pathology is whether or not oligomer toxicity depends on oligomer
order. The results of our study suggest that the ability of A  oligomers to form pores, and thus
the resulting toxicity, sharply increases with oligomer order. This oﬀers a plausible explanation for
the reported disproportionately large increase in toxicity of covalently cross-linked A 40 oligomers
with oligomer order181. However, oligomer toxicity depends not only on the propensity for pore
formation but also on the relative abundance of oligomers of a specific order, which is expected
to decrease with oligomer order both in vitro and in vivo. Because in our study trimers were the
smallest oligomers associated with pore formation, trimers could represent the key oligomer species
that mediates toxicity in AD. Indeed, naturally secreted A  trimers were shown be more potent in-
hibitors of hippocampal synaptic plasticity than A  dimers both in vitro and in vivo182. Moreover,
Sherman et al. showed that AD brain-extracted A  trimers, but not A  monomers and dimers, in-
duced pathological changes in tau protein, which mediate toxicity in AD183. On the other hand, in
vitro A 42 (but not A 40) forms abundant pentamers and hexamers as well as their multiples, e.g.
dodecamers150;151;184. Our results show that A 42 pentamers have an order of magnitude higher
propensity for pore formation (⇠100%) than A 42 trimers (⇠10%). Furthermore, the pore diameters
observed in A 42 trimers were overall smaller in diameter than the pores observed in A 42 penat-
mers, and the hydration shell around Ca2+ ions could impede their passage through the more narrow
pores observed in trimers185. Thus, A 42 pentamers (and potentially hexamers) could represent
the proximate toxic species in AD as long as their abundance exceeded ⇠ 1/10th of the abundance
of A 42 trimers, which is certainly true for in vitro conditions152;186. Our findings thus provide
structural insights into A  oligomer toxicity and support the ion channel hypothesis of AD, which
states that A  toxicity stems from the ability of A  oligomers to form ion channels98;99;105;106;108.





The initial conformations for both species were derived via the DMD approach with the four-bead
protein model and implicit solvent residue-specific interactions21. These conformations were con-
verted into the all-atom representations using an in-house software package, protsView. This package
uses all-atom side-chain templates to replace the C  atom of the four-bead conformation, followed
by optimization of the contact energy using the Monte Carlo method. Hydrogens were added to the
resulting conformations using the VMD software package169.
Molecular dynamics simulations were then conducted using GROMACS 4.9.5123–126 with the
OPLS force field129;130, hydrated via the TIP3P127 explicit water model. Each conformation was
placed in a hydrated cubic box extending 30 Å from the surface of the protein and subjected to
periodic boundary conditions. NA+ ions were added to neutralize the net charge of the A  peptides
in water. All N-termini were positively charged (NH3+) and C-termini were negatively charged
(COO-). Each A -water system was subjected to energy minimization using the steepest descent
algorithm, followed by a 200 ps equilibration run with the heavy atoms being constrained to their
positions to allow the water molecules to equilibrate around the peptide/oligomer structure. The
initial conformations can be seen in the plot in Figure 3.2 as a colored circle with a thick black border.
The temperature was held at 310 K by a velocity rescaling thermostat with a stochastic term187;
a time constant of 0.1 ps was used and the atmospheric pressure was enforced by the Parrinello-
Rahman method using a coupling constant of 2 ps188. The number of trajectories used in analysis
is reported in Table 3.1. Monomers and dimers were simulated for 50 ns. Trimers, tetramers, and
pentamers were simulated for 200 ns. Conformations were recorded 50 ps apart, resulting in 1,000
conformations for each monomer and dimer trajectory, and 4,000 conformations for each trimer,
tetramer, and pentamer trajectory. The Structural Analysis section details which conformations
were used for the diﬀerent types of analysis. The simulations were conducted on Steele at Purdue
University and Stampede at Texas Advanced Computing Center through the NSF TeraGrid and the
Extreme Science and Engineering Digital Environment (XSEDE) supercomputing resources.




Structural analysis of oligomer species entailed examining each peptide in a given oligomer indi-
vidually, unless otherwise noted in the manuscript. For example, for each pentamer conformation
we examined, a data point is produced for each of the five peptides which compose the pentamer.
Average values of per-oligomer analysis is averaged over each peptide within a given oligomer, rather
than being averaged over the entire oligomer. Conducting analysis in this manner allows us to
examine the structure of peptides in the context of oligomer conformations.
Potential of the Mean Force
The potential of the mean force (PMF) calculation entailed projecting each conformation onto two
selected reaction coordinates; the sum of the solvent accessible surface area of the hydrophobic amino
acids in the sequence (according to the Kyte-Doolittle scale3) and the distance from the N-terminus
of each peptide to the center of mass of each monomer/oligomer. Within the conformational space
of these two reaction coordinates, we created a normalized histogram and counted the number of
conformations, Ni, within each bin of the histogram. These histograms were used to create the
distributions for these two reaction coordinates. The PMF values were then calculated via the
equation -kbT ln(Ni/Nt), where Nt is the total number of conformations for a given assembly state
and alloform. Every conformation from every analyzed trajectory was used in the PMF calculation.
Secondary Structure Analysis
Analysis for average secondary structure propensities was calculated as follows: the average sec-
ondary structure propensity for each trajectory of a given oligomer size and species is first calculated,
both per-residue and averaged over the each peptide individually, using the STRIDE program157
implemented within the VMD software package169 to identify secondary structures. These values
were then used to calculate a histogram for each secondary structure, whose mean is presented as
the average secondary structure propensities in Table 3.2. The error associated with these averages
is the standard error of the mean (SEM) for these histograms, calculated as the corrected sample
standard deviation divided by the number of trajectories used for analysis. Monomer and dimer tra-
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jectories were analyzed using all conformations from the final 30 ns of simulation. Larger oligomers
utilized all conformations from the final 100 ns of simulation.
Contact Maps
Two amino acids were considered in contact if the distance between their C↵ atoms or C - atoms were
within a distance of 7.5 Å from each other, consistent with previous DMD and MD studies20;21;60;69.
The contact maps are presented as an (i,j) matrix with the number of contacts between two specific
amino acids averaged over all analyzed conformations. Intramolecular contacts include contact
between every (i,j) pair of amino acids within a given peptide (tertiary contacts), and intermolecular
contacts include every (i,j) pair of amino acids that belong to diﬀerent peptides within an oligomer
(quaternary contacts). The intramolecular and intermolecular contact maps are presented in a
single plot, with intramolecular contacts below the diagonal and intermolecular contacts above the
diagonal. Intramolecular contact between an amino acid and any of the two neighboring amino
acids on each side are not considered, as their geometry results in these (i,j) pairs falling within the
cutoﬀ distance by default. The color scale corresponds to the propensity for an (i,j) pair of amino
acids to be in contact, calculated as the number of observed contacts between an (i,j) pair divided
by the number of possible contacts that can occur across the analyzed frames. SEM values were
not included as they were negligible when compared to the calculated value due the large number
of analyzed conformations. Monomer and dimer trajectories were analyzed using all conformations
from the final 30 ns of simulation. Larger oligomers utilized all conformations from the final 100 ns
of simulation.
Solvent Accessible Surface Area
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated within the VMD software package169. The
calculation utilized a spherical surface 1.4 Å away from the atom’s van der Waals surface as the cutoﬀ.
This calculation was applied to all atoms in an amino acid to give a resulting SASA value. The
SASA-per-residue values were attained by averaging over every analyzed conformation. Error bars
correspond to SEM values. Monomer and dimer trajectories were analyzed using all conformations
from the final 30 ns of simulation. Larger oligomers utilized all conformations from the final 100 ns




Distance to Center of Mass
The distance to center of mass for each residue was calculated by first determining the center of mass
for each monomer/oligomer via the VMD software package169. The location of the C↵ atom for each
residue is calculated and the distance from this atom to the center of mass of the monomer/oligomer is
calculated. The data presented is averaged over every analyzed conformation. Error bars correspond
to SEM values. Monomer and dimer trajectories were analyzed using all conformations from the
final 30 nanoseconds of simulation. Larger oligomers utilized all conformations from the final 100 ns
of simulation.
Salt Bridge Propensities
Salt bridge propensities between positively charged amino acids R5, K16 and K28, and negatively
charged amino acids D1, E3, D7, E11, E22 and D23 residues were calculated within the VMD
software package169. The condition for identifying salt bridge formation requires any of the the
side-chain nitrogen atoms of the positively charged amino acids to be within 3.2 Å of the side-chain
oxygen atom of a negatively charged amino acid. The percent of analyzed frames containing a
salt bridge involving a given amino acid or between two given amino acids defines the represented
propensity values. Error bars and values correspond to SEM values. Monomer and dimer trajectories
were analyzed using all conformations from the final 30 nanoseconds of simulation. Larger oligomers
utilized all conformations from the final 100 ns of simulation.
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Chapter 4: Folding and Oligomer Formation of ↵-Synuclein: A Discrete
Molecular Dynamics Study
4.1 Introduction
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder which impairs motor function by aﬀecting
neurons in the substantia nigra region of the brain. PD is characterized not only by neuronal loss, but
by the presence of Lewy bodies, abnormal intracellular protein aggregates. The 140 amino acids-long,
⇠14 kDa ↵-synuclein (↵S), a protein which is expressed in neurons and found in presynaptic nerve
terminals, was found to be the principal component of Lewy bodies29;189;190. Strong evidence has
implicated ↵S in playing a central role in the pathogenesis of PD, such as familial mutations77;78;82
or increased expression79–81 of ↵S which result in PD pathology29. The physiological function of
↵S is not well understood, although there is evidence that it acts as a chaperone protein and it may
play a role in regulating neurotransmitter release and vesicle fusion191–194. Although ↵S exists in
Lewy bodies in aggregated amyloid fibrillar form, substantial research, both in vitro and in vivo,
points to intermediate oligomeric species of ↵S as the primary cytotoxic agents83–88.
↵S belongs to the class of proteins known as intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). As such,
it lacks a well-ordered and folded native structure, and has been posited to exist in the brain pre-
dominantly as an unfolded monomer195;196. Alternatively, ↵S has also been shown to fold into a
well-ordered tetramer that has a characteristic ↵-helical structure and resists aggregation96. Further
research proposes that ↵S exists physiologically as a combination of unfolded monomers and a dy-
namic mixture of oligomeric assemblies197;198. Photo-induced cross-linking of unmodified proteins
(PICUP) combined with gel electrophoresis (SDS- PAGE) has been used to characterize populations
of ↵S in vitro, and found it to be a heterogeneous mixture of monomers and LMW oligomers199–204.
These experiments largely report that monomers are the most abundant species, followed by low
molecular weight (LMW) oligomers up to at least tetramers with a monotonically decreasing propen-
sity. Although, this experimental method is biased towards LMW oligomers as the resolution de-
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creases with increasing molecular weight, it provides quantitative measure of the oligomeric species
in a soluble state prior to fibril formation.
Experimental characterization of monomer and LMW oligomers of ↵S is challenging both ex-
perimentally and computationally. This has motivated the use of computational approaches to
understanding ↵S, although the size and intrinsically disordered nature of ↵S makes it diﬃcult to
ensure eﬃcient sampling of the conformational phase space. Attempts to overcome this limitation in-
clude MD combined with NMR measurements, which impose NMR-derived distance restraints, and
implementation of replica-exchange combined with MD205;206. DMD combined with a four-bead
amino acid model and implicit solvent with amino acid-specific interactions (DMD4B-HYDRA) has
been applied previously to simulations of folding and aggregation of IDPs. This computational ap-
proach was able to successfully capture oligomer distributions of Stefin B and WT and pathogenic
mutations of A 40 and A 42 which were consistent experimental results 20;21;73;138;150;151. Further-
more, DMD4B-HYDRA was used to elucidate and predict structural diﬀerences between WT A 40
and A 42 monomers and oligomers20;21;141, as well as the impact of naturally occurring amino acid
substitutions in A  which have been associated with early-onset AD21;73;74;156. To date, no study
has examined soluble ↵S populations by computational methods. We here apply eﬃcient DMD
combined with a four-bead model and implicit-solvent force field in order to study aggregation of ↵S
from initially unfolded and separated peptides. This approach allows for simulation of longer time
scales than MD while still providing insights into the structural characteristics of ↵S monomers and
oligomers.
4.2 Results
The primary structure of ↵S is given in Figure 4.1. We have divided the sequence into three
regions; the N-terminal region (NTR, residues M1-K60), the non-A  component (NAC, residues
E61-V95), and the C-terminal region (CTR, residues K96-A140). The NTR has been implicated in
the mediation of binding to phospholipid vesicles29. The name NAC is derived from the non-A 
component of amyloid plaques,which represent one of the hallmarks of AD. The NAC is the most
hydrophobic region of the sequence and plays a role in the formation and structure of ↵S fibrils29.
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Figure 4.1: The 140 amino-acids long ↵S sequence. Hydrophobic
amino acids are displayed in red font, uncharged polar amino acids are
shown in green font, charged polar amino acids are shown in blue, and the
NAC region is underlined.
The CTR, which is the most hydrophilic of the three regions, is believed to be involved in the
function of ↵S as a chaperone protein29;92;191.
4.2.1 Tuning the Eﬀective Electrostatic Interaction Strength to Experi-
mental Conditions
In order to find the ECH value which results in the best match to experimental data, we plotted the
oligomer size populations at the final time step of our simulations for each ECH value. Figure 4.2
shows the oligomer size distribution resulting from simulations of the five lowest ECH values, ranging
from ECH = 0.00 0.30. The value ECH = 0.30 was the highest ECH value for which monomers and
LMW oligomers of diﬀerent orders coexisted after 80 M time units. Simulations with ECH = 0.40
and 0.50 produced a single oligomer composed of all 16 ↵S peptides at the final time step (data not
shown). As the ECH value is increased from 0.00 to 0.10, we observed a monotonically decreasing
monomer population with a monotonic increase in both dimer and trimer populations. The oligomer
population resulting from simulations with ECH = 0.20 resulted in decreased both monomer and
dimer populations relative to lower ECH values, and correspondingly increased populations of larger
oligomers up to 13-mers. ECH values larger than 0.20 produced a distribution which shifted abruptly
to higher-order oligomers.
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Figure 4.2: Eﬀect of ECH value on the oligomer size distribution.
Oligomer size propensities for simulated ECH values ranging from 0.00 to
0.30 as observed at the final time step of DMD simulations. Conforma-
tions from simulations with ECH = 0.20 (red star) were chosen for further
analysis.
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We compared our oligomer distributions for each ECH value to oligomer size populations that
have been experimentally derived primarily by PICUP and SDS-PAGE199–204;207. This experimental
method is better suited for detection of LMW rather than higher order oligomers, however, it is
currently the only technique that oﬀers insight into the relative propensity of in vitro and in vivo
oligomer populations. Multiple studies by Ono et. al. reported a mixture of wild-type (WT) ↵S
monomers, dimers, trimers, and tetramers when using an ↵S concentration of 70 µM but did not
report on their relative propensities199–201. Ghosh et. al. reported monomeric to pentameric ↵S
species at a concentration of 300 µM, whereby the SDS-PAGE abundance pentamer band appears
more dense than the tetramer band, indicating a larger abundance of the former203. Acharya et. al.
characterized the oligomer size distribution at both 3 µM and 30 µM concentrations204. At 3 µM,
their ↵S oligomer size distribution was dominated by monomers and dimers, although trimers,
tetramers, and pentamers were noted as well. At 30 µM, a significant reduction in monomers
with a corresponding increase in dimers although pentamers was observed relative to the 3 µM
concentration204. Given that our in silico concentration of ↵S was ⇠3 mM, we favored results
derived at a experimental concentration for comparison to our data. Acharya et. al. also quantified
↵S monomers and oligomer abundances, and their normalized oligomer size distribution at 30 µM
is comparable to the DMD4B-HYDRA-derived oligomer size distribution for ECH = 0.20. It is
important to note, however, that our DMD-derived distribution contained larger oligomer sizes
which were not reported by Acharya et. al. There is evidence of ↵S oligomers larger than pentamers
being present in vitro; Borsarelli et. al. observed a monotonically decreasing propensity of ↵S
monomers through tetramers for PICUP irradiation times up to 200 seconds, as well as the presence
of ’high molecular weight oligomers, at a concentration of 100 µM202. Although they were not
able to specifically characterize these larger oligomer sizes due to the resolution of their SDS-PAGE
results, they determined the ’mean species’ to be that of a hexamer202. Dettmer et. al. also reported
assemblies which were ⇠ 80kDa and ⇠100 kDa, weights consistent with ↵S hexamers and septamers,
although they were not able to definitively determine if these assemblies were not merely smaller
oligomers in a more extended conformation207.
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When taking into account that the concentration of ↵S in our simulations is ⇠ 3mM, which is
one to two orders of magnitude higher than any of the experimental SDS-PAGE results described
above, we expect to observe the presence of larger oligomer orders relative to experimental data.
Collectively, the above considerations led us to select DMD4B-HYDRA trajectories obtained at ECH
= 0.20 for further analysis. Monomers through tetramers were reported in each of the SDS-PAGE
results described above, with pentamers also directly reported by Ghosh et. al. and Acharya et.
al. These results motivated us to structurally analyze monomers, dimers, trimers, tetramers, and
pentamers in the present study. We also explored oligomer sizes beyond pentamers, as the presence
of such assemblies was reported by Borsarelli et. al.202 In the DMD4B-HYDRA-derived oligomer
size distribution for ECH = 0.20, octamers were the only relatively abundant oligomer size larger
than pentamers. We thus included octamers in our structural characterization of ↵S monomers and
oligomers.
4.2.2 Convergence of the Oligomer Size Distribution
When studying IDPs, it is important to account for the amount of time required for the popula-
tion of oligomers to reach a metastable state. We explored the time evolution of the oligomer size
distribution (Figure S1 in Appendix B) in order to restrict structural analysis to time frames that
displayed relatively stable ↵S oligomer populations. As expected, the number of monomers dimin-
ished with time. Monomers, dimer, tetramer, pentamer, hexamer, and septamer propensities did
not fluctuate beyond the calculated error bars from 40M time units onward. Trimers and octamers,
however, did not reach stable propensities until 60M time units. From 60M to 80 M time units,
the propensity for monomers and oligomer sizes up to and including octamers did not change sig-
nificantly. We thus selected simulation frames between 60M and 80 M time units from simulations
with ECH = 0.20 for subsequent analyses. The exceptions were the PMFs and reaction coordinate
distributions, which utilized all conformations from 0-80 M time units. The number of monomer
and oligomer conformations present in simulations frames from 60M and 80M time units and 0-80
M time units is presented in Table S1 in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.3: Free energy landscapes. PMF plots of ↵S conforma-
tions projected onto two reaction coordinates, the CT-CM distance and
hydrophobic CG-SASA. Values were calculated for each individual peptide
from each oligomeric conformation. The color scale on the right is given in
units of kBT
Free Energy Landscapes and Reaction Coordinate Distributions
Potential of mean force (PMF) plots (Figure 4.3) illustrate the free energy landscape of a peptide,
allowing insight into the most often assumed conformations. We chose to include all conformers from
the enire 80 M time unit range of simulation to allow for the largest possible exploration of the phase
space, as defined by the two reaction coordinates: the distance from the C-terminal of each peptide
(A140) to the center of mass (CM) of the monomer or oligomer (CT-CM distance) and the sum of the
coarse-grained (CG) solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of all hydrophobic residues, as defined
by the Kyte-Doolittle scale3 (Hydrophobic CG-SASA). The free energy landscapes in Figure 4.3
shifted downward with increasing oligomer order, as shielding of hydrophobic residues from the
solvent increases with oligomer order. We chose to closely examine the C-Terminal position relative
to the CM because the CTR is most hydrophilic region of the ↵S sequence and is thus energetically
most likely to be exposed to the solvent. In Figure 4.3 the free energy landscapes expand to larger
CT-CM distances with increasing oligomer order. While this observation can be in part attributed
to an increase in radius with increasingly larger oligomers, it informed us that A140 does not remain
close to the core of the oligomer as oligomer size increases.
One-dimensional probability distributions of the CT-CM distance and hydrophobic CG-SASA
reaction coordinates can be seen in Figure 4.4, with average values of the distributions displayed
in Table 4.1. The reduction in the hydrophobic CG-SASA is largest when going from monomers
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Figure 4.4: Eﬀect of assembly state on distributions of CT-CM
distance and hydrophobic CG-SASA.Mann-Whitney U tests compar-
ing all assembly size distributions resulted in p< 10 3 for all.
to dimers, after which the reduction is not as large with increasing oligomer order. The observed
hydrophobic collapse is a driving force for protein aggregation, and the dramatic reduction in hy-
drophobic CG-SASA with dimerization reflects this idea. The fleeting reduction of hydrophobic
CG-SASA with increasing oligomer order, however, implies the importance of other driving forces in
the formation of larger oligomers. The CT-CM distance distributions shifted to larger values with
increasing oligomer order, as did the N-terminal to CM (NT-CM) distance (Figure 4.5). The average
CT-CM distance was significantly larger than the average NT-CM distance for all assembly sizes,
reflecting the influence of the increased hydrophobicity of the NTR relative to the CTR (Figure 4.5).
The CT-CM distance distributions also attain larger values than the NT-CM distance distributions
for all assembly sizes.
The final reaction coordinate we explored was the N-terminal to C-terminal (NT-CT) distance
(Figure 4.5). The average NT-CT value increased with oligomer size but was not significant when
going from trimers to tetramers or from tetramers to pentamers (Table 4.1). NT-CT distributions
revealed an interesting characteristic of ↵S peptides in our simulations; two distinct peaks in the
distribution, which correspond to conformations with the lowest free energy, are present for every
assembly size, centered around ⇠ 4   6 Å (cluster 1) and ⇠ 12   17 Å (cluster 2). Hydrophobic
CG-SASA values for these both of these free energy minima span ⇠ 50   95 Å2. As these free
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of NT-CM, CT-CM, and NT-CT dis-
tance distributions for each assembly state. Mann-Whitney U tests
comparing distributions resulted in p< 10 3 for all assembly sizes.
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energy landscapes were generated by creating a data point for each peptide in a given oligomer
(expanded upon in the Methods section), both monomers and the individual peptides which make
up the oligomers in the present study are characterized by this feature.
Table 4.1: Average values of reaction coordinate probability dis-
tributions. Mean values correspond to the distributions displayed in Fig-
ure 4.4. Errors in the mean values correspond to SEM values.
N NT-CM [nm] CT-CM [nm] NT-CT [nm] CG-SASA [nm2]
1 0.91 ± 0.01 1.49 ± 0.02 1.70 ± 0.02 8.15 ± 0.03
2 1.36 ± 0.02 1.73 ± 0.02 1.84 ± 0.02 7.12 ± 0.04
3 1.85 ± 0.02 2.27 ± 0.03 2.02 ± 0.03 6.78 ± 0.04
4 2.21 ± 0.03 2.54 ± 0.03 2.06 ± 0.03 6.61 ± 0.03
5 2.37 ± 0.03 2.77 ± 0.04 2.11 ± 0.04 6.52 ± 0.05
8 3.08 ± 0.06 3.34 ± 0.07 2.36 ± 0.06 6.33 ± 0.07
In order to gauge the extent to which electrostatic interactions influenced this feature, we created
the same NT-CT probability distributions for the assembly sizes present in simulations with ECH set
to 0.00 (Figure S2 in Appendix B), which included monomers, dimers, and trimers. We observed that
the unique peaks in the probability distributions from simulations with ECH = 0.20 were completely
absent when electrostatic interactions were turned oﬀ, replace by a gaussian-shaped distributions
centered around ⇠ 35   45 Å for all assembly sizes. We conclude therefore that the electrostatic
interactions are essential for the existence of this feature.
4.2.3 Unique Monomer Conformations Inhabit Distinct Free Energy Min-
ima
We separated and explored two populations of monomers within the two distinct peaks in the NT-CT
distance probability distribution in order to gain insight into other potential defining characteristics
(Figure 4.6). We selected the ⇠1,000 conformations from cluster 1 (black ellipse) and ⇠2,500 confor-
mations from cluster 2 (white ellipse) with the lowest free energies. Cluster 2 covered a larger portion
of the overall landscape and thus contains more conformations. Three characteristic conformations
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Figure 4.6: Representative monomer conformations. Monomeric
↵S conformations were projected onto two reaction coordinates, NT-CT
distance and hydrophobic CG-SASA. The displayed monomer conforma-
tions were drawn from cluster 1 (black ellipse) and cluster 2 (white ellipse).
The C-terminus is represented by blue spheres and the N-terminus by red
spheres. The NTR (yellow spheres), NAC (grey spheres), and CTR (cyan
spheres) are also displayed.
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from each cluster are displayed in Figure 4.6. Conformations from both clusters had a similarly
globular morphology with the NAC and NTR regions forming the core, and the CTR wrapping
around the surface of the core. In all cluster 1 conformations, M1 and A140 are in contact with each
other, and these two residues were found on or very near the surface of the peptide. This is distinct
from cluster 2 conformations, in which M1 and A140 were not in contact and M1 was frequently
buried within the core of the peptide, and thus less accessible to A140. Cluster 2 conformations
occasionally featured a completely solvent exposed C-terminus (displayed in Figure 4.6), but much
more frequently A140 was found on the surface of the peptide. In cluster 1 conformations, A140 was
often buried in the NAC or NTR. We plotted the solvent exposure and arrangement of residues rela-
tive to the CM of monomers from clusters 1 and 2 in Figure 4.7. M1-F4 are on average more exposed
to the solvent and found farther from the CM on average in cluster 1 conformations than in cluster 2
conformations (Figure 4.7), while A140 is less solvent exposed and closer to the CM in cluster 1 than
in cluster 2 conformations. This feature is important because it aﬀects the CTR conformation. The
CTR is the most hydrophilic region of the peptide sequence, and at what point in the sequence A140
’anchors’ itself to the surface of the globular conformation aﬀects the rest of the CTR. In cluster 1
conformations, in which M1 and A140 are in contact, the N103-Q109 and D120-S129 regions are on
average farther from the CM (Figure 4.7, bottom panel) than in conformations from cluster 2. The
N103-Q109 and D120-S129 regions are frequently a part the loop that forms a porelike structure
in conformations from both cluster 1 and cluster 2 in Figure 4.6. Consequently, most of these two
regions are more exposed to the solvent in cluster 1 than in cluster 2 conformations (Figure 4.7, top
panel). The Y133-E139 region was also frequently a part of porelike monomer structure, and this
region was found farther from the CM and were more solvent exposed in cluster 2 than in cluster 1
conformations. On average, the diameter of porelike structure in cluster 1 conformations was larger
than those in cluster 2 conformations. Though pores occurred with relatively equal propensity in
both cluster 1 and cluster 2, conformations from cluster 1 were more likely to have a pore diameter
that was at least ⇠3 Å in diameter.
Secondary structure was also substantially diﬀerent between monomer conformations from these
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Figure 4.7: Average per-residue solvent accessible surface area
and distance to CM for monomer conformations from clusters 1
and 2. Error bars correspond to SEM values.
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Figure 4.8: Average per-residue  -strand and statistical coil
propensities for monomer conformations from clusters 1 and 2.
Secondary structure was obtained via the STRIDE program in VMD. Error
bars correspond to SEM values.
two clusters on a per-residue basis. This is most notable in the V15-V26 region, which had ⇠ 15%
more  -strand in cluster 2 conformations compared to those from cluster 1 (Figure 4.8). The E110-
P120 region had significant (up to ⇠ 30%) diﬀerences in  -strand content between conformations
from the two clusters, whilst cluster 1 conformations were significantly less structured overall across
these residues. Cluster 1 conformations had significantly more turn content in the N103-Q109
region (Figure S3 in Appendix B), which was recognized above to frequently contribute to pore-like
conformations. The Y136-E139 region had notably more  -strand content in cluster 1 than in cluster
2 conformations, reflecting the importance of which contact A140 makes with the rest of the peptide.
Although diﬀerences in the average  -strand propensity exist across smaller regions of the primary
structure, the average  -strand, turn, bridge, and statistical coil propensities were comparable for
clusters 1 and 2 conformations (data not shown).
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Figure 4.9: Average secondary structure of ↵S conformations.
Values were averages over each peptide. Error bars correspond to SEM
values.
4.2.4 Turn Content is the Predominant Secondary Structure in ↵S
We examined the secondary structure of monomer and oligomer conformations using STRIDE157
implemented within the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software169. Calculation of the aver-
age secondary structure per peptide (Figure 4.9) revealed that turn content was the predominant
secondary structure across all assembly sizes (⇠ 40-44%), followed by  -strand (⇠ 23-28%) and
statistical coil (⇠ 22-25%), bridge (⇠ 8-10%), and ↵-helix (⇠ 1-2%). Average  -strand and coil was
comparable for monomer and dimer conformations, whereas  -strand becoming was prominent than
coil in assembly sizes larger than dimers. Average secondary structures did not significantly change
with assembly state up to trimers, whereas tetramer, pentamer, and octamer conformations had
more average  -strand content per peptide than monomer conformations.
The average secondary structure per residue revealed region-specific secondary structure features
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Figure 4.10: Average per-residue turn and  -strand content of ↵S
conformations Error bars correspond to SEM values.
(Figure 4.10). The NAC region had the highest turn content of the three regions.  -strand content
exceeded turn content across 3 or more amino acids in all assembly states in the A27-A30, L38-G41,
E46-V48, P117-P120, and E137-E139 regions. Turn content dominated all other peptide regions.
Amino acids E28-A30 had the highest  -strand propensity per-residue (⇠ 40-60%) in the entire
sequence in all assembly states, as well as in the Y39-G41 region in monomers. Most of the residues
in the two regions associated with the porelike structures observed of monomers, N103-Q109 and
D120-S129 (Figure 4.6), had significantly more turn content than  -strand content in all observed
assembly states. Residues E137-E139, however, had notably more  -strand than turn content. The
CTR was the least structured region of the peptide sequence for monomers and oligomers, containing
the least  -strand content (Figure 4.10) and the most coil content of the three major regions of the
peptide sequence (Figure S4 in Appendix B).
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4.2.5 Tertiary and Quaternary Structure
To understand the tertiary and quaternary structure of ↵S, intramolecular (Figure 4.11A) and
intermolecular (Figure 4.11B) contact maps between pairs of C  atoms were created for all assembly
sizes under present study as defined in Methods. Contact maps between pairs of C↵ atoms were
calculated as well (see Figure S5 in Appendix B). Both intra- and intermolecular contact maps are
split up into six distinct sectors to elucidate contacts between and among the three defined regions
of the peptide sequence; NTR-NTR contacts (sector 1), NTR-NAC contacts (sector 2), NTR-CTR
contacts (sector 3), NAC-NAC contacts (sector 4), NAC-CTR contacts (sector 5), and CTR-CTR
contacts (sector 6). Contacts in a given sector of the intramolecular contact maps occur between
residues from the same peptide. Contacts in a given sector of the intermolecular contact maps occur
between residues belonging to the corresponding region or regions of diﬀerent peptides.
Intramolecular contacts which occur close to the diagonal are the strongest and contribute to the
stability of local structure. Oﬀ-diagonal contacts occur between peptide regions that are not directly
adjacent; the farther from the diagonal, the farther apart the residues in contact are in the primary
structure. C -C  contact maps, both intramolecular and intermolecular (Figure 4.11), contain a
larger number of high propensity contacts than C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure S5 in Appendix B).
The contacts described below are features of C -C  contact maps unless otherwise noted.
Tertiary Structure
Intramolecular contacts did not vary greatly between assembly sizes, particularly after dimerization
(Figure 4.11A). The strongest intramolecular NTR-NTR contacts occur between the V3-M5 and
G15-E18 regions in both C -C  (Figure 4.11A, sector 1) and C↵-C↵ (Figure S5A in Appendix B,
sector 1) contact maps, and these contacts are persistent across all assembly sizes. The G15-E18
region also made strong contacts with NTR residues K21-T22, V37-L38, V48-V49, K58, and K60
in all assembly sizes. These contacts were notably weaker in C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure S5A
in Appendix B, sector 1), suggesting their formation was largely driven by eﬀective electrostatic
interactions between amino acid side-chains. Sector 1 of the C↵-C↵ contact maps contains distinct
complexes of anti-parallel tertiary contacts which are present in all assembly sizes. The first  -
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hairpin occurred between residues A27-A30 and K34-G36 with a turn across residues G31-T33, and
a second  -hairpin between residues L38-G41 and K45-V48 with a turn across S42-T44. The location
of these anti-parallel features align well with regions of increased  -strand propensities (Figures 4.9
and 4.10).
The NTR-NAC intramolecular contacts (Figure 4.11A, sector 2) are strongest in monomers,
particularly between NTR residues V48-V49, V51-A52, and T54, and NAC residues V70-V71, V74,
and A76-V77. Most of these contacts diminished in strength upon dimerization and remained weaker
relative to monomers in all oligomeric states. Any contacts involving NAC residues from V66 to V82
are important to note, as this hydrophobic sequence has been shown previously to play a crucial
role in the formation and structure of ↵S fibrils93;208. The NTR-CTR contacts are overall weaker
than the NTR-NTR and NTR-NAC contacts (Figure 4.11A, sector 3). The strongest NTR-CTR
contacts occurred between the G15-E18 and I112-L113 regions in monomers, and were weaker in
oligomers. A140 has the highest contact propensity with M5, L8, K11, and V15 in monomers, and
these contacts are again weaker in oligomers. These were also the frequent contacts formed by A140
in monomers from cluster 2. Prominent NTR-NAC and NTR-CTR contacts were weaker overall in
C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure S5A in Appendix B, sectors 2 and 3). relative to C -C  , indicating
that hydrophobicity plays a key role in their formation.
The NAC-NAC intramolecular contacts are the strongest contacts observed, both diagonal and
oﬀ-diagonal, in both C -C  and C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure 4.11A, and Figure S5A in Appendix B,
sector 4). Residues V66 and A69-V71 formed strong contacts with the V77-Q79 region across all
assembly states. Residues V66, A69-V71, V74, and A76-A78 also form prominent oﬀ-diagonal
contacts with the I88-A91 region which remain strong across all assembly states. These NAC-NAC
contacts in sector 4 reflect a strong propensity for the NAC to collapse onto itself, which stabilized
the core of the globular morphology in monomer conformations (Figure 4.6). This also resulted in
the the high turn content in the NAC in Figure 4.10.
The NAC-CTR intramolecular contacts are the most prevalent in monomers, and are stronger
in the C -C  contact maps (Figure 4.11A, and Figure S5A in Appendix B, sector 5). Residues
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I112-L113 formed the strongest C -C  contacts in sector 5, with the NAC residues V70, V77, I88-
A90, and V95 (Figure 4.11A, sector 5). These contacts are present in oligomers but are not as
strong, and were particularly inhibited in octamers. I112-L113 represented the most frequent point
of intramolecular contact between the CTR and the NTR/NAC.
Quaternary Structure
Quaternary contacts, which occur between residues of diﬀerent peptides, contribute to aggregation
and oligomer stability. Sector 1 of the intermolecular contact maps displays contacts between NTR
pairs (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B). Strong contacts occurred within the first 20
residues of the sequence; M1 and the V3-M5 region made strong contacts with V3-M5, L8, V15-A19,
and V48-V49. Residues V15-A19 also made strong contacts with V15-A19, particularly in trimers
and pentamers, as well as with residues V48-V49, V52-A53, and V55. These intermolecular contacts
spanning sector 1 were comparable across oligomer sizes but notably diminished in octamers. V49-
V49, V49-V52, and V52-V52 also formed strong intermolecular NTR-NTR contacts in dimers, but
are weaker in larger oligomers. Nearly all of these residues are hydrophobic, stressing the importance
of hydrophobicity in driving oligomer formation. NTR-NTR contacts were mostly comparable or
stronger in C -C  than in C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B, sector
1).
The NTR-NAC intermolecular contacts (sector 2) are weaker and less numerous than those
in sector 1 (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B). NTC-CTR contacts are some of the
strongest and most numerous intermolecular contacts across all oligomer orders (Figure 4.11B and
Figure S5B, sector 3). Residues I112-L113 were frequently in contact with the V15-A18 region and
are the strongest in trimers and octamers. The D135-E139 region made contacts with the K32-K34
region in all assembly sizes and with the S42-K45 region in trimers and larger oligomers, whereby
the strength of these latter contacts increased with oligomer order. In addition, the D135-E139
region formed strong contacts with the K10-K12 and E20-K23 region in pentamers and octamers.
A140 formed the most numerous strong intermolecular contacts of any residue in the sequence.
A140 contacted the F4-K6, A11-K12, and V15-A19 regions in all assembly sizes, although they
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were strongest in pentamers and octamers. In trimers and larger oligomers, A140 also made strong
contacts with V37-V40, K43-T44, and V55-A56. These contacts are again strongest in pentamers
and octamers. Sector 3 contacts were largely comparable in strength or stronger in C -C  than in
C↵-C↵ contact maps (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B, sector 3).
The NAC-NAC intermolecular contacts (Figure 4.11B, sector 4) are of particular importance, as
the NAC region is knon to be involved in ↵S fibril formation92–94;208. Contacts in this sector overall
increase in strength with oligomer size. The NAC-NAC contacts were weak in dimers and trimers. In
tetramers, V70-A89 was the strongest occurring contact, followed by those between the S87-A89 and
A88-A89 regions, which were weaker in pentamers but stronger in octamers. The A69-V70 region
formed the most numerous intermolecular contacts in sector 4 of pentamers, the strongest of which
were involve the A69-V70 region and F94 (Figure 4.11B), also present in octamers. Octamers had
the strongest NAC-NAC intermolecular contacts. In addition, there is a group of strong contacts
between A69-A78 regions.
The CTR does not form strong intermolecular contacts with the NAC, with the exception of A140
with A89 and V95 in tetramers, with A78 in pentamers, and with A85 in octamers. The contact
A89-G111 was also prominent in octamers, but only in C -C  contact maps (Figure 4.11B, and
Figure S5B in Appendix B, sector 5). The CTR-CTR intermolecular contacts are the weakest and
least numerous between any regions of the primary structure. Similar to the rest of the intermolecular
contacts, C -C  contacts were overall stronger than or comparable in strength to C↵-C↵ contacts
in sectors 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B).
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Figure 4.12: Average distance from the CM per amino acid: as-
sembly state eﬀect. Error bars correspond to SEM values.
4.2.6 Residue-Specific Arrangement and Solvent Accessibility
The arrangement of amino acids relative to the CM of the monomer or oligomer is presented in
Figure 4.12. The distance from the CM across the sequence increases with oligomer order, however
this increase was notably lessened between tetramers and pentamers for much of the NTR and
NAC. The CTR was the farthest from the CM for all assembly sizes. We also observed that for all
assembly sizes, the farthest residues from the CM in the CTR, and overall, coincided with regions
of the sequence which were frequently observed to be a part of porelike conformations in monomers
(N103-Q109, D120-S129, and Y133-E139, Figure 4.6). The diﬀerence in the average distance from
CM between the CTR and the other regions of the peptide sequence increased with oligomer order
up to and including pentamers. In pentamer conformations, nearly every CTR residue was more
distant from the CM than every NTR and NAC residue. In monomers, the NAC was on average
closer to the CM than the NTR; these two regions form the core of the monomer morphology as
displayed in Figure 4.6. Upon dimerization, the NAC moved farther from the CM than the NTR,
an eﬀect which increases with oligomer order. In octamer conformations, the NAC and CTR regions
were at comparable distances from the CM.
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Figure 4.13: Average SASA per amino acid relative to monomeric
↵S. SASA is plotted for monomers and diﬀerence in SASA relative to
monomers is plotted for all oligomer sizes. Error bars correspond to SEM
values.
We also explored the average SASA per residue, and found the CTR to be the most solvent
exposed region of the peptide in all assembly states (Figure S6 in Appendix B). Residues I112-L113
had the lowest SASA in the CTR, which is to be expected following the observation that these
residues frequently made strong contacts with the other hydrophobic peptide regions (Figure 4.11,
and Figure S5 in Appendix B). The regions associated with porelike morphologies in monomers,
N103-Q109, D120-S129, and Y133-E139 (Figure 4.6), had relatively high SASA values. This feature
was persistent across assembly states. We calculated the diﬀerence in SASA between monomers
and oligomers to observe the impact of oligomerzation on SASA values across the entire sequence.
In all assembly states, A140 was associated with the largest SASA reduction relative to monomers,
followed S9, K58, and E139. In pentamers and octamers, K12 also had a significant decrease in
SASA. The solvent exposure of P138 also decreased with increasing oligomer order. The amino
acids which displayed increased solvent exposure were largely hydrophobic residues, however the
increase was very small <.05 nm2).
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4.2.7 Morphological Heterogeneity Increases with Oligomer Orders
In order to explore morphologies of ↵S monomers and oligomers in our simulations, we calculated the
principal moments of interta (I1   I2   I3) and created a phase space with two ratios, I2/I1 and I3/I1
(Figure 4.14). All data points lie below the diagonal line, as by definition I2   I3. Conformations
which lie near the diagonal in the upper-right portion of the plot tend to be more spherical in shape
(I1 ⇡ I2 ⇡ I3). Conformations near the bottom-right of the plot, as I3/I1 approaches zero and I1 ⇡
I2, tend to be elongated and rod-like. Curvilinear morphologies, such as annular, bent ("L" and
"V"-shaped), and "Y"-shaped conformations, are shifted to the left side of the plot, where I2 ⇡ I3.
Examples of monomer and oligomer morphologies which were present at the end of 80 M time
units are presented on either side of Figure 4.14 for each assembly state, and represent some of the
morphologies present in each assembly size. Conformations on the left side of Figure 4.14 feature
a globular monomer and curvilinear oligomer morphologies. On the right side, a more elongated
but still globular monomer is presented along with rod-like and elongated oligomer morphologies.
Examples of oligomer morphologies are also displayed in Figure 4.15. Monomers were largely glob-
ular and the most spherically shaped assembly size. The relative positions and conformation within
the CTR can influence the morphology of monomers, as the CTR can extend relatively far from
the CM as seen in Figure 4.14 (right side). Upon dimerization, morphologies shifted towards more
extended and explicitly less spherical conformations, a trend which continues up to an including
tetramers (Figure 4.14 right side, Figure 4.15B). Both dimers and trimers also adopted bent, curvi-
linear morphologies (Figure 4.14 left side), but these were not as common as extended morphologies.
The variety of morphologies expanded in oligomers larger than trimers. Bent (Figure 4.14 left side),
"Y"-shaped (Figure 4.15F and G) and ring-like, annular morphologies (Figure 4.15E) became promi-
nent in tetramers, although elongated conformations were still the most abundant (Figure 4.14 right
side). In pentamers, extended rod-like conformations (Figure 4.14 right side), and curvilinear, bent
(Figure 4.14 left side) and "Y"-shaped morphologies (Figure 4.15I,J) were occur with more equal
probabilities than in tetramers. Pentamers also displayed annular morphologies, similar to tetramers
(Figure 4.15H). This trend continues in octamers, as bent and curvilinear (Figure 4.14 left side, Fig-
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ure 4.15L), but not "Y"-shaped, morphologies became more typical than the extended conformations.
Elongated octamers appeared as loosely connected smaller oligomers (Figure 4.14 right side), in con-
trast to the more cylindrical rod-like conformations, which were observed in smaller oligomers. The
annular morphology observed in tetramers and pentamers was also present in octamers. Additional
planer, amorphous octamer conformations that were roughly disk-like (Figure 4.15K,M) were also
observed. These results showcase the polymorphic nature of ↵S oligomers, which is prominent in
oligomers larger than trimers.
Regardless of morphology, exploration of ↵S conformations confirms the importance of the CTR
in LMW oligomer formation. We observed the CTR to make numerous strong intermolecular con-
tacts in oligomers of all sizes (Figure 4.11B, and Figure S5B in Appendix B). Throughout the con-
formations presented in Figure 4.15, the CTR can be seen forming contacts with residues from other
peptides. Figure 4.15M provides the clearest example, as this octamer is comprised of a monomer,
trimer, and tetramer connected through their several intermolecular CTR contacts.
4.2.8 Porelike ↵S Morphologies
The leading hypothesis concerning the root cause of ↵S oligomer-induced toxicity, the ion channel
hypothesis, states that ↵S assemblies are capable of forming annular pores in a cellular membrane
which act as ion channels, resulting in an abnormal flux of ions and destabilizing the homeostasis of
the cell83;100–102;104;107;111–113;209. We observed porelike structures in monomers which were always
composed primarily of residues in the CTR, the most hydrophilic region of the peptide. To determine
if this characteristic was present in oligomers, we examined all conformations present in the final time
unit of simulation time for the presence of pores. We defined a ’pore’ to be a closed loop structure
with a diameter of at least ⇠3 Å. We observed the presence of porelike structures in conformations
from all oligomer sizes, and chose select conformations present at the end of 80 M time units to
display in Figure 4.15A-M. The propensity for pore formation monotonically increased with the
assembly size, occurring in; 48% of monomers, 65% of dimers, 75% of trimers,75% of tetramers, 83%
of pentamers, and 100% of octamers.
Porelike structures which were characterized by the CTR forming a closed loop (CTR-pores) on
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Figure 4.14: ↵S monomer and oligomer morphologies. 2D distribu-
tion of the ratios I2/I1 and I3/I1, the principal moments of inertia I2 and
I3 with respect to the largest moment of inertia, I1. Typical morphologies
are displayed on either side of each plot for all assembly sizes, with the
C-terminus represented by blue spheres and the N-terminus by red spheres.
The NTR (yellow spheres), NAC (grey spheres), and CTR (cyan spheres)
are also displayed.
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or near the surface of the protein, similar to those observed in monomers (Figre 4.6), were present in
all assembly states and were nearly ubiquitous in larger oligomers (Figure 4.15B-F,J-M). Oligomers
often had multiple pores formed by CTRs of diﬀerent peptides (Figure 4.15B,D,J,L,M). The potential
for the CTR to make a pore via intermolecular contacts often resulted in large pore diameters. The
largest diameters were found in octamers, up to ⇠20 Å, although pores with diameters up to ⇠16 Å
were also present in trimers, tetramers, and pentamers. The depth of these CTR-pores was relatively
shallow (⇠3-5 Å), as they were most often formed on the surface of the oligomer with the mouth of
the pore composed of a single layer of CTR residues.
In addition to the CTR-mediated porelike morphology, we observed other types of porelike mor-
phologies that occurred less frequently and were mediated by heavily NAC and NTR contacts in
addition to the CTR. The bent morphologies, which were present in all oligomer orders, feature pores
(Figure 4.15A,C,G), with small pore diameters (⇠3-6 Å) and depths ⇠4-9 Å. Annular structures with
a pore in the center were observed in tetramers, pentamers, and octamers (Figure 4.15E,H,K), and
were characterized by diameters ⇠8-18 Å. Annular pores were largely deeper than CTR-mediated
porelike structures, with depths of ⇠10-30 Å. The third type of pore was mediated by the branches
of "Y"-shaped conformations, which when in contact form a pore. The "Y"-shaped pore morphology
is only present in tetramers (Figure 4.15F) and pentamers (Figure 4.14 right side, Figure 4.15I). The
"Y"-shaped pore morphology was characterized by a small pore diameter (⇠3-6 Å), and depths of
⇠5-10 Å.
If these ↵S porelike oligomers were to get inserted into a membrane and form an ion channel,
they could potentially facilitate the flow of ions such as calcium through the membrane and disrupt
the homeostasis of the cell. We anticipate that a hydrophobic membrane environment would aﬀect
the morphology of ↵S oligomers, as there is evidence that the NTR undergoes a conversion into
a helical structure upon insertion into a membrane210. Regardless, the observation of porelike
morphologies formed by spatially separated, unstructured peptides prior to membrane insertion
provides a noteworthy insight into potentially pathogenic pathways of ↵S oligomer formation.
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Figure 4.15: Porelike ↵S conformations. Porelike (A-B) dimer; (C-D)
trimer; (E-G) tetramer; (H-J) pentamer; and (K-M) octamer conforma-
tions. The C-terminus is represented by blue spheres and the N-terminus
by red spheres. The NTR (yellow spheres), NAC (grey spheres), and CTR
(cyan spheres) are also displayed.
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4.3 Conclusions and Discussion
Studying IDPs such as ↵S present obvious challenges regardless of the employed methods of study,
especially when combined with the relatively lengthy primary structure of the 140 amino acids-long
peptide. We have here undertaken, to the best of our knowledge, the first computational study of ↵S
assembly into oligomers from initially separated and unstructured peptides, via DMD4B-HYDRA
simulations. We explored a wide range of eﬀective electrostatic interaction strengths and found that
the resulting oligomer distribution for ECH = 0.20 best matched experimental ↵S oligomer distri-
bution characteristics measured by PICUP and SDS-PAGE. The DMD4B-HYDRA oligomer distri-
bution at ECH = 0.20 was characterized by a monotonically decreasing propensity from monomers
to septamers, followed by an increase in octamers. Monomer through pentamer and octamer con-
formations from simulations with ECH = 0.20 were structurally analyzed.
Distributions of the NT-CT distance reaction coordinate revealed two distinct free energy min-
ima which were present in all assembly states. The distinguishing characteristic between these two
minima was whether or not M1 and A140 made an intramolecular contact with each other. This
feature was absent in conformations from simulations in which ECH was set to 0.00, and thus the
electrostatic interaction was essential to the formation of this feature. We examined monomer con-
formations from these two distinct minima and found significant diﬀerences in solvent accessibility,
distance from the CM, and secondary structure along the ↵S sequence. Monomer conformations
from both minima displayed porelike morphologies, whereby the essential component of the pore
was the CTR, in particular the N103-Q109, D120- S129, and Y133-E139 regions. Conformations
in which M1 and A140 were in contact (cluster 1) on average had larger pore diameters and were
more likely to have a pore diameter of at least ⇠3 Åthan conformations in which M1 and A140 were
found farther apart (cluster 2).
Analysis of the average secondary structure content revealed that turn content dominated sec-
ondary structure in all assembly sizes (⇠40-44%), followed by  -strand (⇠23-28%) and statistical
coil (⇠22-25%). The NAC contained more turn content than the NTR and CTR, and the CTR
was the most disordered region of the primary structure, consistent with solid-state NMR data211.
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Tertiary structure was dominated by NTR-NTR and NAC-NAC contacts, whereby NTR-NAC and
NTR-CTR intramolecular contacts were stronger in monomers than in oligomers. Quaternary struc-
ture was dominated by NTR-NTR and NTR-CTR contacts. The NTR-CTR quaternary contacts
increased in strength with increasing oligomer order, suggesting that quaternary contacts between
these regions play an important role in formation of LMW oligomers. Indeed, analysis of ↵S oligomer
conformations confirmed that the CTR is actively involved in oligomer formation. NAC-NAC qua-
ternary contacts were notably stronger in octamers than in smaller oligomers, although NTR-CTR
contacts were still the strongest quaternary contacts in octamers. The NAC region and G68-A78 in
particular has been shown to be essential to the formation and structure of ↵S fibrils, and relevant
to the cytotoxicity associated with the peptide92–94;208. The strongest group of NAC-NAC quater-
nary contacts observed in octamers indeed occurred between residues within the A69-A78 region,
although DMD4B-HYDRA oligomers that we analyzed here lack the  -sheet structure that is char-
acteristic of these residues within ↵S fibrils94. The observation that the NAC did not contribute
significantly to quaternary structure in assembly sizes up to and including pentamers suggest that
this region does not play a direct role in the initial aggregation of ↵S peptides into LMW oligomers,
but rather becomes involved further along the aggregation pathway. Instead, the CTR plays a more
active role in the formation of LMW oligomers.
The CTR was, as expected, both the most solvent exposed and farthest region from the CM in
all assembly states. A140 experienced the largest decrease in SASA (relative to monomers) upon
oligomerization, regardless of the assembly size. This residue formed the most numerous strong
intermolecular contacts, which could result in A140 becoming buried within the NTR or NAC. The
distance of the CTR from the CM increased with oligomer order at a faster rate than the NTR and
NAC region up to and including pentamers.
↵S monomers were characterized by predominantly globular and quasi-spherical morphologies.
Although there is experimental evidence that ↵S monomers are found in more extended confor-
mations than those observed here90;195, in vivo data suggests that the N-terminal acetylation of
↵S which occurs in mammalian cells results in conformations which are more compact than those
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observed in a buﬀer196, which is more aligned with the monomer morphologies we observe. Further-
more, DMD4B-HYRDA conformations are expected to be more compact than more physiologically
accurate fully-atomistic representations would be60;67. Dimers, trimers, and tetramers were predom-
inantly elongated and rod-like, however, bent and quasi-spherical conformations were also present.
Tetramers and pentamers adopted "Y"-shaped morphologies, as well as "L"-shaped and annular
morphologies which we also observed in octamers. An important turning point in ↵S oligomer
morphology occurred in pentamers, as elongated morphologies were no longer the most prevalent
morphology at the expense of bent, "L" and "Y"-shaped, and annular morphologies. This trend
continued in octamers, as elongated octamer conformations were even more rare. Octamers dis-
played additional "U"-shaped and disk-shaped (oblate spheroid-like) morphologies. This observed
conformational polymorphism, or morphological variation, is a trait that has been shown to occur
in IDPs, and increases with oligomer order in ↵S.
The most important observation of the morphology analysis was the discovery of porelike con-
formations which were present in all assembly states. The propensity to form pores of any kind
(with a pore diameter of at least ⇠3 Å) monotonically increased with assembly size. This trait was
also observed in fully-atomistic oligomers of IDPs A 40 and A 4267, suggesting that this may be
a general characteristic of IDPs in the context of human disease. The CTR was responsible for
all observed pore formation in monomers and continued to play a role in oligomer pore formation,
particularly in elongated conformations. This CTR behavior is analogous to the behavior of the
NTR observed in fully-atomistic A 40 and A 42 oligomers, which played a similar role in pore for-
mation67. All oligomer orders in addition featured pore structures which prominently involved the
NAC and NTR, although these conformations were not in dimers and trimers. We observed pore-
like structures in all of the various tetramers, pentamers, and octamers morphologies, but annular
conformations produced some of the largest (⇠8-18 Å in diameter) and deepest (⇠10-30 Å) pores
of any morphology.
The observation of pores in LMW ↵S oligomers is directly relevant to the pathology of PD. ↵S and
other amyloidogenic proteins have been shown to form annular, ion channel-like structures which,
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when embedded into a membrane, are capable of inducing a flow of Ca2+ ions through the membrane.
This process can potentially lead to cell death and thus inspired the ion channel hypothesis, which
states that the primary cytotoxic nature of certain amyloidogenic proteins is due to the formation
of annular pores which disturb the homeostasis of cells83;98–102;104;108;111;113;137;177;209. The ion
channel hypothesis is also consistent with the proposed relationship between calcium regulation
and PD114;115. The annular tetramer, pentamer, and octamer morphologies reported in this study
are ⇠60-90 Å in diameter (Figure 4.15E, H, K), large enough to span a membrane, and contain
pores which would allow the passage of Ca2+ ions (⇠2.3 Å in diameter). Furthermore, we observed
morphologies which were not annular in nature but contained pores large enough to allow the passage
of Ca2+ ions, though the hydration shell around Ca2+ could impede their passage through pores
which are are close in size to these ions185.
Experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of ↵S pores largely involve annular
assemblies ranging from pentameric to proto-fibrillar (⇠20-40 or more peptides), and these structures
have been shown to form both prior to and after insertion into a membrane83;100–102;104;107;111–113;209.
Tsigelny et. al. reported pentameric and hexameric ↵S annular pores via combined MD and electron
microscopy, with pore diameters ranging from⇠ 20-50Å with an outer ring diameter of⇠90-150 Å107.
The largest annular pore diameters we observed (⇠18 Å) were very near the lower end of this reported
range. The outer diameter of the annular pores we observed in tetramers, pentamers, and octamers
varied from ⇠60-90 Å(Figure 4.15E, H, K) the largest of which again aligns with the lower end of
the above reported range. ↵S was observed via AFM by Ding et. al. to form annular protofibrils
which were significantly larger than those in our study, with outer diameters ranging from ⇠320-
1800 Åand reported pore diameters which were 60 Å101. Danzer et. al. reported annular oligomers
with diameters from ⇠400-450 Åwhich mediated an increase in intracellular calcium, consistent
with the ion channel hypothesis83. Lashuel et. al. used electron microscopy to observe that ↵S
with the PD-associated A53T mutation formed annular protofibrils (⇠110 Å) with pore diameters
from ⇠20-30 Å, which were more similar to the annular pore diameters we observed in the present
study102. Although these reports of annular oligomers and protofibrils feature structures which are
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predominantly larger than the annular morphologies we observed in LMW oligomers, our results
suggest that the propensity to form porelike structures increases with assembly size, and we thus
expect that simulations of larger oligomers and protofibrils of ↵S via DMD4B-HYDRA would also
yield annular morphologies. It is essential to remember, especially when comparing our results to MD
and experimental studies, that the annular structures in this study were derived by DMD4B-HYDRA
rather than by fully-atomistic MD. A conversion from the four-bead model to a fully-atomistic one
would result in a ’swelling’ of the peptide in order to accommodate the additional molecules, which
would surely aﬀect both the pore size and the size of annular morphologies as a whole60;67. Our
study provides further evidence to the notion that porelike ↵S oligomers can form prior to their
insertion into a membrane.
The annular morphologies in our study share characteristics with some models of ↵S pores, such
as a ring-like shape and oligomer order. A tetrameric assembly size was suggested in a model by
Tosatto et. al.111, and a highly structured pentameric pore morphology matched the size and shape
of annular structures observed by electron microscopy in a study by Tsigelny et. al.107. However,
pore models propose a significant amount of ordered structure.  -barrels, which are composed of
several  -strand structures in a barrel-shaped morphology, have been suggested as a model for ↵S
pores formed by 20-24 ↵S peptides102. Similarly, the barrel-stave model used by Tosatto et. al.
predicts a characteristic ↵-helical structure111;212. Ding et. al. model the formation of annular
protofibrils from unfolded ↵S via the formation of  -sheets101. We do not observe this predicted
↵-helical or  -sheet structure in the annular pore conformations from our study101;107;111;212. There
is experimental evidence, however, that suggests ion channel-like structures may be significantly
more disordered than these models suggest; multiple antimicrobial peptides in a membrane envi-
ronment were found to form pores which lack the ordered structure predicted by theoretical pore
models178–180. Combined with the observations in this study, this reasoning suggests that ion chan-
nels formed by ↵S may be similarly disordered. Alternatively, our simulations may not be able to
sample more ordered and structured annular conformations that may evolve on longer time scales.
Our findings provide important insight into the potential cytotoxicity of ↵S oligomers within the
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context of the ion channel hypothesis83;101;102;104;107;111–113;209.
4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Simulation protocol
We modeled ↵S using a four-bead model combined with discrete molecular dynamics and an implicit-
solvent force field with amino acid-specific interactions, DMD4B-HYDRA, as described in 21;136. The
systems in our simulations were initially composed of 16 spatially separated unfolded ↵S peptides
in a cubic box, with each side 500 nm long and periodic boundary conditions. This results in a
concentration of ⇠3 mM, which is larger than most if not all experimental concentrations of ↵S,
but allows us to reduce the amount of simulation time required for peptides to interact and form
oligomers. For each ECH value we examined, 32 replicas of this initial system were created by
turning oﬀ the force field and performing high temperature simulations (T = 4.0) to generate a
series of initial configurations for the production runs at the physiological temperature of 310K (T
= 0.130). Each trajectory was 80 ⇥ 106 time units, or ⇡ 24µs long with snapshots taken every
0.1⇥ 106 time units. We simulated seven ECH values: 0.00, 0.01, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.50.
4.4.2 Structural Analysis
Structural analysis of monomer and oligomer species entailed examining each peptide in a given
oligomer individually, unless otherwise noted in the manuscript. For example, for each tetramer
conformation we examined, a data point is produced for each of the four peptides which compose
the pentamer. Average values of per-oligomer analysis is averaged over each peptide within a given
oligomer, rather than being averaged over the entire oligomer. Conducting analysis in this manner
allows us to examine the structure of peptides in the context of oligomer conformations.
Potential of the Mean Force
The potential of the mean force (PMF) calculation entailed projecting each conformation onto two
selected reaction coordinates; the sum of the solvent accessible surface area of the hydrophobic amino
acids in the sequence (according to the Kyte-Doolittle scale3) and the distance from the N-terminus
of each peptide to the center of mass of each monomer/oligomer. Within the conformational space
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of these two reaction coordinates, we created a normalized histogram and counted the number of
conformations, Ni, within each bin of the histogram. These histograms were used to create the
distributions for these two reaction coordinates. The PMF values were then calculated via the
equation -kbT ln(Ni/Nt), where Nt is the total number of conformations for a given assembly state
and alloform. Every conformation from all 80 M time units from each trajectory was used in the
PMF calculation.
Secondary Structure Analysis
Analysis for average secondary structure propensities was calculated as follows: the average sec-
ondary structure propensity for each trajectory of a given oligomer size and species is first calculated,
both per-residue and averaged over the each peptide individually, using the STRIDE program157
implemented within the VMD software package169 to identify secondary structures. These values
were then used to calculate a histogram for each secondary structure, whose mean is presented as
the average secondary structure propensities in Figure 4.9. The error associated with these averages
is the standard error of the mean (SEM) for these histograms, calculated as the corrected sample
standard deviation divided by the number of trajectories used for analysis. Monomer and oligomer
conformations from the final 20M time units from each trajectory were used for this calculation.
Contact Maps
Two amino acids were considered in contact if the distance between their C↵ atoms or C - atoms were
within a distance of 7.5 Å from each other, consistent with previous DMD and MD studies20;21;60;69.
The contact maps are presented as an (i,j) matrix with the number of contacts between two specific
amino acids averaged over all analyzed conformations. Intramolecular contacts include contact
between every (i,j) pair of amino acids within a given peptide (tertiary contacts), and intermolecular
contacts include every (i,j) pair of amino acids that belong to diﬀerent peptides within an oligomer
(quaternary contacts). The intramolecular and intermolecular contact maps are presented in a
single plot, with intramolecular contacts below the diagonal and intermolecular contacts above the
diagonal. Intramolecular contact between an amino acid and any of the two neighboring amino acids
on each side are not considered, as their geometry results in these (i,j) pairs falling within the cutoﬀ
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distance by default. The color scale corresponds to the propensity for an (i,j) pair of amino acids
to be in contact, calculated as the number of observed contacts between an (i,j) pair divided by
the number of possible contacts that can occur across the analyzed frames. SEM values were not
included as they were negligible when compared to the calculated value due the large number of
analyzed conformations. Monomer and oligomer conformations from the final 20M time units from
each trajectory were used for this calculation.
Coarse-Grained Solvent Accessible Surface Area
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated within the VMD software package169. The
calculation utilized a spherical surface 1.4 Å away from the surface of each atom in the four-bead
model as the cutoﬀ. This calculation was applied to all atoms in an amino acid to give a resulting
SASA value. The SASA-per-residue values were attained by averaging over every analyzed confor-
mation. Error bars correspond to SEM values. Monomer and oligomer conformations from the final
20M time units from each trajectory were used for this calculation.
Distance From the Center of Mass
The distance to center of mass for each residue was calculated by first determining the center
of mass for each monomer/oligomer via the VMD software package169. The location of the C↵
atom for each residue is calculated and the distance from this atom to the center of mass of the
monomer/oligomer is calculated. The data presented is averaged over every analyzed conformation.
Error bars correspond to SEM values. Monomer and oligomer conformations from the final 20M
time units from each trajectory were used for this calculation.
Principal Moments of Inertia (Morphology)
The tensor of the moment of inertia was calculated in VMD, allowing us to obtain the three prin-
cipal moments of inertia for each monomer and oligomer conformation. Monomer and oligomer
conformations from the final 20M time units from each trajectory were used for this calculation.
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Chapter 5: Final Remarks
In this thesis, we have examined populations of monomers and oligomers of the IDPs A  and ↵S.
The computational approaches applied in the studies in this thesis are valuable tools for studying the
assembly of proteins, and the study of ↵S in Chapter 4 is, to our best knowledge, the first such study
of ↵S oligomerization from unfolded and spatially separated peptides. It is crucial to understand the
mechanisms and nature of IDP oligomer formation, as LMW oligomeric assemblies may represent
the primary toxic agents of certain human diseases. Oligomer formation is an important step in the
AD and PD pathology pathway that potential therapies could seek to exploit.
In Chapter 4, the DMD4B-HYDRA approach lead to the observation of annular porelike struc-
tures in ↵S monomers and oligomers. The DMD4B-HYDRA-derived A  oligomers which were used
to create the fully-atomistic representations in Chapter 3 did not display porelike conformations,
however porelike oligomers were observed in the resulting fully-atomistic oligomers of A 40 and
A 42. It would be interesting to explore if porelike conformations persisted or were altered in fully-
atomistic ↵S monomers and oligomers converted from the DMD4B-HYDRA-derived conformations
presented in Chapter 4, although the increased size of ↵S relative to A  may present computational
challenges. Regardless, the novel observation of porelike assemblies in LMW oligomers of A  and ↵S
in this thesis reflect the value of the DMD4B-HYDRA and multi-scale computational approaches.
The ion channel hypothesis presents a promising perspective in our understanding of the pathology
behind AD and PD. The observation of disordered, annular porelike assemblies formed by LMW
oligomers of A  and ↵S in the absence of a membrane from unstructured and spatially divided
peptides, and in particular the observation that the propensity for pore formation increased with
assembly size in both A  and ↵S, has never been reported before to the best of our knowledge.
These results add valuable insights to the ion channel hypotheses of AD and PD.
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Appendix A: Supporting Information for: Fully-Atomistic A 40 and A 42
Oligomers in Water: Observation of Porelike Oligomers
A.1 Supporting Information
A.1.1 Detailed Region-Specific Diﬀerences in Secondary Structure Be-
tween A 40 and A 42 Conformations
Turn and  -strand propensities for each amino acid in the sequence are displayed in Figure 5 of the
main manuscript. In comparison to A 40 monomers, A 42 monomers had significantly increased
turn propensity in the A2-F4 and G37-V40 regions. Relative to A 40, increased turn propensity at
A2 was observed in all A 42 oligomers. In addition, elevated turn propensity was noted in E2 of
A 42 trimers. A 42 pentamers were characterized by increased turn in the D7-S8 region. The most
notable increase in turn propensity in A 42 relative to A 40 involved the MHR and CTR regions
(G37-V40 in monomers, V36-V40 in dimers and trimers, only L34 in tetramers, and L34-V40 with
exception of G37 in pentamers). The turn propensity in A 40 trimers was lower than or equal to
that of A 42 trimers along the entire sequence. A 40 monomers, dimers, and tetramers had higher
turn propensity that the respective A 42 conformations at R5 and in the D7-S8 region. In addition,
A 40 monomers had increased turn propensity at G9, Q15, L17, and in the S26-N27 and G33-M35
regions. In comparison to A 42 dimers, the E11-V12 region had an increased turn propensity in
A 40 dimers. A 40 tetramers had higher turn propensity than A 42 tetramers at E11 and S26.
Interestingly, A 40 pentamers had increased turn relative to A 42 pentamers only in the A30-I31
region, which was unique to pentamers.
A 40 and A 42 monomers had consistently high turn propensity in the D23-N27 region, as well
as a lower but still significant turn propensity in the G33-G37 region. were present in A 42 oligomers
as well. The turn propensity in the S26-N27 region was the highest in A 42 pentamers.
Of all assembly states, A 40 and A 42 monomers were characterized by the most distinct  -
strand propensities. A 40 monomers had higher  -strand propensities than A 42 monomers in the
A2-F4 and G29-I31 regions. A 42 monomers, in contrast, has higher  -strand propensities than
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A 40 monomers in the G9-V12, CHC, G25-S26, I32-M35, and G38-V40 regions. The regions F19-
F20, L34-M35, and G38-V39 had the highest  -strand propensities in A 42 monomers (15-17%),
significantly higher than in A 40 monomers. A 40 dimers had a higher  -strand propensity than
A 42 dimers only at A2, whereas the  -strand propensity in A 42 dimers was higher than in A 40
dimers at R5 as well as in the I31-I32 and V39-V40 regions. A 40 trimers had a higher  -strand
propensity than A 42 trimers in the A2-E3 region, whereas A 42 trimers had increased  -strand
propensity relative to A 40 trimers at E11, N27, I32, and in the V39-V40 region. In A 40 tetramers,
increased  -strand propensity relative to that of A 42 tetramers was noted at E3, Q15, and L34.
In contrast, A 42 tetramers showed higher  -strand propensity than A 40 tetramers only in the C-
terminal G38-V40 region. The alloform-specific  -strand propensity diﬀerences in the A2-F4 region
disappeared in pentamers. A 40 pentamers had higher  -strand propensity than A 42 pentamers
only in the S26-N27 region, whereas A 42 pentamers showed higher  -strand propensity than A 40
pentamers in the V36-V40 region. A third region in A 42 with increased  -strand arose at G29-I32
for A 42 in dimers and persisted in trimers, tetramers, and pentamers. The appearance of this third
region resulted in a slight shift of the peaks in the  -strand propensity per amino acid from I32-M35
and G38-I41 in A 42 monomers to L34-V36 and V39-I41 in A 42 oligomers. In A 42 pentamers, the
these two regions with increased  -strand merged into a single region. In A 40 oligomers, distinct
peaks in  -strand propensity per amino acid were also observed at the C-terminus. While centered
within the regions A30-I32 and M35-V36 in A 40 monomers, the respective  -strand propensities
increased in A 40 dimers and trimers. Although these two regions with increased  -strand were
present in A 40 tetramers, a third, less pronounced peak in the  -strand propensity in the G38-V39
region of A 40 pentamers was observed. Overall, A 42 had significantly higher  -strand content
than A 40 in the CTR not only in monomers but also in all oligomers under study.
Coil propensities per amino acid are shown in Figure 6 of the main manuscript (left panels).
Relative to A 42 conformations, A 40 monomers and oligomers had higher coil propensities at A2
and in the G37-V40 region. A 42 monomers had a higher coil propensity than A 40 monomers
only at G9, Q15, and N27. In addition to the regions mentioned above, A 40 dimers had higher
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coil propensity than A 42 dimers also at V18. The D7-S8 region, V12, and G25 had more coil
in A 42 dimers than in A 40 dimers. In comparison to A 42 trimers, we observed higher coil
propensity in A 40 trimers also in the L34-M35 region. Similarly, V24 also showed increased coil
content in A 40 relative to A 42 tetramers. A 42 tetramers had higher coil propensity than A 40
tetramers at R5 and in the D7-G9 region. The D7-S8 region had higher coil propensity in A 40
pentamers than in A 42 pentamers, in contrast to the results for dimers and tetramers. A 40
pentamers had increased coil relative to A 42 pentamers also at V12 and V36. A 42 pentamers
were characterized by higher coil propensity than A 40 pentamers at L17 and in the A30-I32 region,
a feature that was unique to pentamers. The bridge propensities per amino acid are displayed in
Figure 6 of the main manuscript (right panels). While these propensities were relatively high, the
regions with high bridge propensities roughly matched with hydrophobic regions and there were
more residue-to-residue fluctuations than in other secondary structure propensities. Notably, the
CTR had higher bridge propensity in A 42 than in A 40 conformations. At the N-terminus, F4 had
a higher bridge propensity in A 40 than in A 42 conformations, suggesting that the N-terminus
was more structured in A 40 than in A 42.
A.1.2 Detailed Description of Tertiary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Con-
formations
In the following description of tertiary structure, we first comment on the strongest tertiary contacts,
which occurred close to the diagonal (diagonal contacts), and then proceed to more distant contacts
(oﬀ-diagonal contacts). Here we follow the same definition of contact map regions as defined in
the main manuscript, with the predominant oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts being enclosed in three
frames in Figure 7 of the main manuscript (black frames). Region 1 comprises oﬀ-diagonal tertiary
contacts of the CHC with the CFR, MHR, and CTR (Figure 7, main manuscript), black trapezoid-
like frames). Region 2 contains oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts of the MHR with CTR (Figure 7, main
manuscript), black triangle-like frames). Region 3 corresponds to tertiary contacts of the NTR with
the Q15-V40 region (Figure 7, main manuscript), black rectangular frames).
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Tertiary Structure of A 40 and A 42 Monomers
The strongest diagonal tertiary contacts in A 40 monomers were in the N-terminal region: H6-G9,
H13-K16, H14-L17; in the CFR: A21-V24, D23-S26, G25-N27; and in the MHR: I31-L34. A 42
monomers showed, in addition to those tertiary contacts found in A 40 monomers, strong contact
between D1-F4 and S26-G29. Moreover, the contact I31-L34 found in A 40 monomers was shifted
by four residues toward the C-terminus, to M35-G38, in A 42 monomers. These same diagonal
contacts in the C –C  contact maps were notably weaker with the exception of H14-L17, A21-V24,
and D23-S26 in A 40 monomers, and A21-V24 and D23-S26 for A 42 monomers (Figure S2).
The oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts were dominated by the contacts in Region 1 (Figure 7, main
manuscript, black trapezoid-like frames), specifically between V18-A21 and A30-I32 in A 40 monomers
and between F19-F20 and I32-M35 regions in A 42 monomers. C –C  contact maps were very sim-
ilar, with the addition of prominent contacts at L17-I32 and A21-N27 in Region 1 (Figure S2, black
trapezoid-like frames) of A 40 monomers and V18-I31 in Region 1 of A 42 monomers. In addi-
tion, we observed strong tertiary contacts in Region 2 (Figure 7, main manuscript, black triangle-
like frames), between I32-V36 and V39-I41, which were stronger in A 42 monomers than in A 40
monomers. C –C  contact maps showed little variation from these observations, though the contact
L34-V40 in A 40 became more prominent (Figure S2, black triangle-like frames). Tertiary contacts
in Region 3 (Figure 7, main manuscript, black rectangular frames) were distinctly diﬀerent in A 40
and A 42 monomers. In A 40 monomers, the NTR formed strong contacts with the CHC (with the
strongest contact between F4-F19) as well as with the I31-G37 region (with the strongest contact
between F4-M35), In A 42 monomers, these contacts were significantly weaker. Similar results were
observed in Region 3 of the C –C  contact maps (Figure S2, black rectangular frames), with the
addition of a prominent contact, F4-I31, in A 40 monomers. The group of tertiary contacts between
the NTR and the I31-G37 region in A 40 monomers extended out of Region 3 and included tertiary
contacts between regions S8-Y10 and M35-G37. Additional alloform-specific oﬀ-diagonal tertiary
contacts were observed between Regions 2 and 3, whereby the tertiary contact V12-V36 that was
the strongest in this region in A 42 monomers was significantly weaker in A 40 monomers. This
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contact was also prominent in the C –C  contact maps (Figure S2).
Diagonal Tertiary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers
Diagonal tertiary contacts in A 40 oligomers were overall comparable to those in A 40 monomers
with some variability in strength. Notably, the tertiary contact E3-H6, which was not observed
in A 40 monomers, characterized all A 40 oligomers (Figure 7, main manuscript). This contact
was only prominent in A 40 tetramers when examining C –C  contact maps (Figure S2). Only
A 40 tetramers were also characterized by a strong contact R5-S8, a feature not observed in C –
C  contact maps. In A 40 tetramers and pentamers, the contact I31-L34 shifted to A30-G33 and
became less pronounced than in smaller A 40 oligomers. In A 40 pentamers, the tertiary contacts
H13-K16 and H14-L17 were the strongest and the tertiary contact A21-V24 was weaker than in
A 40 tetramers. Similarly, diagonal tertiary contacts in A 42 oligomers were comparable to those
in A 42 monomers, again with some variability in strength. Interestingly, the tertiary contact V36-
V39, which was not present in A 42 monomers, characterized A 42 dimers. In addition to the
diagonal tertiary contacts in A 42 conformations described above, a new tertiary contact I31-L34
becomes prominent in C↵–C↵ contact maps of A 42 trimers, tetramers, and pentamers, but not in
C –C  contact maps. Additional diagonal tertiary contacts which were unique to A 42 pentamers
were observed: D7-Y10 at the N-terminus, G25-K28 and V24-N27 within the CFR and V39-A42
within the CTR, whereas the tertiary contacts H14-L17, A21-V24, and N27-A30 were significantly
weaker than in A 42 tetramers.
Diagonal contacts were generally much weaker in C –C  contact maps (Figure S2). C –C 
contacts between H14-L17 and A21-V24 were notable in A 40 dimers, though none were observed
in A 42 dimers or in A 40 trimers. A21-V24 was the only prominent contact in A 42 trimers, and
was also observed in A 42 tetramers. H13-K16, H14-L17, and D23-S26 were prominent contacts in
A 40 pentamers, while D23-S26 and V36-V39 were also strong diagonal contacts in A 42 pentamers.
Tertiary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 1
Region 1 contacts in A 40 trimers were somewhat stronger than in A 40 dimers and were domi-
nated by two strong contacts, V18-L34 and F19-L34. Contacts in Region 1 were even stronger in
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A 40 tetramers and were dominated by L17-I32, L17-G33, V18-M35, and V18-V36. The dominant
contacts in Region 1 within A 40 pentamers were between resides V18-I32 and between residues
F19-I31, which enclosed the CFR. In A 42 oligomers, stronger tertiary contacts in Region 1 were
shifted toward the CTR with the oligomer order. Of all A 40 and A 42 oligomers, A 42 pentamers
had the strongest tertiary contacts in Region 1, dominated by F19-A30, F19-I31, A21-A30, and
A21-I31, which enclosed the CFR.
Region 1 of the C –C  contact maps (Figure S2, black trapezoid-like frames) featured similar
overall observation to C↵–C↵ contact maps, with a few diﬀerences in the strong contacts present
in A 40 and A 42 oligomers when compared to Region 1 in C↵–C↵ contact maps. A 40 dimers
feature prominent C –C  contacts which were not present in C↵–C↵ contact maps between residues
V18-V36 and F19-V36, as did A 42 dimers between residues V18-L34 and F19-I32. A 40 trimers
displayed a strong contact F19-I34, and A 42 tetramers had a strong contact between residues
F19-V39 which shifted to a strong F19-V40 contact in A 42 pentamers.
Tertiary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 2
A 40 dimers and tetramers exhibited oﬀ-diagonal tertiary contacts in Region 2 that were comparable
to those in A 40 monomers (Figure 7, main manuscript, black triangle-like frames). A 40 trimers
showed weaker contacts and A 40 pentamers displayed the weakest contacts in this region. Of all
A 42 oligomers, A 42 trimers had the strongest tertiary contacts in Region 2, dominated by contacts
between L34-M35 and V40-I41. This group of contacts extended out of Region 2 and included the
CTR of A 42. Of all A 42 conformations, A 42 pentamers had the fewest strong contacts in Region
2 (with I31-V36 as the strongest contact).
Region 2 of the C –C  contact maps (Figure S2, black triangle-like frames) were extremely
similar to C↵–C↵ contact maps, as A 42 trimers similarly having the strongest tertiary contacts.
A pair of contacts between Region 1 and 2 were noted in C –C  contact maps of A 40 tetramers
which were absent from C↵–C↵ contact maps, between residues V24-M35 and V24-V36.
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Tertiary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 3
Region 3 covers tertiary contacts between the NTR and remaining peptide regions. The most
numerous and the strongest tertiary contacts (between C↵ as well as C  atoms) in Region 3 were
observed for A 40 and A 42 monomers with the former showing stronger contacts that the latter
(Figures 7, main manuscript and S2, black rectangular frames). Across all A 42 conformations,
Region 3 had the weakest C↵–C↵ and C –C  tertiary contacts (Figures 7, main manuscript and
S2, black rectangular frames), as would be expected based on the predominantly hydrophilic nature
of the NTR. In A 40 oligomer conformations, however, Region 3 showed stronger tertiary contacts
than Region 2, with an exception of the I31-V36 contact in Region 3, which was the strongest
contact in Regions 2 and 3. We observed fewer C↵–C↵ and C –C  tertiary contacts between the
NTR and remaining peptide regions in A 40 pentamers than in smaller A 40 oligomers (Figures 7,
main manuscript and S2, black rectangular frames). In A 40 pentamers, there were fewer C↵–C↵
tertiary contacts between the NTR and remaining peptide regions than in smaller A 40 oligomers.
A 40 and A 42 pentamers had a comparable number and strength of tertiary contacts in Region 3,
dominated by contacts between E3-F4 and L34-V36 regions (A 40) or F4-R5 and G38-V39 regions
(A 42). Examination of tertiary C –C  contacts (Figure S2, black rectangular frames) resulted in
similar observation.
In-between Regions 1 and 3 (Figure 7, main manuscript, black trapezoid-like and rectangular
frames, respectively), we observed unusually strong oﬀ-diagonal C↵–C↵ tertiary contacts between
the V12-Q15 and I32-L34 regions that were specific to A 40 pentamers (but not to A 42 pentamers).
A.1.3 Detailed Description of Quaternary Structure of A 40 and A 42
Conformations
To facilitate a comprehensive description of quaternary contacts, we defined three regions that were
involved the most in quaternary contact formation (Figure 7, main manuscript, white frames).
Region 4 enclosed quaternary CHC-CHC, CHC-MHR, and CHC-CTR contacts (Figure 7, main
manuscript, white trapezoid-like frames). Region 5 comprises quaternary MHR-MHR, MHR-CTR,
and CTR-CTR contacts (Figure 7, main manuscript, white triangle-like frames). Region 6 covers
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quaternary contacts between the NTR and the Q15-V40 region and is thus analogous to Region 3
as defined for tertiary contact maps (Figure 7, main manuscript, white rectangular frames).
Quaternary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 4
In A 40 dimers, the strongest C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts in Region 4 were between V18-F19 and
G33-L34 (Figure 7, main manuscript, trapezoid-like white frames). Relative to A 40 dimers, A 40
trimers displayed more C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts in Region 4, with the strongest ones between
the L17-V18 and L34-M35 regions. C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts in Region 4 became more numerous
and stronger in A 40 tetramers, where two groups of contacts emerged as the strongest: between
V18-F19 and L34-V36 as well as between F20-A21 and G29-I31.
Together, these two groups of C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts represent an anti-parallel contact in-
terface between pairs of A 40 peptides. This anti-parallel quaternary structure feature was even
more pronounced in A 40 pentamers, which showed an overall a smaller number of C↵–C↵ quater-
nary contacts in Region 4 that were nonetheless significantly stronger than in A 40 tetramers. The
predominant C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts in A 40 pentamers in Region 4 were: L17-I32, V18-I31,
V18-I32, F19-I32, F20-G29, and A21-G29. Relative to A 40 dimers and trimers, another group
of C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts centered at V18-F19 and F19-F19 became more prominent in A 40
tetramers. This group of contacts became even more prominent in A 40 pentamers, with the
strongest contacts: V18-F20, F19-F19, F19-F20, and F20-F20.
A 40 C –C  quaternary contacts in Region 4 (Figure S2, white trapezoid-like frames) were
similar to C↵–C↵ contacts for A 40 dimers and tetramers, though for A 40 trimers the strongest
contacts were located adjacent to those in the C↵–C↵ contact maps, between the V18-F19 and I31-I32
regions. A 40 pentamers diﬀered the most between C –C  and C↵–C↵ contact maps; with contacts
between residues F19-F20, F20-I31, and F19-L34 being much stronger in the C –C  contact maps.
The anti-parallel quaternary structure feature present in C↵–C↵ contact map of A 40 tetramers and
pentamers is less prominent in tetramers and not visible in pentamers in the C –C  contact maps.
Interestingly, A 42 oligomers were characterized by weaker quaternary contacts in Region 4 than
the corresponding A 40 oligomers. In A 42 dimers, contacts V18-I32 and V18-G33 dominated the
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quaternary structure in Region 4. A 42 trimers had more contacts in Region 4 but these were
overall weaker than in A 42 dimers. Notably, quaternary contacts F19-F19 and F19-F20 were the
strongest in A 42 trimers. Unlike for A 40 tetramers and pentamers, we did not observe any anti-
parallel motif in Region 4 for A 42 tetramers and pentamers. A 42 tetramers had a larger number
of strong contacts in Region 4 than A 42 trimers, with the strongest contacts between V18 and the
G33-I41 region. Quaternary contacts F19-F19 and V18-F19 were more prominent in A 42 tetramers
than in A 42 trimers. A 42 pentamers exhibited strong quaternary contacts: L17-F19, V18-V18,
V18-F19, V18-F20, and F19-F19, which dominated Region 4. The other contacts in A 42 tetramers
were fewer and shifted to the CTR, whereby the strongest contacts were between F19-F20 and V39.
A 42 C –C  quaternary contacts in Region 4 (Figure S2, white trapezoid-like frames) were similar
to A 42 C↵–C↵ quaternary contacts for all oligomers. A minute diﬀerence was observed in A 42
trimers, which had a stronger contact between F19-F19 in the C –C  contact map.
Quaternary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 5
The number and strength of quaternary contacts in Region 5 increased with oligomer order in
A 40 conformations with the strongest quaternary contacts in A 40 pentamers (Figure 7, main
manuscript, white triangle-like frames). Whereas A 40 dimers had no strong quaternary contacts
in Region 5, two relatively strong contacts were found adjacent to Region 5: A30-I31 and A30-
I32. In A 40 trimers, I32-V36 emerged as the strongest contact in Region 5. In A 40 tetramers,
the strongest contact in Region 5 was V36-V36, followed by L34-V36. Unlike A 40 trimers, A 40
tetramers were characterized with relatively strong diagonal quaternary contacts involving the M35-
G37 region. Additional albeit not very strong contacts emerged in A 40 tetramers between the MHR
and CTR. The predominant quaternary contacts in Region 5 in A 40 pentamers were between the
MHR regions with the strongest contact L34-V36. Of all A 40 oligomers, the diagonal quaternary
contacts in Region 5 were the strongest in A 40 pentamers, dominated by L34-L34, M35-M35, and
V39-V39.
The number and strength of quaternary contacts in Region 5 increased from A 42 dimers through
A 42 tetramers (Figure 7, main manuscript white triangle-like frames). There were no strong
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quaternary contacts in A 42 dimers. In A 42 trimers, the strongest contact was I32-I32 and the
neighboring contacts that were adjacent to Region 5. These contacts became much weaker in A 42
tetramers, which instead displayed a strong contact G37-G38 and additional diagonal contacts G37-
G37 and G38-G38. Quaternary contacts between MHR and V40 were also notable in A 42 tetramers.
The strongest quaternary contacts in this region in A 42 pentamers were I31-V36, I31-G37, and
neighboring contacts adjacent to Region 5 that included A30-G37. The diagonal quaternary contacts
that became more prominent in A 42 pentamers (relative to smaller A 42 oligomers) were observed
between pairs of the I32-V39 regions, dominated by V39-V39, G38-G38, and L34-L34. Relatively
strong diagonal contacts adjacent to Region 5 were G29-G29 and A30-A30.
Region 5 of C –C  contact maps (Figure S2, white triangle-like frames) were overwhelmingly
similar to C↵–C↵ contacts for dimers and trimers of both alloforms. We noted that for tetramers,
several C –C  contacts in Region 5 were stronger than their corresponding C↵–C↵ contacts: I31-I31,
L34-L34, and M35-M35 for A 40 and M35-V36 and V36-V36 for A 42. These stronger diagonal con-
tacts in A 40 tetramers further hint at merging parallel cross-  structure. Similarly for pentamers,
I31-I31, V36-V36, L34-V36, and V36-V39 for A 40 and I31-I32, I31-M35, I32-M35, V36-V36, L34-
V39, and V36-I41 (just outside of Region 5) for A 42 were stronger in the C –C  contact maps
versus the C↵–C↵ contact maps. Conversely, for A 42 pentamers, the A30-G37 and V39-V39 C –C 
contacts were weaker than their C↵–C↵ counterparts.
Quaternary Contacts in A 40 and A 42 Oligomers: Region 6
Overall, of Regions 4-6, Region 6 had the lowest density of quaternary contacts (Figure 7, main
manuscript, white rectangular frames). The predominant quaternary contacts in Region 6 in A 40
dimers were F4-A30 and F4-V39, whereas in A 40 trimers A2-V36, A2-G37, and A2-F20 were the
strongest. A 40 tetramers had the fewest contacts in Region 6, dominated by D1-V40, A2-V40,
and F4-G37, however, they were characterized by unique albeit relatively weak quaternary contacts
joining Regions 4 and 6. Of all A 40 and A 42 oligomers, A 40 pentamers had the most and the
strongest contacts in Region 6. In A 40 pentamers, quaternary contacts extend out of Region 6
toward Region 4. We noted three groups of contacts between regions: (a) F4-H6 and F20-E22 (with
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the strongest contacts R5-E22, H6-A21, and H6-E22) — this group extended out of Region 6 and
included also contacts G9-E22 and G9-E23; (b) F4-H6 and MHR; and (c) Y10-V12 and I31-I32
(outside but adjacent to Region 6) — these contacts which were connected to a distinct group of
parallel contacts between regions G9-V12 and N27-A30.
Additional quaternary contacts not included in Region 6 were the NTR-NTR contacts that
contributed to quaternary structure of A 40 trimers and to a lesser extent A 40 tetramers, but
were absent from A 40 dimers and pentamers. A 42 dimers and trimers had no strong contacts in
Region 6. In A 42 trimers, a group of quaternary contacts between Regions 4 and 6 centered around
E11-G33 was observed. A 42 tetramers displayed two larger groups of contacts in Region 6 centered
around the strongest contacts A2-A21 and F4-G33 and another group of contacts centered at Y10-
I32 between Regions 4 and 6. The overall strongest contact in Region 6, D1-D23, was observed
only in A 42 pentamers. This contact was peculiar because it corresponded to a proximity of
two negatively charged aspartic acids. The corresponding quaternary structure based on proximity
between C  atoms exerted the same strong contact D1-D23 (Figure S2). A 42 pentamers displayed
quaternary contacts between the NTR and CFR, mostly between D1-A2 and E22-V24 regions, which
included the contact D1-D23. Additional contacts in Region 6 in A 42 pentamers were: F4-K16,
F4-L17, and F4-L34. We also noted numerous contacts in A 42 pentamers between Regions 4 and
6, dominated by V12-F20 and V12-A21. Outside Region 6, notable NTR-NTR contacts in A 42
pentamers were F4-R5 and R5-R5. The corresponding quaternary contacts between C  atoms were
also observed but were somewhat weaker (Figure S2).
Region 6 of C –C  contact maps (Figure S2, white rectangular frames) was similar to C↵–C↵
contact maps for dimers of both alloforms and A 42 trimers. For A 40 trimers, the C –C  contact
F4-M35 was more prominent than its C↵–C↵ counterpart, while D1-A2 (outside of Region 6) was
less strong. A 40 tetramers did not clearly have the fewest C –C  contacts in Region 6, unlike
in C↵–C↵ contact maps. The region was otherwise very similar between the C –C  and C↵–C↵
contact maps of A 40 tetramers, with the exception of contact D1-V40, which was notably weaker
in the C –C  contact maps. A 42 C –C  and C↵–C↵ contact maps were also very similar for
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tetramers, with the exception of F4-L34 being notably more prominent in the C –C  contact maps.
A 40 pentamers had the most diﬀerences when comparing C  and C↵–C↵ contact maps. When
comparing the three regions mentioned above for A 40 pentamers: (a) was overwhelmingly similar,
(b) was notably weaker in the C –C  contact maps than in the C↵–C↵ contact maps, and (c) has
notably stronger contacts between residues Y10-I31, V12-I31 and V12-I32 in the C –C  contact
maps. C –C  contact V12-V12, between Region 1 and Region 2 was also notably stronger than
the corresponding C↵ contact for A 40 pentamers. The notable D1-D23 contact was also present
in C –C  contact maps of A 42 pentamers. Contacts between F4-F20 and F4-A21 were notably
more prominent in C –C  contact maps of A 42 pentamers than in C↵–C↵ contact maps, while
F4- R5 and R5-R5 (outside of Region 6) were weaker. Other observations made above for the A 42
pentamer C↵–C↵ contact map were extremely similar when we examined the corresponding C –C 
contact map.
A.1.4 Detailed Distance from the Center of Mass (CM) Analysis
A 40 monomers, dimers, and trimers exhibited larger distances than the corresponding A 42 con-
formations in the CTR for monomers and dimers or at V40 for trimers (Figure S3, left panels).
A 40 tetramers were characterized by larger distances from the CM than A 42 tetramers at D1
and in the V39-V40 region. A 42 tetramers displayed larger distances from the CM than A 40
tetramers in the G9-H13, A21-V24, and K28-V36 regions. Pentamers had the largest variation in
distances between the two diﬀerent A  species. A 40 pentamers exhibited larger distances than
A 42 pentamers at D1 and in the H14-V18 and M35-V40 regions. In contrast, A 42 pentamers
showed increased distances relative to A 40 pentamers in the G9-V12 and A21-G29 region, the
latter almost exactly coinciding with the CFR.
The distance from the CM per residue for each alloform individually was plotted to elucidate how
the amino acid arrangement with respect to the CM changed with oligomer order (Figure S3, left
panels). Overall, distances increased with the oligomer order for both alloforms. In A 40 and A 42
monomers, the L17-F19 region was the closest and D1 was the furthest to the CoM. A 40 dimers
and trimers were characterized by two regions V18-F19 and I31-I32 that were the most proximate
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to the CoM. Whereas D1 remained the furthest from the CM in A 40 dimers, in A 40 trimers,
the region D7-S8 was further away from the CM than D1. In A 40 tetramers, the region L34-V36
became the closest to the CoM, while D1 and the D7-S8 region were the most distant. The amino
acids that were the closest to and the furthest from the CM in A 40 pentamers were F20 and D1,
respectively. In A 42 dimers, there were several amino acids that showed the smallest distance from
the CoM: V18-F19, I32, and V39-V40, whereas D1 remained the most distant from the CoM. A 42
trimers showed similar characteristics with two regions, V18-F19 and I32-L34, that were the most
proximate to the CoM. whereas D1 as well as the D7-S8 region were the furthest from the CoM.
In A 42 tetramers, F19 and the V39-V40 region were the most proximate to the CM whereas the
D7-G9 region became the most distant from the CoM. Relative to smaller A 42 oligomers, A 42
pentamers showed a shift of the regions that were the most proximate to the CM toward the C-
terminus (the V36-G37 and V39-V40 regions). The peptide region that was the furthest away from
the CM in A 42 pentamers was D1-H14 with S8-G9 at the largest distance from the CoM.
A.1.5 Detailed Alloform- and Assembly State-Specific Solvent Exposure
Analysis
A 40 monomers showed higher SASA values than A 42 monomers at D1, D7, E11, K16, F20, V24,
S26, and at the CTR (Figure S3, right panel). A 42 monomers had higher SASA values than A 40
monomers at A2, in the F4-R5 region, V12, H14, N27, A30, I31, and M35. Amino acids with
increased SASA values in A 40 relative to A 42 dimers were D1, H6, Y10, H13, and the G38-V40
region. Conversely, A 42 dimers showed higher SASA values than A 40 dimers in the A2-R5 region,
at G9, K16-L17, E22, V24, K28, and in the A30-I31 region. The amino acids with higher SASA
values in A 40 than in A 42 trimers were the H6-D7 region, Y10, H13, Q15, G38, and V40, whereas
those with a higher solvent exposure in A 42 than in A 40 trimers were regions A2-F4 and F20-A21,
and V36. A 40 tetramers had increased solvent exposure relative to A 42 tetramers at D1, H6,
E11, F19, N27, and at the CTR, whereas A 42 tetramers displayed higher SASA values than A 40
tetramers at A2, R5, G9, H13, Q15, D23, K28, and in the M35-V36 region. The amino acids that
were more exposed to the solvent in A 40 than A 42 pentamers were D1, H6, the H14-L17 region,
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F19, V24, A30, M35, and the G37-V40 region, whereas those with higher SASA values in A 42
than in A 40 pentamers were the A2-E3 region, R5, the D7-G9 region, V12, E22, the N27-K28 and
I31-L34 regions.
Figure S3 (right panels) shows the SASA per amino acid for monomers through pentamers of
A 40 and A 42. We closely examined SASA changes in the NTR in particular and observed that
A 40 and A 42 monomers showed the largest SASA values in the D1-Y10 region. The decrease in
SASA values relative to A 40 monomers was noted in A 40 dimers at F4 and R5, in A 40 trimers
in the D1-R5 region and at Y10, in A 40 tetramers at D1, in the F4-D7 region and at Y10, and
in A 40 pentamers in the A2-S8 region and at Y10. Relative to A 42 monomers, SASA values
decreased also in A 42 dimers at F4, H6, and Y10, in A 42 trimers in the D1-D7 region and at
Y10, in A 42 tetramers in D1-A2 and F4-H6 regions and at Y10, and in A 42 pentamers in D1-A2
and F4-D7 regions and at Y10. These results indicate that the N-terminal region was involved in
contact formation, which is consistent with increased frequency in quaternary contacts in A 40 and
A 42 tetramers and pentamers (Figure 7, main manuscript).
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A.2 Supplementary Tables
Table S1: Average values of NT-CM distance and hydrophobic
SASA probability distributions. Distributions are displayed in Figures
3 and 4 in the main manuscript.
NT-CM Distance [nm] Hydrophobic SASA [nm2]
N A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42
1 1.12 1.23 13.53 15.25
2 1.44 1.58 9.42 10.56
3 1.55 1.76 8.09 9.92
4 1.91 1.88 7.72 8.62
5 2.21 2.05 7.82 8.47
SEM values are less than 0.01.
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Table S2: Intra-peptide salt bridge propensities for monomers.
Each amino acid combination capable of forming salt bridges is represented.
Salt-bridge propensities which are significantly diﬀerent between A 40 and
A 42 alloforms are highlighted in red.
Monomers Intra peptide [%]
AA Pair A 40 A 42
R5 - D1 27 ± 6 37 ± 7
R5 - E3 24 ± 6 32 ± 6
R5 - D7 11 ± 4 6 ± 3
R5 - E11 18 ± 5 14 ± 5
R5 - E22 12 ± 4 12 ± 5
R5 - D23 4 ± 2 2 ± 2
Total R5 95 ± 12 103 ± 12
K16 - D1 4 ± 2 2 ± 2
K16 - E3 2 ± 2 5 ± 3
K16 - D7 3 ± 2 10 ± 4
K16 - E11 7 ± 3 8 ± 3
K16 - E22 6 ± 3 4 ± 3
K16 - D23 2 ± 2 5 ± 3
Total K16 24 ± 6 35 ± 8
K28 - D1 9 ± 3 6 ± 3
K28 - E3 3 ± 1 9 ± 4
K28 - D7 3 ± 2 2 ± 2
K28 - E11 5 ± 3 6 ± 3
K28 - E22 12 ± 4 15 ± 5
K28 - D23 14 ± 4 14 ± 4
Total K28 46 ± 7 52 ± 9
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Table S3: Intra-peptide and inter-peptide salt bridge propensities
for dimers. Each amino acid combination capable of forming salt bridges
is represented. Salt-bridge propensities which are significantly diﬀerent
between A 40 and A 42 alloforms are highlighted in red.
Dimers Intra peptide [%] Inter peptide [%] Total [%]
AA Pair A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42
R5 - D1 9 ± 3 28 ± 4 1 ± 1 0 ± 0 10 ± 3 28 ± 4
R5 - E3 31 ± 5 35 ± 4 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 31 ± 5 36 ± 4
R5 - D7 11 ± 4 16 ± 3 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 11 ± 4 16 ± 3
R5 - E11 6 ± 2 7 ± 3 6 ± 2 1 ± 1 11 ± 3 8 ± 3
R5 - E22 8 ± 3 4 ± 2 5 ± 3 6 ± 2 14 ± 4 10 ± 3
R5 - D23 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 3 ± 2 3 ± 2 5 ± 2 4 ± 2
Total R5 67 ± 8 91 ± 8 15 ± 4 11 ± 3 82 ± 9 102 ± 8
K16 - D1 7 ± 3 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 9 ± 3 5 ± 2
K16 - E3 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 5 ± 2 7 ± 2
K16 - D7 4 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 1 ± 1 4 ± 2 2 ± 2
K16 - E11 10 ± 2 4 ± 2 0 ± 0 3 ± 2 10 ± 2 8 ± 3
K16 - E22 4 ± 2 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 6 ± 2 3 ± 1
K16 - D23 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 3 ± 2 4 ± 2 5 ± 2
Total K16 30 ± 5 14 ± 3 8 ± 2 15 ± 3 37 ± 5 28 ± 5
K28 - D1 3 ± 1 5 ± 2 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 7 ± 2 6 ± 2
K28 - E3 4 ± 1 2 ± 1 5 ± 2 0 ± 0 8 ± 3 3 ± 1
K28 - D7 5 ± 2 2 ± 1 0 ± 0 2 ± 1 5 ± 2 3 ± 2
K28 - E11 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 4 ± 2 4 ± 2
K28 - E22 11 ± 3 7 ± 2 5 ± 2 5 ± 2 16 ± 3 12 ± 3
K28 - D23 17 ± 4 10 ± 3 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 20 ± 4 12 ± 3
Total K28 41 ± 5 27 ± 5 18 ± 4 12 ± 3 59 ± 7 39 ± 6
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Table S4: Intra-peptide and inter-peptide salt bridge propensities
for trimers. Each amino acid combination capable of forming salt bridges
is represented. Salt-bridge propensities which are significantly diﬀerent
between A 40 and A 42 alloforms are highlighted in red.
Trimers Intra peptide [%] Inter peptide [%] Total [%]
AA Pair A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42
R5 - D1 16 ± 4 34 ± 6 3 ± 1 0 ± 0 19 ± 5 34 ± 6
R5 - E3 27 ± 5 28 ± 5 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 28 ± 5 28 ± 5
R5 - D7 12 ± 3 14 ± 4 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 12 ± 3 16 ± 4
R5 - E11 7 ± 3 17 ± 4 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 11 ± 3 19 ± 4
R5 - E22 9 ± 3 6 ± 3 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 12 ± 3 7 ± 4
R5 - D23 6 ± 3 5 ± 3 4 ± 1 2 ± 1 10 ± 3 7 ± 3
Total R5 78 ± 9 104 ± 11 15 ± 3 8 ± 2 93 ± 9 112 ± 11
K16 - D1 6 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 4 ± 1 8 ± 3 5 ± 2
K16 - E3 2 ± 1 3 ± 2 3 ± 1 3 ± 1 5 ± 2 5 ± 2
K16 - D7 1 ± 1 7 ± 2 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 2 ± 1 7 ± 2
K16 - E11 3 ± 2 5 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 5 ± 2 7 ± 2
K16 - E22 4 ± 2 2 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 6 ± 2 4 ± 2
K16 - D23 4 ± 2 3 ± 2 0 ± 0 3 ± 1 4 ± 2 6 ± 2
Total K16 20 ± 4 20 ± 4 9 ± 2 14 ± 3 28 ± 5 34 ± 5
K28 - D1 5 ± 3 1 ± 0 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 6 ± 3 3 ± 1
K28 - E3 2 ± 1 2 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 3 ± 2 4 ± 2
K28 - D7 2 ± 2 2 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 0 3 ± 2 3 ± 2
K28 - E11 4 ± 2 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 5 ± 2 4 ± 2
K28 - E22 7 ± 2 12 ± 4 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 10 ± 3 14 ± 4
K28 - D23 15 ± 4 11 ± 3 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 17 ± 4 13 ± 3
Total K28 33 ± 6 30 ± 6 11 ± 3 10 ± 2 44 ± 6 40 ± 6
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Table S5: Intra-peptide and inter-peptide salt bridge propensi-
ties for tetramers. Each amino acid combination capable of forming
salt bridges is represented. Salt-bridge propensities which are significantly
diﬀerent between A 40 and A 42 alloforms are highlighted in red.
Tetramers Intra peptide [%] Inter peptide [%] Total [%]
AA Pair A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42
R5 - D1 22 ± 4 52 ± 7 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 25 ± 4 53 ± 7
R5 - E3 22 ± 5 22 ± 5 1 ± 1 0 ± 0 24 ± 5 22 ± 5
R5 - D7 13 ± 4 11 ± 4 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 13 ± 4 13 ± 5
R5 - E11 12 ± 4 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 15 ± 4 2 ± 1
R5 - E22 8 ± 3 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 3 ± 2 9 ± 4 3 ± 2
R5 - D23 6 ± 2 3 ± 2 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 6 ± 2 3 ± 2
Total R5 83 ± 9 90 ± 10 8 ± 2 8 ± 2 91 ± 10 97 ± 10
K16 - D1 1 ± 0 0 ± 0 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 2 ± 1
K16 - E3 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 3 ± 2
K16 - D7 6 ± 2 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 7 ± 3 4 ± 2
K16 - E11 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 5 ± 2 5 ± 2
K16 - E22 1 ± 1 5 ± 3 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 7 ± 3
K16 - D23 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 3 ± 2 2 ± 1
Total K16 13 ± 3 14 ± 4 9 ± 2 9 ± 2 21 ± 4 22 ± 5
K28 - D1 3 ± 1 2 ± 2 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 5 ± 2 3 ± 2
K28 - E3 3 ± 2 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 1 ± 0 4 ± 2 1 ± 0
K28 - D7 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 3 ± 2
K28 - E11 1 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1
K28 - E22 11 ± 4 14 ± 3 4 ± 1 1 ± 0 15 ± 4 15 ± 3
K28 - D23 22 ± 5 5 ± 2 3 ± 1 2 ± 1 25 ± 5 7 ± 2
Total K28 41 ± 7 24 ± 4 10 ± 2 6 ± 1 51 ± 7 30 ± 4
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Table S6: Intra-peptide and inter-peptide salt bridge propensi-
ties for pentamers. Each amino acid combination capable of forming
salt bridges is represented. Salt-bridge propensities which are significantly
diﬀerent between A 40 and A 42 alloforms are highlighted in red.
Pentamers Intra peptide [%] Inter peptide [%] Total [%]
AA Pair A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42 A 40 A 42
R5 - D1 8 ± 3 20 ± 2 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 9 ± 3 23 ± 2
R5 - E3 20 ± 5 22 ± 7 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 21 ± 5 23 ± 7
R5 - D7 1 ± 1 14 ± 6 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 4 ± 1 15 ± 6
R5 - E11 2 ± 2 10 ± 5 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 5 ± 2 11 ± 5
R5 - E22 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 3 ± 2 2 ± 1 3 ± 2 2 ± 1
R5 - D23 4 ± 3 0 ± 0 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 6 ± 4 1 ± 1
Total R5 35 ± 7 65 ± 11 13 ± 3 9 ± 3 48 ± 8 74 ± 11
K16 - D1 7 ± 3 4 ± 4 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 8 ± 3 7 ± 4
K16 - E3 3 ± 3 1 ± 1 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 5 ± 3 2 ± 1
K16 - D7 0 ± 0 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 4 ± 2
K16 - E11 9 ± 5 10 ± 3 1 ± 1 0 ± 0 10 ± 5 10 ± 3
K16 - E22 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 3 ± 1
K16 - D23 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1
Total K16 19 ± 6 18 ± 5 8 ± 2 9 ± 2 27 ± 7 27 ± 6
K28 - D1 0 ± 0 6 ± 3 3 ± 1 1 ± 0 3 ± 1 7 ± 3
K28 - E3 3 ± 3 3 ± 2 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 4 ± 3 4 ± 2
K28 - D7 4 ± 3 1 ± 0 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 6 ± 4 1 ± 1
K28 - E11 3 ± 3 0 ± 0 1 ± 0 1 ± 1 3 ± 3 1 ± 1
K28 - E22 9 ± 4 9 ± 7 3 ± 1 1 ± 1 12 ± 4 10 ± 7
K28 - D23 17 ± 2 9 ± 5 4 ± 2 0 ± 0 21 ± 3 9 ± 5
Total K28 36 ± 7 27 ± 9 12 ± 2 6 ± 1 48 ± 7 33 ± 9
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A.3 Supplementary Figures
Figure S1: Temporal evolution of RMSD values. RMSD values as a
function of simulation time for trajectories of A 40 and A 42 monomers and
oligomers obtained by MD. Trajectories with the highest and lowest RMSD
values were chosen along with three representative trajectories. RMSD values
for all four A 42 pentamers are shown.
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Figure S3: Distance from the CM and SASA per amino acid:
alloform comparison. The error bars are SEM values.
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Figure S4: Histograms of salt-bridge propensities: alloform eﬀect.
Sums of intra and inter-peptide propensities, for the three positive (right
panel) and six negative (left panel) amino acids are shown. The error bars
are SEM values.
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Appendix B: Supporting Information for: Folding and Oligomer Formation of
↵-Synuclein: A Discrete Molecular Dynamics Study
B.1 Supplemental Tables
Table S1: Number of monomer and oligomer conformations.
Throughout the 80M time units of simulation time and in the final 20M
time units of simulation time. Specific time frames used for analysis are










Figure S1: Time evolution of the oligomer size distribution. The
relative propensity of monomers and oligomers for simulations with ECH =
0.20 was measured after the first 1M time units and at 20M, 40M, 60M,
and 80M time units.
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Figure S2: Eﬀect of assembly state on distributions of NT-CM,
CT-CM, and NT-CT distances and hydrophobic CG-SASA.Mann-
Whitney U tests comparing all assembly size distributions resulted in p<
10 3 for all.
Figure S3: Average per-residue turn propensities for monomer
conformations from clusters 1 and 2. Error bars correspond to SEM
values
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Figure S4: Average per-residue statistical coil content of ↵S con-
formations. Error bars correspond to SEM values.
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Figure S6: Average per-residue SASA of ↵S conformations. Error
bars correspond to SEM values.
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